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The themed set of articles that follows this introduction contains a selection of the papers that were presented at the 36th Annual Larval Fish Conference (ALFC), convened in Osøyro, Norway, 2–6 July 2012. The conference was organized around four theme sessions, three of which are represented with articles in this collection: “Assessing the relative contribution of different sources of mortality in the early life stages of fishes,” “The contribution of mechanistic, behavioural, and physiological studies on fish larvae to ecosystem models,” “Effects of oil and natural gas surveys, extraction activity and spills on fish early life stages”. Looking back at the main themes of earlier conferences about the early life history of fish reveals that they were not very different from those of ALFC2012. Clearly, we still have a lot of work to do on these and other topics related to the biology and ecology of fish early life stages.
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The Annual Larval Fish Conferences (ALFCs) evolved from a series of informal, freshwater-oriented symposia that began with the “First Symposium on Freshwater Larval Fish”, convened in Charlotte, North Carolina, 24–25 February 1977 (a list of all the ALFCs can be found at: www2.ncsu.edu/elhs/elhspubs.html). A long tradition of themed article collections on the early life history of fishes (ELHF) began with this first ALFC (Olmstead, 1978). In addition, there is a series of three seminal article collections on the ELHF that emanated from ICES Symposia (Blaxter, 1974; Lasker and Sherman, 1981; Blaxter et al., 1989). The themed set (TS) of articles that follows this introduction contains a selection of the papers that were presented at the 36th ALFC, convened in Osøyro, Norway, 2–6 July 2012. The conference attracted 142 delegates from 33 countries. The program was diverse, with 110 oral and 40 poster presentations. The conference was organized around four theme sessions, three of which are represented with articles in this collection.

“Assessing the relative contribution of different sources of mortality in the early life stages of fishes” was a theme session organized by Richard Nash, Audrey Geffen and Guðrun Marteinsdóttir. Rates and drivers of mortality have been a central theme of many ALFCs, and was a prominent part of the three ICES Symposia mentioned above. Clearly, a detailed knowledge and understanding of the sources and stage-specific rates of mortality, and of the relative roles of density-independent versus density-dependent processes, remains elusive. Reduction in abundance during the ELHF, from eggs through to settlement by juveniles on nursery grounds, results from a range of causes. Losses can occur from physical transport mechanisms, whereby eggs and larvae are advected to unsuitable habitats (articles in this TS that touch upon this are Lechner et al., 2014; Myksvoll et al., 2014a, b), and through predation, feeding-growth (or lack thereof), environmental factors, or other even more difficult-to-determine causes such as disease. Articles in this TS that touch upon these latter themes are Anderson and Scharf (2014), Kinoshita et al. (2014), Ohata et al. (2014), Paulsen et al. (2014), Polte et al. (2014) and Robert et al. (2014).

“The contribution of mechanistic, behavioural, and physiological studies on fish larvae to ecosystem models” was a theme session organized by Frode Vikebø and Geir Huse. Ecosystem and process modelling is a central component of the ecosystem-based approach to managing marine resources. Recent studies have emphasized the incorporation of flexible individual behaviour motivated through individual states and environmental cues, resulting in emergent rather than determined responses. However, an important limitation of these models is the scarcity of empirical observations to parameterize them. This session represented an attempt to bridge that gap. Articles in this TS that contribute to this are Jørgensen et al. (2014), Myksvoll et al. (2014a, b) and Staaterman and Paris (2014).
“Effects of oil and natural gas surveys, extraction activity and spills on fish early life stages” was a theme session organized by Sonnich Meier, Bjørn Einar Grøsvik and Erik Olsen. Fish embryos and larvae are sensitive to low concentrations of dissolved oil compounds that result not from major spills but from everyday leakage or operational discharges of water from offshore platform activity. There is a need for more research on how oil and dispersants at low concentration affect the ELHF, and that was the focus of this theme session. The article in this TS by Vikebø et al. (2014) is a contribution to this topic.

Looking back at the main themes of the third ICES Symposium on the ELHF, held in Bergen, Norway, 3–5 October 1988, reveals that they were not very different from those of ALFC2012: (i) spawning studies; (ii) field investigations of distribution and transport, growth and feeding, late larvae and juveniles; (iii) recruitment; (iv) experimental studies on feeding, growth and metabolism, predation and locomotion; and (v) pollution studies. Clearly, we still have a lot of work to do on these and other topics related to the biology and ecology of fish early life stages.
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Since the classical works by Hjort linked the survival of early life stages of fish to year-class strength and recruitment, fisheries science has struggled to understand the fate of fish eggs and larvae. Here we discuss how food availability will influence growth and survival of larvae when foraging behaviour is flexible and involves predation risk. We use theory to show that small larval fish with a high risk of predation should nevertheless forage intensely and maintain high growth rates. The implication of this is that food availability is more important to recruitment success than is often assumed from studies of growth rate, since the main effect of low food availability appears as increased predation rates. As larvae develop and grow bigger, they are expected to tailor their behaviour to balance food intake and predation risk, which makes it more probable that environmental fluctuations will cause growth differences. A theoretical framework including larval behaviour thus illustrates how several existing hypotheses, i.e. “bigger is better”, “stage duration”, and “growth-selective predation”, emphasize different aspects of larval success but can be understood more generally and coherently when interpreted in the light of behavioural trade-offs. This may lead to more consistent consideration of larval behaviour in biophysical models of fish recruitment.
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Introduction

Many pelagic fish larvae hatch as vulnerable and almost immobile particles, but can quickly develop locomotory capabilities (Clark et al., 2005) and may eventually adopt schooling behaviours (Leis, 2007). The extraordinary high mortality experienced during their earliest life stages (McGurk, 1986) exerts strong selective pressures to fine-tune their behavioural strategies through Darwinian evolution. A priori, one would therefore expect them to have adapted behaviours such as activity level, depth positioning, and aggregation tendency to maximize survival, and that these strategies would be flexible with regards to their size, internal condition (e.g. hunger), and the anticipated risk of predation in their current environment (based on e.g. light levels or direct cues). Behavioural capacities are known to have profound effects on the interplay between environment, growth and survival (Lima and Dill, 1990); in this paper we assess the value of a behavioural perspective for understanding recruitment processes in fish larvae.

In Hjort’s time, data was scarce, which had the side-effect of leaving ample room for speculation. A common contemporary belief was that all herring belonged to one inexhaustible population in the Arctic and that variable migratory routes explained why local fishing grounds were fluctuating (Sinclair and Solemdal, 1988). Using age reading from fish scales, Hjort and his co-workers were able to show how some strong year-classes swept through the population like a wave and could dominate for almost a decade (Hjort, 1914). At the same time, these strong year-classes could not be linked to a large parental population, so their formation seemed almost random or caused by some undetermined environmental factor. Attempting to provide a mechanistic link to the observed fluctuations, Hjort (1914) formulated the “critical period” hypothesis, stating that newly hatched larvae that “did not succeed in finding the very special food they wanted would die from hunger” (Hjort, 1926). This hypothesis was later explored in detail for Norwegian spring spawning herring (Dragesund, 1970), and refined to become
the more general match–mismatch hypothesis by Cushing (1973; 1990). The match–mismatch hypothesis proposed that larvae hatching near the peak abundance of their zooplankton prey would survive and recruit better, thus forming strong year-classes. Hjort’s (1914; 1926) concept of a “critical period” still dominates fisheries recruitment science a century later, although it has been complemented by more specific hypotheses that attempt to explain how food can be mechanistically and causally linked to recruitment success. The “bigger is better” hypothesis (Houde, 1987; Litvak and Leggett, 1992) is based on the observation that predation rates are high but decline rapidly with size in marine organisms in general (Peterson and Wroblewski, 1984) and for fish larvae in particular (McGurk, 1986; Houde, 1987). An implicit consequence is the closely related “stage duration” hypothesis. Rather than explicitly addressing size, it focuses on the time spent in the smaller and vulnerable size-classes; if growth increases, this period is shortened and survival is therefore higher (Shine, 1978; Houde, 1997). A third perspective is the “growth-selective predation” hypothesis, based on observations that slow-growing larvae were more likely to be eaten, presumably because too little food reduced performance and anti-predator behaviours (Takasuka et al., 2003).

The common assumption made by the three hypotheses is that favourable food conditions will increase growth rate, which in turn has a positive effect on survival. In this paper we suggest that behavioural responses play a central role in this chain of causal mechanisms, based on developments made within behavioural ecology and life-history theory over recent decades. A core mechanism is that food abundance will increase survival through changes in behaviour, whereas there can be little or no concurrent change in growth (McNamara and Houston, 1987; Fiksen and Jørgensen, 2011). Our manuscript is structured as follows.

We first point to mechanisms and selection pressures that link growth rate to predation risk in larval fish. Our focus is on species from high latitudes with a pelagic larval phase, but many of the mechanisms and relationships are general and would apply to tropical regions as well. With reference to a detailed state-variable dynamic optimization model for growth and survival in fish larvae, we argue that a main role for adaptive larval behaviour is to maintain high growth rates across a wide range of food concentrations, but that survival can be compromised (Fiksen and Jørgensen, 2011). We highlight some key predictions from this model and use them to demonstrate links between behaviour, growth, and survival.

Whereas Hjort’s (1926) starting point was that larval fish suffering mismatch “would die from hunger”, the theory we present indicates that less food may alter foraging behaviour and cause larvae to take more risks, making predation rather than starvation the main cause of death. The distinction between these two views is discussed.

The above points indicate that evolved strategies and environmental variation are two sources of differences between individuals. These are compared and contrasted. We then illustrate how a focus on larval fish behaviour may help bring together the perspectives of the “bigger is better”, “stage duration”, and “growth-selective predation” hypotheses. Finally, we end the paper with a brief discussion of implications for biophysical models that explicitly consider the larval phase.

Trade-offs between growth and survival

What does theory have to say about how animal behaviour can modify growth and survival? Think of an animal with some foraging behaviour, for instance activity level or boldness during foraging. Pivotal to understanding the selection pressures on such behaviours is to identify the involved trade-offs, i.e. how an individual may need to sacrifice ingestion to achieve survival, or the other way around. If predation rate is plotted as a function of growth rate, Gilliam’s rule (Werner and Gilliam, 1984) can be applied to find the evolutionarily optimal growth rate. Graphically, this is done by drawing the tangent through the origin, and it will intersect the curve at the point where the ratio between mortality and growth is minimized, i.e. where growth is optimal (denoted with *) because a larger size is achieved with the lowest probability of predation (Figure 1).

The exact relationship between growth rate and predation rate is variable and depends on the type of predator, the type of prey, the environment, the individual’s behaviour, and strategic life history trade-offs (Huse and Fiksen, 2010). The relationship is furthermore expected to change with development as larvae acquire increased capabilities of locomotion, sensing, escape, and defence. In herring larvae, it is for example observed that responsiveness to a predation cue increases with age, presumably due to development, but also with size (Skajaa et al., 2004) in line with the expectation of more cautious behavioural strategies as size-dependent mortality declines. At the broad scale, growth rate is a trait that has evolved to an optimal level to maximize expected offspring production during a lifetime (Arendt, 1997). Many processes contribute to growth, some of which affect acquisition or foraging rates, and some that determine how growth is prioritized over other processes that compete for resources (Emberg et al., 2012). A good starting point when thinking about all these processes can be to ask the two following questions about the benefits and costs.

What can be achieved by increasing foraging activity?

Generally, growth will increase with increasing foraging activity, although there will typically be diminishing returns. Behaviour can cause this due to: (i) a functional response with handling time limitation, causing ingestion rate to approach a ceiling even though further foraging increases the encounter rate with prey (Holling, 1965), which is particularly relevant for species such as planktivorous fish that ingest single food particles that are small relative to body size; (ii) inclusion of less-preferred items in the diet, which may reduce the energy efficiency of foraging (Emlen, 1966); or (iii) first utilizing the hours of the day that are most efficient for foraging, typically at dusk and dawn, (Clark and Levy, 1988), then extending foraging to

Figure 1. A graphical illustration of optimal growth rates (*) under different mortality levels, given a behavioural trade-off between growth rate and survival. By drawing the tangent to the mortality curve through the origin, the point is found where the ratio between mortality and growth is minimized, analogous to Gilliam’s rule (Werner and Gilliam, 1984). The optimal growth rate (*) is higher when mortality is high (a), compared with a situation where mortality is lower (b). Note that the figure shows growth rate on the x-axis and each panel assumes a constant size; the generally declining mortality rate with increasing size is visible in the contrast between panels (a) and (b).
times with less favourable conditions. One can also think of other mechanisms, as well as constraints e.g. from the processing capacity of the gut, but in general we expect growth to increase, but to approach an asymptote, with increasing foraging activity.

**What are the costs of increasing foraging activity?**

Increased foraging may require a larger gut or better swimming muscles, which have energetic costs that will reduce the energetic efficiency of foraging or may incur elevated maintenance costs when running idle. Still, survival costs are probably most important, especially for small fish larvae that may encounter many potential predators while having limited abilities to escape. An overall finding is that an individual who follows a strategy of faster growth will suffer increased mortality risk because it takes more chances during foraging. More swimming generally makes the individual more easily detected by predators (Kiorboe, 2011). Some modes of predation have been modelled mechanistically. For example, if the foraging activity of a larval fish is swimming speed, and the main predators are ambush predators, then the rate of predation will be proportional to foraging activity (Visser and Kiorboe, 2006). An individual can also increase its ingestion rate by visiting more well-lit layers, but with a concomitant increase in predation rate (Iwasa, 1982). In an elegant series of experiments, it was shown that rapid digestion leaves less aerobic scope for escaping predation attempts (Billerbeck *et al.*, 2001; Lankford *et al.*, 2001; Arnott *et al.*, 2006). Fast growth may furthermore consume resources that become unavailable for other processes that may reduce mortality, such as cellular maintenance and repair, immune defence, or armoury (reviewed in Arendt, 1997; Enberg *et al.*, 2012).

Together, the benefits and costs of foraging typically scale in such a way that predation risk is an accelerating function of growth rate (Figure 1), and that the optimal growth rate is faster when the mortality rate is higher (Figure 1a vs. 1b).

This insight is particularly relevant for fish larvae because they suffer very high predation rates, particularly early in their ontogeny (McGurk, 1986). An important role for behaviour may then be to keep growth at high levels, by making sure that the digestive system has sufficient food to process at all times. Should the environment become worse, ingestion can be kept high by accepting more risk (Fiksen *et al.*, 2007). As development progresses, growth rates can be expected to fall as more cautious foraging behaviours become adaptive due to the general reduction of size-dependent predation mortality.

**Starvation or predation?**

From an individual perspective, death by starvation is a dramatic and irreversible situation that individuals will go to great lengths to avoid. Theoretical studies have highlighted that one cannot infer from the frequency of starvation whether food is important, because individuals will increase their risk-taking long before starvation happens (McNamara and Houston, 1987; Krebs and Kacelnik, 1991). While Hjort (1914, 1926) was right when he linked food abundance to recruitment success, he may have jumped to conclusions when he reasoned that larvae who suffered mismatch “would die from hunger”. It is more likely that they died from predation because hunger made their behaviour more risk-prone. There is also growing awareness of the distinction between prey abundance and prey availability, i.e. the former is only the numbers or biomass of prey, whereas the latter also includes other factors that make that potential prey more or less easy to capture and consume—such as light, turbulence, prey-size spectra (Sheldon *et al.*, 1972; Pope *et al.*, 1994), and ontogenetic development of the larva’s sensory and locomotory capabilities.

Using a detailed state-variable optimization model for the foraging of and predation on larval fish, Fiksen and Jorgensen (2011) found optimal behavioural responses (vertical habitat selection and foraging activity) in a range of environmental settings (Figure 2). Optimality was defined as the behaviour that maximized the probability of survival to a given size (metamorphosis). The key assumptions linking behaviour to growth and predation risk were: (i) that more swimming activity led to higher encounters with both prey and ambush predators; and (ii) that more light increased both the detection of prey and the chance of being detected by a predatory fish. Behavioural strategies of activity and light-exposure therefore had consequences for both growth and survival, and the optimal strategy was found by state-dependent optimization (Clark and Mangel, 2000). When food levels were varied from very low to very high, there was a gradual increase in survival, but the optimal behavioural strategies maintained growth close to the maximum possible, except for in the very worst environments where starvation occurred (Figure 2). In the model, the high mortality that fish larvae experience makes it optimal for them to keep their physiological machinery running at maximum rates (even if this has survival costs), and behaviour is modified adaptively to ensure sufficient food is supplied. At higher food levels survival improves, as less risky behaviours are needed to maintain high growth rates.

This model’s predictions are consistent with several observations. A review of growth studies in Atlantic cod concluded that cod larvae grew at their temperature-dependent maximum rates under field conditions, whereas sub-maximal growth was often observed in laboratory studies, presumably because larvae cannot express their behaviour fully (Folkevold, 2005). Similarly, a large field study of Japanese anchovy larvae found no effect of prey density on growth rates (Takasuka and Aoki, 2006).

It should be noted that situations exist where food limitation appears to actually constrain growth rate (e.g. Huwer *et al.*, 2011). As individuals grow bigger, their feeding strategies are expected to become more cautious. In those situations, a perceived presence of predators can induce less foraging and more time spent in safety. This is often referred to as a non-consumptive effect of predation and is contrasted to the consumptive effect by which the prey is eaten by the predator (Peacock *et al.*, 2013). A trait change commonly has both consumptive and non-consumptive consequences.

**Two sources of individual variation**

In a given population there may not be a single optimum or a single dominating strategy, but there is often between-individual variation in how much risk individuals accept (Biro *et al.*, 2006). Commonly, a strategy is only optimal under a narrow range of environmental conditions, and if the future environment is uncertain, patchy or variable, it can be adaptive for parents to hedge their bets by producing a clutch of offspring that follow strategies that differ from one another (Crean and Marshall, 2009). If these behavioural and growth traits are heritable, then the larvae with higher survival will be more likely to produce the descendants for the next generation, and in this way natural selection may fine-tune larval strategies for behaviour and growth. It may also be that heritable lines coexist in the same population because differences from year to year or area to area select for a range of strategies.

Another source of individual variation is short-term environmental variability that may influence individual state. Because two individuals who follow the same strategy may differ in the history of their environmental exposure, this can lead to differences first
in how much food their guts contain or how full their energy stores are, then over time this can cause growth differences and variation in size. Behavioural ecology has a rich tradition for studying how differences in state may affect behavioural decisions (Houston and McNamara, 1999; Clark and Mangel, 2000). Food is more valuable for a hungry larva than for one who is satiated, and in one experiment well-fed cod larvae spent more time in the safety of a group whereas hungry larvae foraged more solitarily (Skajaa et al., 2003).

Initial size and condition during egg and early life stages can also influence survival. Jørgensen et al. (2011) show in a theoretical model how optimal offspring size in fish may depend on both environmental and parental conditions. Such state-dependent strategies illustrate how individual larvae, but also their parents, may influence larval risk-taking depending on their current state, which reflects recent history.

The combination of strategic and environmental effects on rates of growth and predation are shown in Figure 3. Because fish larvae suffer high mortality rates (Peterson and Wroblewski, 1984; McGurk, 1986), low food availability leads to minor reductions in growth but major increases in predation as individuals compensate behaviourally by taking more risk (Figure 3b and top-right end of Figure 3c). Thus, when behaviour can be fully expressed, fish larvae grow near their maximum rates, and the price of a bad environment becomes reduced survival.

As fish larvae develop, better sensory apparatus and improved locomotory capabilities make surviving a predator attack more likely, and mortality generally becomes lower. Larvae also form a larger visual image as they grow bigger, and therefore become more vulnerable to visual predators such as fish (Aksnes and Utne, 1997; Vikebo et al., 2007). Experiments have revealed that younger larvae do not respond to predators while older ones do (Fuiman, 1989; Skajaa et al., 2003). For instance, herring larvae develop bullae and a gas-filled lateral organ capable of hearing at \( \approx 26 \) mm of length, and this implies a quantum leap in their ability to avoid predation attempts (Fuiman, 1989). In sum, reduced overall mortality, increased visibility to predators, and increased sensory and locomotory capabilities make it profitable, in evolutionary terms, for fish larvae to gradually become more risk-sensitive with age and ontogenetic development (exemplified in Figure 3a), and this will likely continue until adulthood (gradually moving towards the lower-left corner of Figure 3c).

**Figure 2.** Predictions of optimal growth and resulting survival over a range of prey densities according to a detailed simulation model for state-dependent larval behaviour (Fiksen and Jørgensen, 2011). The model includes mechanistic behavioural trade-offs between growth and predation, and follows a larva hour by hour over day and night while it adjusts its behaviour adaptively to the prey availability. Larval survival was quantified as the probability of survival from 5 mm to a length of 15 mm, and the figure shows the corresponding average growth rate (open circles) and survival (solid squares) as a function of prey density in the water column.

**Recruitment hypotheses in fisheries science**

If behaviour can modify growth and survival, what is the relevance for fisheries science and recruitment success? In Figure 4 we assume that mortality decreases with size, as observed and reflected in the “bigger is better” hypothesis, and contrast different views of how growth and mortality may vary over the early life stages of fish. A common assumption, derived from laboratory experiments, is that periods of reduced food availability will translate to periods of reduced growth (Figure 4a). Slower growth implies a longer larval phase. Because total mortality can be visualized as the area under the curve of mortality rate plotted over time, slower growth causes longer “stage duration” and a higher cumulative mortality.
This would be the case also if mortality was assumed to be independent of size. Under food-limited growth, a slowing down at early ages will have more pronounced effects because it prolongs development at a size where the mortality rate is higher.

An alternative mechanism, explained above, is that growth is a trait subject to trade-offs, and that behaviour plays the role of jointly determining risk exposure and growth rate. For example, benthic larvae reduce their foraging behaviour in experimental tanks where they can see a potential predator (Skajaa et al., 2003) but maintain their escape response (Skajaa and Browman, 2007), thus suggesting that behaviour can be environmentally conditioned. Given such trade-offs, reducing growth rate entails a more cautious behavioural strategy that will incur lower mortality rates but also lengthen the exposure to mortality because growth to a given size takes a longer time (Figure 4b). Note that here a longer "stage duration" is not necessarily linked to higher mortality; if growth is faster than optimal then slower growth and longer duration would decrease the overall mortality.

The two perspectives from panels 4a and 4b are combined in panel 4c, where it is assumed that behaviour is plastic and can change rapidly and according to local environmental variables. When food availability varies over time, these fish larvae may change their behaviour to accept more risk when food is scarce, thus maintaining rates of ingestion, digestion, and growth, albeit at costs in terms of survival (Fiksen and Jørgensen, 2011). This also describes a role for individual states, as lower food availability is likely to first reduce gut levels, then energy levels, and if behavioural changes are insufficient to bring ingestion back up, then finally growth.

From this behavioural perspective it is easier to see how the three recruitment hypotheses are related:

The "bigger is better" hypothesis cannot be used to infer that larvae should hatch bigger because evolution of egg size is determined by selection pressures on maternal investment (Smith and Fretwell, 1974; Jørgensen et al., 2011), but it can guide our understanding of the role of behaviour. This hypothesis recognizes the overall pattern that mortality rate declines rapidly with size for fish eggs and larvae, which has a sound empirical (McGurk, 1986) and theoretical basis (Peterson and Wroblewski, 1984; Andersen and Beyer, 2006) related to development of e.g. locomotory capabilities, sensory systems, adaptive colouration, scales, and immune defence. The pattern of declining mortality with size leads to the prediction that behaviour should be more risk-taking for small larvae, and gradually become more cautious as the larvae grow bigger. The "bigger is better" hypothesis also emphasizes the importance of body size for larval ecology, for example how the growing larval body forms a larger visual image that behaviour can counteract by seeking darker surroundings, or by conferring advantages in terms of intraspecific competition (Reznick et al., 2006) or surf-riding of size-spectra (Pope et al., 1994).

Whether "stage duration" has a positive or negative effect on survival depends on the behavioural strategy. This hypothesis focuses on the time spent in vulnerable size-classes where longer stage duration is assumed to increase mortality, but taking behavioural trade-offs into account suggests that prolonged stage duration may be caused by a more cautious behavioural strategy, with slower growth and lower mortality rate. Whether the overall effect on survival is positive or negative depends on the area under the curve of mortality rate plotted over time, until a given size is reached. Thus, stage duration has no simple effect on survival or recruitment; it depends on the environment and behaviour.

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of how adaptive growth and environmental effects of food variability influence growth and mortality through ontogeny. (a) In older individuals, the mortality rate is comparatively low, and due to trade-offs strategies that grow faster may shorten the duration of a given mortality rate (removing the mortality in the hatched area) but incur a higher mortality rate ($\Delta M$), which together influence the overall survival (faster growth increases fitness if the grey area is smaller than the hatched area). (b) For larval fish, the mortality rate is usually higher, and reducing the time one is exposed to that mortality has a large effect on survival. To attain that effect, fish larvae may evolve rapid growth strategies that accept higher instantaneous mortality, again being selected for as long as the grey area is smaller than the hatched area. (c) The difference in this trade-off between larval fish and older individuals suggests two broad patterns. First, larval fish will likely grow faster and take higher risks, this being at the upper-right corner of the graph. As they develop and the mortality rate declines, it becomes optimal to reduce risk level and grow slower, and through ontogeny one would therefore expect that they move towards the lower-left corner of the figure (indicated with wide grey arrow). At each ontogenetic stage, food variability can induce changes in growth and risk-taking. If food is abundant, mortality will be lower (the black end of each little line), but in larval fish it is expected that food variation will translate mostly to changes in survival (lines are almost vertical), whereas for older fish the extra risk may not be worth taking and food variation will have stronger effects on growth (lines are more horizontal).
Behavioural trade-offs may also cause patterns of "growth-selective predation". Although Figure 2 emphasizes how the main effect of variation in food is to affect survival, it also shows a correlation between growth rate and survival rate. If the environment is sufficiently severe, larvae may grow more slowly and take higher levels of risk, thus reducing their survival, which could be observed as "growth-selective predation".

To some degree, it might therefore seem that the various hypotheses appearing in the oceanography literature have remained as catchy phrases that identify isolated parts of a larger puzzle. A more coherent perspective can be gained by adopting evolutionary thinking and concepts from behavioural ecology. As an example, consider how adaptive behaviour may explain the abovementioned observed relationships between food and survival: Beaugrand et al. (2003) showed that recruitment of North Sea cod over 42 years was correlated to a broadly composed plankton index, which seemingly contrasts the observation that cod larvae in the sea apparently grow close to their temperature-dependent capacity, independent of food density (Folkvord, 2005). To reconcile these observations, the key is to de-emphasize the link between food and growth: through adaptive behaviour, variation in food and match–mismatch can cause large variations in risk-taking, survival, and recruitment, but may not involve variation in growth. The optimality model referred to above (Fiksen and Jørgensen, 2011) suggests a role for food availability in influencing survival that extends far beyond the level where it becomes limiting for growth (Figure 2), which in fact strengthens the importance of prey availability for recruitment success. It should be borne in mind that all these factors may explain how efficient a given spawning stock biomass is at producing recruits; it does not challenge the very real effect of the size of the spawning stock on recruitment to fish stocks. Still, in a modelling study of developing fish larvae in a water column of observed environmental parameters, vertical migration increased survival from 6 to 18 mm by several thousand times compared to random behaviour (Kristiansen et al., 2009), suggesting that adequate larval behaviour can improve fitness by a magnitude that can rarely be achieved e.g. through increased maternal production of gonads.

We are also aware that not all species fit within this framework. In some species, larvae depend on benign environments to find ephemeral patches of food (Winemiller and Rose, 1993) or drift into profitable nursery habitats (Siegel et al., 2008); for these species, variable strategies and bet-hedging may be more important for recruitment success than the growth-survival trade-offs on which we have focused. In other species, the bottleneck is not at the larval stage but later, and in those species detailing the early life stages will have little bearing on predictions of recruitment.

**Implications for biophysical models of fish larvae**

To assess larval survival and recruitment success, modern fisheries science relies heavily on large-scale physically-coupled ecosystem models. In linking recruitment success to environmental conditions, the emphasis has been on how differences in temperature

---

**Figure 4.** Schematic illustration comparing mechanisms that link growth and survival in larval fish. (a) Under food-dependent growth, periods of low food availability (black lines) will reduce growth below the physiological maximum (grey line in all panels) and thus prolong the developmental phase. Assuming mortality is size-dependent, it will be higher at any given age and last longer because development to metamorphosis takes more time. (b) Behavioural ecology focuses on trade-offs with growth, and how risk acceptance and growth rate are related. Growth rate could be reduced by following a more cautious strategy (black line), which would incur a lower mortality rate at any given size (indicated by vertical arrow next to the mortality axis) but a longer duration (horizontal arrow). The trajectory of age-dependent mortality with lowest area under the curve has the highest survival and will likely be favoured by natural selection. (c) Behaviour can change rapidly, and optimization models suggest that fish larvae increase their risk-taking during periods of low food availability to maintain high growth rates (Fiksen and Jørgensen, 2011). Environmental variation in food levels (black lines) would then not be visible in growth rates, but would reduce survival because mortality is elevated when food is low.
and food availability lead to fluctuations in growth, survival and recruitment success. While mortality is usually parameterized as constant or size-dependent, the focus has been on how food variation may induce differences in growth, with consequences for survival (e.g. Peck and Hunfalvay, 2012). This is natural, since these processes can be studied in the laboratory and used as input to biophysical models. Several experiments have quantified how well-fed larvae grow at different temperatures (Otterlei et al., 1999; Houde, 1989), and how much larvae feed and grow when administered different food rations (Letcher and Bengtson, 1993). The loss due to mortality in the field is much more difficult to observe and quantify due to obvious logistic reasons.

The above arguments suggest that improved predictions for recruitment may require a focus on how adaptive behaviour can have strong effects on survival. A first and easy modification is to replace the current assumption that reduced food reduces growth with implications for survival, with the perspective suggested in this paper, whereby reduced food leads to reduced survival through adaptive behaviour, but with few implications for growth. A more explicit way to do it is to implement the trade-offs directly into the model, for instance by a suite of behavioural options (such as swimming speed and depth selection) which influence growth and mortality. The assumption that individuals instantly minimize the ratio between mortality and growth (Gilliam’s Rule, see Figure 1) is a good approximation to fitness, and this will incorporate the direct survival-effect from increased food availability (see Vikebø et al., 2007; Kristiansen et al., 2009 for examples). These types of model mechanistically connect environmental conditions to larval survival (Vikebø et al., 2007; Opdal et al., 2008), allow incorporation of behavioural strategies that are responsive to individual state (Kristiansen et al., 2009), and may link larval traits to parental reproductive strategies (Opdal et al., 2011).

If prey is size-structured, then models need to specify which prey should be included in the diet, and a similar approach could be taken by use of optimal foraging theory, for which an algorithm has been developed for larval fish (Letcher et al., 1996). A similar behavioural approach to diet breadth may also be useful in ecosystem models (Visser and Fiksen, 2013). The inclusion of flexible or adaptive behaviours in mass-balanced ecosystem models is currently a central theme in ecology, and marine ecosystem models with behaviourally responsive agents are emerging (Castellani et al., 2013).

Finally, biophysical models would benefit from incorporating predation more mechanistically (Huse and Fiksen, 2010). This would require careful and detailed consideration of larval behaviour, predator–prey mechanics, and the proximate aspects of sensory systems, decision-making, and behaviour. This is definitely not an easy task and presupposes basic research in a range of disciplines, but may offer a route to more reliable models and better understanding of the role of ocean productivity in the formation of strong year-classes.
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Recent advances in high-resolution ocean circulation models, coupled with a greater understanding of larval behaviour, have increased the sophistication of individual-based, biophysical models used to study the dispersal of larvae in the sea. Fish larvae, in particular, have the ability to swim directionally and increasingly fast during ontogeny, indicating that they may not only disperse, but also migrate using environmental signals. How and when larvae use local and large-scale cues remains a mystery. Including three-dimensional swimming schemes into biophysical models is becoming essential to address these questions. Here, we highlight state-of-the-art modelling of vertical and horizontal migrations of fish larvae, as well as current challenges in moving towards more realistic larval movements in response to cues. Improved understanding of causes for orientation will provide insight into the evolutionary drivers of dispersal strategies for fish and marine organisms in general.
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Introduction

Within the past decades, the realism of high-resolution ocean circulation models that represent a range of oceanographic features (Kingsford, 1990; Gawarkiewicz et al., 2007) at a variety of spatial scales (Monismith, 2007) has provided the basis for effective Lagrangian tools to quantify larval dispersal and reveal the critical role of the pelagic larval stage in structuring marine populations (Werner et al., 2007). The rapid development of many-task parallel computing techniques allows the coupling of operational (i.e. validated) ocean circulation models with individual-based model (IBM) applications, thus simulating the movement of million of particles with individual behaviours and biological traits. These coupled applications are typically referred to as “biophysical” models and are indispensable tools for addressing the complex physical–biological interactions that occur during the pelagic phase of marine organisms.

As more information emerges about the sensory and locomotor abilities of marine larvae (reviewed in Montgomery et al., 2001; Kingsford et al., 2002; Leis, 2006), it is becoming essential to incorporate into biophysical models not only larval traits, but also larval swimming in response to environmental signals (Armsworth, 2000; Paris et al., 2007; Willis, 2011). In addition, the empirical study of larval navigation and sensitivity to cues is a growing field of exciting research, particularly for coral reef fish (e.g. Leis and Carson-Ewart, 1998; Atema et al., 2002; Simpson et al., 2005; Leis, 2006; Mann et al., 2007; Paris et al., 2008; Radford et al., 2012). Including orientation to various types of proximal reef cues has thus become a central issue in modelling the pelagic phase of coral reef fish (Leis, 2007; Leis et al., 2011). How and when during ontogeny large-scale cues play a role in the transport of fish larvae is still a mystery. Here, we will focus on the current state-of-the-art modelling of vertical and horizontal “migrations” of fish larvae and further suggest a series of improvements towards modelling more realistic three-dimensional movements.

Physical vs. biological stochasticity

Stochasticity in IBMs can result from two different processes: physical processes unresolved by the hydrodynamic model and parameterized as turbulent diffusivity representing subgrid scale turbulence or biological processes representing intrinsic variability that result in individual capabilities, choices, and movements. The differences between these two types of stochasticity are often unclear, but should be stated explicitly, because they originate from different sources.

© 2013 International Council for the Exploration of the Sea. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For Permissions, please email: journals.permissions@oup.com
Particles are advected by space and time-interpolated currents in circulation models and have an additional stochastic component to represent the effects of turbulence. Turbulent diffusion can be introduced in various ways. Simple solutions vary the particles’ initial boundary conditions over space while interpolating the velocity field from adjacent grids (Mitarai et al., 2008). These solutions can be augmented with Lagrangian stochastic particle models (LSPMs; Griffa, 1996). Random walk models can take various forms such as purely random displacement models (Brockman and Smith, 2002) and correlated random walks (CRWs), where previous steps are remembered, have been adopted (Paris et al., 2007; Willis, 2011). These LSPMs can be implemented in the horizontal or in the vertical and are typically scaled by a turbulent diffusivity parameter that represents the subgrid scale turbulent motion (Okubo, 1971; Paris et al., 2002). If the only stochasticity that exists in the model is from turbulence, it is important to emphasize that although each individual follows a unique trajectory, the randomness observed is a result of physics, not a result of animal behaviour. However, using different techniques, it is possible to explicitly include stochasticity that results from animal behaviour as well (explained in the swimming section below). Again, the distinction between biological and physical stochasticity is often overlooked or confused; yet, it is critical to explicitly state these two different sources of individual variability in the models.

Swimming behaviour

More than a decade ago, vertical migrations were identified as a critical component influencing transport outcomes (Werner et al., 1993; Paris and Cowen, 2004; Parada et al., 2008; Irisson et al., 2010). Although ontogenetic vertical migrations typically represent a retention mechanism and increase settlement near the natal habitat (Werner et al., 1993; Paris and Cowen, 2004), shorter term vertical migrations related to diel light cycles (Parada et al., 2008; OSPina-Alvarez et al., 2012), salinity and chlorophyll gradients (Cowen et al., 2003), and/or tidal cycles (Cox et al., 2006; Sentschv and Korotenko, 2007) can also affect settlement location and settlement success. The effect of vertical movement on reducing dispersal kernels was the initial focus (Paris and Cowen, 2004; Paris et al., 2007), but further questions in causal effects of vertical migration have emerged. For example, Bonhommeau et al. (2009) conducted a sensitivity analysis on the extent of vertical migration in European eels to determine whether these larvae could possibly cross the Atlantic in 6 months, as otolith data suggested, without any horizontal swimming. Other recent studies have used more complex rule-based behaviours to move larvae vertically in search of food or to avoid predators and have examined the ecological trade-offs of these individual behavioural choices (Fiksen et al., 2007; Vikebo et al., 2007; Kristiansen et al., 2009). Thus, vertical migration models have become more sophisticated and investigators can now ask questions related to behavioural strategies, population connectivity, and evolutionary processes (Lett et al., 2010; Foster et al., 2012).

The addition of horizontal swimming to biophysical models has been more recent, but is equally important, as many larval fish are fast swimmers (Fisher, 2005). Several studies have included simple horizontal swimming, where animals swim into the current (Healey et al., 2000; Mork et al., 2012), or directly towards their targets (Wolanski et al., 1997; Porch, 1998; James et al., 2002), which significantly affects settlement success. Yet, these models failed to include biologically driven stochasticity, which is essential to represent variability in individual traits (Thorrold et al., 1997; Llopiz and Cowen, 2009) and behavioural choices. Individual traits can be introduced simply by changing the boundary conditions of the particles in both time and space (Berkley et al., 2010), or more realistically by varying the attributes of particles, following an observed range and distribution of traits. Randomness in larval orientation behaviour is included intrinsically when using a biased CRW (BCRW), which chooses the direction of animal movement in each time-step from a distribution of possible angles (Codling et al., 2004). Here, the model keeps track of the animal’s previous direction, similar to the CRW, but also gives it a preferred direction, such as the location of settlement habitat (Codling et al., 2004). For fish larvae, BCRWs have been explored predominantly in the theoretical realm, using unidirectional currents or single patch habitats (Armsworth, 2000; Armsworth et al., 2001; Codling et al., 2004). Recently, Staaterman et al. (2012) merged a BCRW with a biophysical model that utilized real-time-varying flowfields, realistic settlement habitats, and variable particle traits. In this study, the transport of fish larvae was driven by currents and larval swimming vectors, and swimming speed increased throughout ontogeny following Fisher (2005). The cues to which the larvae were able to orient were radially propagating cues, similar to acoustic signals (Kalmijn, 1988), and orientation behaviour only took place when larvae were within a given detection distance from the reef. A unique aspect of the study by Staaterman et al. (2012) was the combination of both ontogenetic vertical migration inferred from field-based observations (Paris and Cowen, 2004) and horizontal orientation behaviour. Because marine organisms inhabit a three-dimensional medium and constantly encode three-dimensional information (Holbrook and Burt de Perera, 2009), models that only address horizontal or vertical components of movement will be inherently limited.

In general, it is most appropriate to include three-dimensional movements of animals throughout their pelagic life. Given limited food resources and depleting energy reserves during swimming, fish larvae may experience a trade-off in local habitat selection (Vikebo et al., 2007). Vertical and horizontal movement strategies can allow individuals to seek food, avoid advection, and minimize predation, with varying levels of risks and rewards. These trade-offs should be investigated through biophysical models that track individual fitness (see the “The internal state of the organism” section). In general, a better understanding of the individual motivations of vertical and horizontal movements will enhance the sophistication of biophysical models and the questions that researchers can ask (Irisson et al., 2010; Leis et al., 2011).

Swimming speeds and behaviours are known to differ between species, ontogenetic stages, and water temperatures (Leis et al., 2013). In a rare study of larval fish behaviour at night, Fisher and Bellwood (2003) noted that the proportion of time larvae spent swimming at night tends to increase throughout ontogeny, while certain species also experience an increase in swimming speed. When modelling orientation behaviours, these species-specific day–night and ontogenetic changes should be taken into account. Furthermore, species that occur in temperate waters tend to have slower larvae (5–10 body length s$^{-1}$; Leis, 2010), while most tropical taxa have fast-swimming larvae (15–20 body length s$^{-1}$; Leis, 2010; also reviewed in Leis et al., 2013). One possible explanation is that the transition from a viscous to an inertial hydrodynamic regime occurs at smaller sizes in tropical larvae than temperate larvae (Leis, 2010). Therefore, tropical larvae spend a large proportion of their pelagic life as effective swimmers (Fisher, 2005). However, these trends have exceptions in some cold water species.
that swim slower with increased temperatures (Guan et al., 2008). Modellers should use known swimming speeds, but when empirical data are lacking, it becomes critical to use values that are reasonable for the region of interest (e.g. temperate, tropical). A recent review by Leis et al. (2013) indicates that there are quantifiable differences in the swimming behaviour of fish larvae between low and high latitudes.

**Orientation in response to multiple navigational cues**

Recent work examined orientation behaviour in response to relatively small-scale, radially propagating cues, such as the soundscape of a coral reef (Staaterman et al., 2012). It is more likely, however, that larvae utilize a suite of cues throughout ontogeny and at different distances from the reef (e.g. Kingsford et al., 2002; Leis, 2010; Leis et al., 2011). Furthermore, individual larvae from any given cohort will have different orientation abilities (Leis, 2007), which can be included by varying the detection distance of cues. An ideal model would shift cue usage and sensitivity throughout space and time, as described below (Figure 1).

It is also reasonable to expect that the early pelagic stages of fish may use guidance from magnetic and celestial cues, similar to adult fish species that undertake homing migrations (Jorge et al., 2012; Putman et al., 2013). The simplest mechanism for orientation behaviour would be to use a simple vector-navigation strategy to swim in a particular cardinal direction. This can be done with sensitivity to location-independent signals such as magnetic and solar compasses (Flamarique and Browman, 2000; Kingsford et al., 2002; Leis et al., 2011). A more complex mechanism for true navigation would be the use of both a compass and a map. For example, larvae could detect map-like cues originating at the sea surface and compensate for displacement, while using a sun compass to swim directionally (Paris et al., in review). These types of behaviours using large-scale cues would be relevant early in the pelagic phase or while fish are still far from the settlement habitat, unable to detect proximal cues (e.g. Figure 1, region A).

Chemical signals emanating from nursery areas are typically transported several kilometres offshore before dissipating and could be sensed by fish larvae (Atema, 2012). Odours may be used as a signal to switch to directional cues, as an orientation beacon, or through spatial mapping (Rossier and Schenk, 2003; Arvedlund and Kavanagh, 2009; Jacobs, 2012). However, chemical signatures may be somewhat less predictable in space due to their dependence on physical properties such as tidal currents and eddy fields or in time due to the stochastic nature of storms (Atema et al., 2002; Leis et al., 2011). To properly model the presence of a chemical signal, a dye-release Eulerian module should be used to create an “odour plume”. Then, various types of rule-based behaviours could be assigned to the larvae when they encounter the plume (e.g. Figure 1, region C). For example, when the concentration of the odour exceeds a given threshold, larvae could begin orienting towards its source using an infotaxis search strategy (Vergassola et al., 2007).

For radially propagating signals such as acoustic cues, the size of the maximum detection distance can be changed for individuals or throughout ontogeny (Leis, 2007). For example, instead of assigning a cohort of individuals the same maximum detection distance, their detection distances can be chosen from a distribution, reflecting maternal effects (Green and Chambers, 2007). In addition, the size of the detection distance can increase throughout ontogeny as sensory abilities increase (Blaxter, 1986; Leis, 2007). These changes could apply to the entire cohort or could change based on an animal’s feeding history (see section on rule-based behaviours below).

There should also be an attempt to distinguish between the near-field region, where acoustic particle motion dominates, and the far-field region, where acoustic pressure dominates (Kalmijn, 1988; Mann et al., 2007), as marine organisms have different sensitivities to these components of the acoustic field (Popper and Fay, 2011). Furthermore, the actual distance of detection will depend on not only the hearing abilities of the species of interest, but also the dominant frequency of the reef spectrum. Lower-frequency sounds have longer wavelengths and thus a larger acoustic nearfield, whereas higher-frequency sounds, such as those emitted by snapping shrimp, have a smaller acoustic nearfield (Kalmijn, 1988). Although most marine fish can detect acoustic particle motion via direct stimulation of the otoliths, far fewer species can detect acoustic pressure (Popper and Fay, 2011). Thus, the decision of whether to include orientation behaviour in the far-field (Figure 1, region B) and not just the nearfield (Figure 1, regions D and E) will depend on the species of interest.

**The internal state of the organism**

The internal state of the organism at any point during its pelagic journey will influence its motivation to move, its movement capabilities, and its navigational abilities (Nathan et al., 2008), which...
in turn will influence the degree to which orientation behaviour shapes its path. Furthermore, the feeding history and total distance travelled by the larva will affect its state upon arrival at the reef and its ability to survive post-settlement processes (Searcy and Sponaugle, 2001; Grorud-Colvert and Sponaugle, 2006). Therefore, it is important to keep track of the internal state of the larva within each time-step and to assess its state at the end of the pelagic larval phase (Irissen et al., 2004).

New algorithms have been developed to test behavioural strategies for larvae as they migrate vertically (Fiksen et al., 2007; Kristiansen et al., 2009). These models allow larvae to move based on a strategy that is informed by both their external state (e.g. their present depth layer and the trade-off between the presence of food and predators), as well as their internal state (e.g. gut fullness; Kristiansen et al., 2009). These strategies can change with ontogenetic stage (Vikebo et al., 2007) or environmental conditions (Kristiansen et al., 2011). Finally, the fitness of the organism at the end of its pelagic phase can be evaluated based on its history and the location where it settled (Vikebo et al., 2007). These types of rule-based models are extremely useful for determining an optimal strategy for the survival and settlement of larvae, but one critical piece is missing: the role of orientation behaviour.

Future work with orientation behaviour should be used in conjunction with such rule-based vertical migration behaviours as outlined above. Although Staaterman et al. (2012) did include ontogenetic vertical migration, all larvae of each cohort were moved with a time-varying probability matrix where individuals moved at random between adjacent depth bins, following Paris et al. (2007). Also, all larvae moved with the same swimming speed, which changed throughout ontogeny. A more sophisticated approach would incorporate rules and keep track of feeding behaviour for each individual in each time-step. The feeding history would inform the growth rate and size, and thus the magnitude of vertical and horizontal swimming that each larva can. At the end of the simulation, the total swimming distance travelled and the energetic state of individual larvae should be incorporated into fitness calculations, because the condition upon arrival to suitable nursery grounds can affect survival during post-settlement or post-metamorphosis processes, as well as future reproductive success (Searcy and Sponaugle, 2001).

Variability in settlement habitats

In the BCRW, the parameter representing the strength of a cue emanating from a habitat is $k$ (Codling et al., 2004) and was represented as a single value assigned to all habitat polygons in Staaterman et al. (2012). To reflect spatial variability in habitat quality, different values of $k$ should be assigned to each polygon based on data from various habitat indices (e.g. CREMP; Palandro et al., 2008; Ruzicka et al., 2009). One useful avenue for this type of research is to determine the best location for Marine Protected Areas (MPAs), which has been examined previously, but not with active orientation behaviour (Jones et al., 2007; Botsford et al., 2009).

Figure 2. Behavioural seascape—larval two-dimensional (horizontal and vertical) dispersal kernels through time due to behaviour alone, without accounting for displacement due to currents. Here, we show the theoretical behavioural transport of fish larvae expending their vertical migration (Irissen et al., 2010) and swimming faster (Fisher et al., 2005) through ontogeny. We used larval traits (i.e. vertical migration and PLD) of the mutton snapper, Lutjanus analis (Lindeman et al., 2005; D’Alessandro et al., 2010) showing species-specific peaks and valleys in the behavioural seascape. In this simulation, 1000 particles (larvae) were spawned the origin location (i.e. zero represents the birth place). The particles were moved stochastically in the vertical following a (depth × time) matrix of field-based larval probability density distribution through ontogeny (Paris et al., 2007) and swam horizontally with variable speed that increased with age (i.e. using model 1 from Fisher et al., 2005; length-at-hatch = 0.2 cm, velocity-at-hatch = 1.9 cm s$^{-1}$) and hypothetically increasing with depth (i.e. velocity-at-settlement = 0.55 cm s$^{-1}$ m$^{-1}$). At all times, larvae were keeping a one-dimensional bearing along the distance axis. Colour-code indicates the proportion of larvae in space and time, where the x-axis is the pelagic larval duration (PLD), the y-axis is the cumulative distance travelled, and the z-axis is the depth. This representation indicates that in theory, ~25% of L. analis larvae that swim with a constant bearing could transport themselves up to ca. 150 km in 30 d. This simple model further suggests that some larvae could overcome similar ranges of drift and potentially come back home, assuming that they can feed to replenish the energy utilized for swimming, and ignoring pelagic mortality.
While the size and spacing of MPAs is important for ensuring appropriate levels of connectivity (Jones et al., 2007), enhanced larval attraction to protected areas may play a role as well. To test this hypothesis, reef polygons inside existing or suggested MPAs could be assigned large k-values, and the resulting recruitment success could be examined.

Finally, it would be informative to change the k-value for different individuals to examine the effects of individual preferences. For example, a group of reefs close to an individual’s natal reef could be assigned a larger k-value to examine the potential impacts of homing behaviour. Or the magnitude of k could change throughout ontogeny, since larvae may be more attracted to nearby reefs as they become desperate to settle towards the end of their pelagic phase (Knight-Jones, 1953). Orientation during the “critical period” appears to have remarkable demographic consequences (Staaterman et al., 2012); larvae would need to begin orientation behaviour soon after hatching to increase their chance of finding any reef or to come back to their home reef. This notion of “larval homing behaviour” is a new concept, but it makes sense when compared with other essential larval developmental traits, such as first-feeding and swimming. If early fish larvae can sense their way home, biophysical models have been missing an important component that would have the potential to improve predictions of marine population connectivity. Using numerical modelling, we can add “behaviour” as a key factor in Hjorts’ hypothesis that contributes to the survivorship of the larvae. Such models have been used to discover that successful reef-fish replenishment is linked to signals perceived by the pelagic larvae; if the signals disappear or weaken, larvae can get lost (Codling et al., 2004; Staaterman et al., 2012). Therefore, the health of the nursery habitat and its cues are not only critical to adult benthic species, but it is also essential to the survivorship of their pelagic larvae.

**How to move forward?**

The above suggestions have the potential to improve existing modelling techniques by including orientation behaviour for fish larvae. However, the best models will only be as good as their parameters. Although much information is now available for vertical migration (e.g. Paris and Cowen, 2004; Irison et al., 2010), swimming speeds (e.g. Leis and Carson-Ewart, 1997; Fisher et al., 2005), and orientation behaviour (e.g. Leis et al., 2011) of settlement-stage larval fish, very little information is available on the development of sensory abilities throughout ontogeny (Blaxter, 1986; Leis, 2010). Furthermore, the distance at which cues become available to larvae as they progress from the pelagic to the coastal environment is not well understood, and empirical research revealing these critical pieces is needed. Meanwhile, developing biophysical models that include both navigational capabilities and environmental signals are essential to generate hypotheses and to ask “what if” questions related to demographic consequences of individual movements in response to environmental cues.

In conclusion, because larval fish are capable of significant vertical and horizontal migrations and can travel significant distances regardless of the transport by currents (Figure 2), realistic three-dimensional swimming should be included routinely into biophysical models in order for this field to move forward. With the modelling framework for oriented swimming outlined above, and existing models for vertical migration, scientists can already ask questions about the relative role of different animal behaviours in the dispersal and migration of fish larvae. Improved understanding of proximal causes for orientation can also provide insight into the evolutionary drivers of dispersal strategies for fish and marine organisms in general.
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We evaluated the effects of turbidity on school formation in ayu (Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis) [24.5 ± 2.2 mm standard length (Ls)], Japanese anchovy (Engraulis japonicus) (29.1 ± 3.1 mm Ls) larvae, which often live in turbid coastal waters, and yellowtail (Seriola quinquergiata) juveniles (37.1 ± 2.5 mm Ls), which live in clear offshore waters. Fish were introduced into experimental tanks at one of five turbidity levels obtained by dissolving 0, 5, 20, 50, or 300 mg l\(^{-1}\) of kaolin in seawater. Their behaviour was video recorded, and the nearest neighbour distance (D\(_{NN}\)) and separation angle (A\(_s\)) were compared among turbidity levels. Mean D\(_{NN}\) of ayu was significantly smaller at 20 and 50 mg l\(^{-1}\) than any other level of turbidity, as was A\(_s\) at 20 mg l\(^{-1}\) compared with 0 mg l\(^{-1}\). Mean A\(_s\) of anchovy was smaller at 50 mg l\(^{-1}\) of turbidity than any others. In contrast, mean D\(_{NN}\) of yellowtail was larger at 300 mg l\(^{-1}\) than any others. These results suggest that moderate turbidities enhance schooling behaviour in ayu and Japanese anchovy larvae, whereas turbidity has an inhibitive effect on schooling of yellowtail juveniles, corresponding well to the habitat characteristics of each species.

Keywords: anti-predatory strategy, ayu, Japanese anchovy, schooling behaviour, turbidity, yellowtail.

Introduction

Larvae of some fish species are often highly concentrated in turbid coastal waters, as are typically observed in ayu (Plecoglossus altivelis altivelis) (Tago, 2002) and Japanese anchovy (Uotani et al., 2000). Ayu is an amphidromous species spending only the larval stage in the ocean (Senta and Kinoshita, 1985; Otake and Uchida, 1998), whereas Japanese anchovy is an oceanic species. The major morphological similarity of these is that both species have the larval stage of shirasu, i.e. transparent and elongate body form. Therefore shirasu larvae are likely to be adapted to turbid waters.

Most piscivorous fish rely on vision for feeding (Guthrie and Muntz, 1993) and so their feeding efficiencies decline with increased turbidity (Utne-Palm, 2002). Turbidity dramatically improved the survival rate in larvae of red sea bream (Pagrus major) [6 mm standard length (Ls)], ayu (6 and 23 mm Ls) and Japanese anchovy (6–25 mm Ls) when they were exposed to jack mackerel (Trachurus japonicus) juveniles as predators (Ohata et al., 2011a, b). These results suggest that turbid waters function as refuges for fish larvae from visual predators. In contrast, turbidity had no major positive effect on survival when these larvae were exposed to moon jellyfish, except the case of ayu (see below).

Schooling behaviour can provide fish an advantage of detecting predators faster, confusing predators and thus increasing the chance of escape from predators (reviewed by Pitcher and Parrish, 1993). In our previous study, the survival rate of ayu post-larvae was slightly higher in turbid conditions than in the non-turbid treatment when moon jellyfish were used as predators (Ohata et al., 2011a). In addition, we observed that ayu larvae formed a school more frequently at 50 mg l\(^{-1}\) than 0 and 300 mg l\(^{-1}\) of kaolin during the predation experiments (Ohata, unpublished). Therefore, turbidity might have enhanced school formation in ayu post-larvae with which they detected moon jellyfish and escaped from them more efficiently.

Schools of fish are mainly maintained by visual stimuli with, in some cases, additional information transmitted by mechanosensory
or chemosensory systems (reviewed by Partridge and Pitcher, 1980). Fish fail to school at low light intensities, presumably due to visual limitation, as is reported in gulf menhaden (Brevoortia patronus), walleye pollock ( Theragra chalcogramma), and striped jack (Pseudocaranx dentex) (Higgs and Fuiman, 1996; Ryer and Olla, 1998; Miyazaki et al., 2000). Although turbidity may well have effects on the formation of fish schools, this has not yet been verified. Therefore in the present study, the effect of turbidity on school formation was tested in the larvae of Japanese anchovy and ayu, which use turbid water for refuge from visual predators, and compared with juveniles of yellowtail (Seriola quinqueradiata). Unlike the former two species, yellowtail remains in offshore waters with low turbidity for most of their early life stage (Sakakura and Tsukamoto, 1997).

Material and methods
Rearing and husbandry of fish
Ayu post-larvae were obtained from the Fisheries Cooperative Association of Hidakagawa in Wakayama Prefecture on 24 January 2009. They were third-generation individuals from local origin broodstock. Commercial pellets (N250 Kyowa Hakko Bio Co., Ltd; www.kyowahakko-bio.co.jp) were provided three times a day. After the experiment, all the fish were measured for \( L_s \) after MS222 anaesthesia. The mean \( \pm SD \) \( L_s \) of ayu was 24.5 \( \pm \) 2.2 mm \((n = 125)\).

Japanese anchovy larvae were raised from fertilized eggs spawned from broodstock that were obtained with a commercial set-net in Tai, Maizuru, Kyoto, Japan \((35°56′N, 135°45′E)\). The broodstock were collected and transferred to the Maizuru Fisheries Research Station (MFRS) of Kyoto University on 19 March and 9 April 2009, and were stocked in two black round tanks \((4 \text{ m in diameter}, 30 \text{ m}^3 \text{ in volume})\) filled with filtered seawater. They were fed defrosted krill Euphausia sp. twice a day. Larvae were provided with rotifers (Brachionus plicatilis), Artemia sp. nauplii and formulated food (Kyowa N250 and N400, Kyowa Hakko Bio Co., Ltd; www.kyowahakko-bio.co.jp), depending on their developmental stage. Rotifers and Artemia were enriched with commercial highly unsaturated fatty acid oil (Marine Gloss, Nisshin Marinetech, Ltd; www.nisshinmarinetech.com). After the experiment, all the fish were measured for \( L_s \) after MS222 anaesthesia. The mean \( \pm SD \) \( L_s \) of Japanese anchovy was 29.1 \( \pm \) 3.1 mm \((n = 125)\).

Yellowtail juveniles were obtained from the A-marine Kindai Co., Ltd. (www.a-marine.co.jp) in Wakayama Prefecture on 23 June 2011. Juveniles were transferred to the MFRS and were reared in 500-1 transparent circular polycarbonate tanks. Commercial pellets (Otohime C1 and S2, Marubeni Nisshin Feed Co., Ltd; www.nn-feed.com) were provided twice a day. After the experiment, all the fish were measured for \( L_s \) after MS222 anaesthesia. The mean \( \pm SD \) \( L_s \) of yellowtail was 37.1 \( \pm \) 2.5 mm \((n = 150)\).

Experimental procedure
A 30 \( \times \) 40 cm acrylic square tank was used for the trials of ayu larvae. The same tank was first used in Japanese anchovy and yellowtail, yet abnormal behaviours caused by stress were often observed such as biting the bottom of the tank or being attracted to the tank wall. Therefore a 30-l transparent circular polycarbonate tank was used for the latter two species. Five levels of turbidity were obtained by dissolving 0, 5, 20, 50, or 300 mg l\(^{-1}\) of kaolin (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd; www.wako-chem.co.jp). Five individuals were transferred to an experimental tank filled with a depth of 5 cm water. This shallow water depth was set to minimize the difference of light intensity among turbidity levels. After adaption for 10 min, video recording of fish behaviour was conducted from above on five different turbidity levels for 5 min. Fish were not reused and new individuals at each turbidity level were used. The seawater was changed in every trial, and the kaolin was newly prepared before that. We confirmed that levels of turbidity were maintained for more than 15 min. Two fluorescent lights (18 W) were provided from under the experimental tank so that even shirasu larvae would be recognized in high-turbidity conditions. The light intensity was 250 and 1100 lux above and under the tank, respectively. Water temperature was 14.9 \( \pm \) 0.4°C \((n = 25)\), 21.5 \( \pm \) 0.2°C \((n = 25)\), and 23.9 \( \pm \) 0.3°C \((n = 30)\) during the experiment of ayu, Japanese anchovy, and yellowtail, respectively. These water temperatures reflected ambient temperature in the habitat of each species. Five replicates in Japanese anchovy and ayu trials, and six replicates in yellowtail were conducted in each turbidity.

Although Uotani et al. (2000) reported that turbidity of 5 mg l\(^{-1}\) was chosen by Japanese anchovy larvae in their experiment, turbidity of 50 mg l\(^{-1}\) is the preferred level in European anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus) larvae in the wild (Drake et al., 2007), and has been observed in Suruga Bay where a major fishery of Japanese anchovy larvae occurs (Uotani et al., 2000). Turbidity of 300 mg l\(^{-1}\) is typical in Ariake Bay, Japan (Suzuki et al., 2009).

Schooling behaviour was analysed using the nearestighbour distance (\(D_{NN}\)) and separation angle \((A_s)\) following Masuda et al. (2003). \(D_{NN}\) was defined as the snout-to-snout distance between nearest neighbouring two individuals divided by fish \(L_s\) to be standardized. \(A_s\) was defined as the angle between these two individuals; \(A_s\) is expected to be close to 90° when fish are randomly located, and to decrease when a parallel orientation develops. Sixteen frames were sampled in a 20 s interval for 5 min, and \(D_{NN}\) and \(A_s\) were measured on each of the five individuals; the average of 80 measurements were taken to represent \(D_{NN}\) or \(A_s\) in each trial.

Statistical analyses
The \(D_{NN}\) and \(A_s\) were compared among different turbidities using ANOVA followed by Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) test. The \(D_{NN}\) data were \(\log_{10}\) transformed to improve the homogeneity of variance, whereas \(A_s\) data had homoscedasticity (Shapiro–Wilk test). \(A_s\) was also compared with 90° by one sample t-test.

Ethical notes
All fish larvae used as prey animals were hatchery reared and so negative impacts on the natural population should be minimum. All the experiments were performed according to the guidelines of Regulation on Animal Experimentation at Kyoto University.

Results
Mean \(D_{NN}\) of ayu larvae was significantly smaller at 20 and 50 mg l\(^{-1}\) compared with other turbidity levels \((p < 0.05, \text{Tukey’s HSD test}; \text{Figure 1a}), and so was their mean \(A_s\) at 20 mg l\(^{-1}\) than 0 or 50 mg l\(^{-1}\) \((p < 0.05, \text{Tukey’s HSD test}; \text{Figure 2a})\). Their mean \(A_s\) was significantly smaller than 90° at 5, 20, and 300 mg l\(^{-1}\) of turbidity \((p < 0.05, \text{one sample t-test})\).

Although mean \(D_{NN}\) of Japanese anchovy larvae was not significantly different among turbidity levels \((p > 0.05, \text{ANOVA};\)
Figure 1. Nearest neighbour distance ($D_{NN}$) of (a) ayu, (b) Japanese anchovy, and (c) yellowtail at the turbidities of 0, 5, 20, 50, and 300 mg l$^{-1}$ of kaolin levels. Different letters indicate significant differences in $D_{NN}$ among turbidity conditions (Tukey’s HSD test, $p < 0.05$). Vertical bars indicate standard deviations (a and b, $n = 5$; c, $n = 6$).

Figure 2. Separation angle ($A_S$) of (a) ayu, (b) Japanese anchovy, and (c) yellowtail at the different turbidity levels. Different letters indicate significant differences in $A_S$ among turbidity levels (Tukey’s HSD test, $p < 0.05$). Asterisks indicate significantly smaller $A_S$ than 90° (one sample $t$-test, $p < 0.05$). Vertical bars indicate standard deviations (a and b, $n = 5$; c, $n = 6$).

Discussion

Moderate turbidities (20 and 50 mg l$^{-1}$) induced schooling behaviour of ayu and Japanese anchovy larvae, whereas in high turbidity (300 mg l$^{-1}$) yellowtail juveniles reduced their schooling behaviour. These results corresponded well with the habitat characteristics of each species; ayu and Japanese anchovy larvae occur in coastal and estuarine regions with highly turbid waters whereas yellowtail live in clear offshore waters during the larval and juvenile stages.

Vision, olfactory organs, and the lateral line system are important factors to understand physiological mechanism in adapting to turbid waters. Uyan et al. (2006a) reported that anchovy larvae [12–30.8 mm total length ($L_t$)] had well-developed eyes with duplex retina, grouped rods and dense retinal tapetum, making them sensitive to low light levels and enabling them to inhabit and feed in deeper waters within the photic zone. Therefore, these larvae are likely to have an efficient eye structure for utilizing low light intensities, and thus should have an advantage in school formation in turbid waters. Furthermore, Uyan et al. (2006a) suggested that olfaction may help larvae maintain the school when the light intensity is low in Japanese anchovy larvae. The lateral line system may also help the Japanese anchovy maintain the school in turbid waters. In general, adult clupeoid fish that form a large
school such as herring, gulf menhaden, and gizzard shad (*Dorosoma cepedianum*) have cephalic lateral line canals with many small branches (Gunter and Demoran, 1961; Blaxter et al., 1983; Stephens, 1985). Uyan et al. (2006b) reported that this was also the case in adult Japanese anchovy (9–13 cm *L*). In larval ayu, free neuromasts are located surrounding eyes and noses, the structure of which can be adapted to receive stimuli from all direction (Mukai et al., 1992). Therefore, sensory organs of Japanese anchovy and ayu provide substantial advantage for school formation in turbid waters. Furthermore, the lateral line systems may also work for the transference of predator’s information in a school. These may explain the relatively high survival rate of ayu larvae exposed to moon jellyfish at turbid conditions compared with the transparent condition in our previous study (Ohata et al., 2011a).

High-turbidity condition had a negative effect on school formation in yellowtail. This may be because visual contact among individuals was difficult in a highly turbid environment for them. High turbidity may also be stressful; indeed some individuals stopped swimming and stayed on the bottom. Turbidity is reported to cause some changes in the behaviour of fish. Enström-Öst and Mattila (2008) reported that in the presence of competitors and the stimuli of a visual predator, turbidity reduced swimming activity in northern pike (*Esox lucius*) larvae. Contrarily, activity of walleye (*Sander vitreus*) and herring increased in turbid environment (Rieger and Summerfelt, 1997; Utne-Palm, 2004). Furthermore, Meager and Batty (2007) reported that swimming activity in Atlantic cod (*Gadus morhua*) juveniles was non-linearly affected by turbidity. Because turbidity can either increase or decrease the activity of fish, the effect of turbidity on fish activity should be confirmed on a species-to-species basis.

The cohesiveness of fish school is different depending on developmental stages; for example both *DNN* and *A5* reach consistently low values when Japanese anchovy attain 35 mm *L* (Masuda, 2011). Therefore the effects of turbidity on school formation may change ontogenetically from the larval to the juvenile stage. Future study should include such an ontogenetic aspect.
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The dispersal patterns of marked larvae of the nase carp (Chondrostoma nasus L.) were observed alongside dissimilar shoreline configurations in the main channel of the free-flowing Austrian Danube and compared with those of floating particles to investigate the mode of dispersal (active–passive). Individuals of different larval stages and floats at similar densities were released at an artificial rip-rap with groynes and a rehabilitated gravel bar. In both habitats, marked individuals were recaptured during the sampling period of 4 d after release. Relevant shoreline attributes for larval dispersal, such as the accessibility of nursery habitats, connectivity between adjacent habitats, and retention potential, were more pronounced at the gravel bar than at the rip-rap. At the gravel bar, larvae moved upstream and downstream within the connected bankside nurseries and displayed longer residence times. Larvae settled in groyne fields along the rip-rap as well; however, longitudinal dispersal was disrupted by groynes, forcing larvae to enter the main channel. Rather than settling in subsequent groyne fields, we assume that these larvae are displaced downstream and potentially lost from the local population.

Keywords: Danube, gravel bar, groyne fields, hydraulic conditions, larval drift, settlement.

Introduction

Dispersal is a key component of species’ life-history strategies (Stevens et al., 2012) and a valuable adaptation in spatially and temporally fluctuating environments (Tauber et al., 1986). Dispersal is an active or passive transport process between two sites and includes distinct phases (departure–transport–settlement; Bennetts et al., 2001). Investigations of fish dispersal in both marine and freshwater habitats have traditionally focused on the dispersal of young developmental stages (i.e. eggs, larvae, juveniles) between spawning sites and nurseries (Hjort, 1926; Pavlov, 1994). Spawning areas often do not match larval requirements (Humphries, 2005). Therefore, a rapid transport to, and settlement in, food-rich, safe nurseries is crucial (Pavlov et al., 1978; Urho, 1999) and impacts future year-class strength via survival (Hinrichsen et al., 2001; Houde, 2002; Dickey-Collas et al., 2009). Furthermore, the spatial scale and degree of connectivity between these habitats is essential for genetic diversification, the design of marine protected areas as well as river and fisheries management (Huret et al., 2007; Savina et al., 2010; Basterretxea et al., 2012). Identifying the triggers and mechanisms of dispersal is a prerequisite to draw well-founded conclusions about the rate of larval exchange between spawning sites and nurseries. In both marine and freshwater habitats, the transport of larvae and eggs combines passive elements related to abiotic factors as currents (Hogan and Mora, 2005; Rochette et al., 2012), discharge (Harvey 1987), wind forcing (Dalley et al., 2002) or temperature (Peck et al., 2009), and a suite of active behavioural reactions (i.e. olfaction, vision, vertical and horizontal movements: reviewed in Leis, 2007; phototaxis: Reichard et al., 2002a; habitat choice: Robinson et al., 1998; orientation: Staaterman et al., 2012).
Although many marine studies have included individual-based models and particle tracing approaches to model the dispersal of young fish (see review in Peck and Hufnagl, 2012), the corresponding efforts in the world’s large rivers are rare (Korman et al., 2004; Wolter and Sukhodolov, 2008; Schludermann et al., 2012).

By observing movement patterns of introduced nase carp (Chondrostoma nasus L.) larvae in the Austrian Danube, the present study is designed to improve our understanding of dispersal and retention processes of early stages in fluvial ecosystems. The nase is a characteristic rheophilic cyprinid species inhabiting the hyporhithral and epipotamal zones of large European rivers. It is a good model organism in applied river restoration, inter alia as physiological and morphological features of larval nase are well analysed (Kamler et al., 1998; Keckeis et al., 2001; Schludermann et al., 2009) and their habitat requirements are representative for the early stages of many fluvial fish species (Schiemer and al., 2002). The larvae hatch at fast-flowing spawning sites (aeration of demersal eggs is essential) necessitating subsequent movements in suitable nurseries, characterized as highly productive, shallow (<0.4 m), low-current (<0.1 m s⁻¹) areas along the shoreline which provide a variety of microhabitats (Keckeis et al., 1997). Due to the comparatively weak swimming performance of free-embryos and larvae, as well as the highly dynamic environment of the spawning sites, dispersal of ichthyoplankton in large rivers is often referred to as passive drift: individuals are transported from site to site by the flow (Pavlov, 1994). Recent studies have revealed that larval fish use hydraulic gradients for orientation (Stoll and Beeck, 2012; Lechner et al., 2013), even while drifting and are capable of actively piloting towards the shoreline (Schludermann et al., 2012). Nonetheless, nurseries should be easily available (accessibility), connected with spawning sites and adjacent nurseries (connectivity) and offer long residence times (retention). High accessibility and longitudinal connectivity will reduce drift duration and thereby mortality (Brown and Armstrong, 1985; Harvey, 1987; Keckeis et al., 1997). A high inshore retention will enhance community persistence and minimize washout effects once young fish are settled (Schiemer et al., 2001).

The littoral zones of large rivers have undergone major alterations in the course of channelization and development (Dynesius and Nilsson, 1994). Few natural riverbanks remain intact, and the artificial shorelines have long been considered inappropriate and un-colonizable for young fish (Schiemer et al., 1991). At the same time, several studies have revealed that frequently used structural components of river engineering, such as rip-raps and groynes, enhance physical diversity and habitat complexity on small scales and may be valuable habitats for young fish (White et al., 2010). Nevertheless, alterations to the shoreline clearly change the hydrological and hydraulic characteristics of bankside zones (Shields et al., 1995; Trithart et al., 2009), what may affect dispersal relevant attributes and thereby drift and settlement patterns of young fish. Therefore, a disruption of the natural dispersal process during early development due to improper river management and the increased fragmentation of key habitats could lead to a decrease or loss of characteristic fluvial species (Keckeis et al., 1996).

In this study dispersal of nase larvae was investigated alongside a revitalized, near natural (gravel bar) and an artificial (rip-rap) shoreline. We hypothesized that the gravel bar performs better regarding accessibility, connectivity, and retention potential. This should be manifested in (a) higher entry rates of drifting larvae into suitable inshore habitats, (b) larval exchange processes between adjacent nurseries, and (c) longer residence times of young fish in these areas compared with the rip-rap. The simultaneous observation of early and later larval stages and passive particles addresses the character of dispersal (active–passive) at both shores.

**Material and Methods**

**Study area**

The study was conducted in the main channel of the Austrian Danube, within the “Danube Alluvial Zone National Park”, east of Vienna (Figure 1). The stretch between river kilometres 1890 and 1893.8 provides shoreline situations with distinctly different hydrogeomorphological characteristics. On the right shore, straightened artificial embankments with basaltic blocks (rip-rap) and groynes arranged perpendicularly to the main channel axis deflect flow to improve the navigability at low water and simultaneously stabilize and protect banks against erosion. Alternating groynes and groyne fields, create characteristic embayments along the regulated riverbank. Groyne fields are temporally stochastic habitats and their availability for the riverine fauna depends on the discharge. At low flows (discharges smaller than mean flow in the study area), groyne fields are deposition zones with typical hydraulic patterns and prolonged water retentivity (Sukhodolov et al., 2002). They may serve as important nurseries and refuges for young fish (Bischoff and Wolter, 2001) as well as incubator areas for planktonic algae (Engelhardt et al., 2004). On the left shore, the riparian zone was adjusted to a near-natural state (gravel bar) in the course of an ecologically oriented river engineering project in the years 2007–2009. The rip-rap was removed and the groyne shapes structurally altered (cutting at the groyne roots to re-establish bankside flow) to improve habitat quality by enhancing longitudinal and lateral connectivity and self-dynamic processes.

**Study design**

**Acquisition and rearing of larvae**

Ripe adults of C. nasus from a natural spawning population were caught in a tributary of the Danube (Schwechat River) by electrofishing. In all, 10 females (2093 g eggs in total) and 14 males (201 g milt in total) were hand-stripped. Promiscuous fertilization of the spawn was applied (one clutch was mixed up with sperm of several males) using the dry method. Thereafter, fish were returned to the river.

The fertilized eggs were divided into two identical, well-oxygenated through-flow rearing flumes with attached temperature control units. The duration of incubation, growth rate, and differentiation of tissue are positively correlated with water temperature (Keckeis et al., 2001). Therefore, running different temperature regimes in both flumes provided an opportunity to accelerate and decelerate fish development. Embryos in the cooler flume (mean water temperature ± s.d. = 11.7 ± 0.7°C) hatched on day 22 post-fertilization and were in the second larval stage (mean standard length ± s.d. = 11.7 ± 1.9 mm) at release (12 d post-hatching). Embryos in the warmer flume (14.8 ± 3.3°C) hatched 8 d earlier and were already in the fourth larval stage at release (12.7 ± 1.8 mm).

According to Penaz (2001), the second larval stage (L2) constitutes the transition to an exclusively exogenous feeding (yolk sac fully depleted). Individuals are characterized by a finfold instead of ventral and anal fins and a diphycerkal caudal fin. At this stage, C. nasus larvae show a positive phototaxis and fill the posterior chamber of their swimbladder. In the fourth larval stage (L4) fish already possess a two-chambered swimbladder, rays in the slightly incised caudal fin, anlagen of ventral fins, and shaped mesenchymal lobes at the position of the dorsal and anal fins. Swimming ability is...
known to increase with body length (Flore and Keckeis, 1998) and differentiation of fins (Leavy and Bonner, 2009).

Marking larvae
The otoliths of larvae were labelled with a fluorochrome dye (Alizarin Red S, ARS; Sigma Aldrich\textsuperscript{\textregistered}) to help identify recaptured individuals and determine their origin and initial developmental stage at release. Short-term mass-marking was applied according to Beckman and Schulz (1996). In brief, larvae were immersed for 3 min in a buffered (pH 8) ARS-solution (1%). NaCl (5%) was added to facilitate the incorporation of the chemical (osmotic shock). A dichotomous labelling key was developed for the release attributes “Shore” (left, right), “Developmental Stage” (L2, L4), and “Point” (Inshore, Offshore), whereas a mark encodes one of both features (Table 1). Therefore, multiple staining events were carried out, with individuals receiving up to four rings in their otoliths. First staining was applied 14 (warm flume) and 6 d (cold flume) after hatching, respectively. The last staining took place on the day before release (on days 23 and 15 post-hatching). Two-day intervals between successive markings were maintained to minimize mortality rates. The total numbers of marked individuals and the conversion of the ring sequence are shown in Table 1.

Release and field sampling
All marked larvae were acclimatized to the prevailing water temperatures in the Danube and subsequently released in the river. At both shorelines, fish larvae were introduced in habitats with distinctly different hydraulic conditions. At the rip-rap, these were the shallow deposition zone of a groyne field (inshore release, IR) and the head of the adjacent groyne (offshore release, OR). At the gravel bar, the riparian zone of the gravel shore (IR) and a point 10 m away in the fast flow (OR) served as release points. To match the natural circadian rhythm of drift activity (Reichard \textit{et al.}, 2002b), larvae were released at dusk (19:30–20:30 h). Both shorelines were sampled alternately.

Table 1. Total numbers of released nase larvae differentiated for shorelines, developmental stages (L2–L4), and release points (inshore, IR; offshore, OR).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shore</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Release</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gravel bar</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>1-0-0</td>
<td>11 585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>1-1-0</td>
<td>14 202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L4</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>1-0-0-1</td>
<td>12 558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>1-1-0-1</td>
<td>10 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rip-rap</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>1-0-1</td>
<td>14 428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>1-1-1</td>
<td>12 428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L4</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>1-0-1-1</td>
<td>7 062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>1-1-1-1</td>
<td>14 812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>97 191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mark sequences in the otoliths are shown as binary code, where numbers indicate days with staining (1) and no-staining (0) and (–) indicate two-dimensional intervals.

Figure 1. Overview of the study area with flow velocity and depth profiles for a discharge of 1143 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$. Flow direction is indicated by the arrow.
At each release point, larvae were introduced together with equal numbers of floats (spherical resin pellets, 4 mm diameter, density: 0.93–0.95 g cm\(^{-3}\), white-coloured for OR and black for IR) representing passive elements of dispersal. Diverging drift and settlement patterns between these floats and released larvae may therefore indicate active mechanisms and reveal shore-specific differences of dispersal mechanisms.

Field sampling started on both shorelines contemporaneously with release (day 1) and was repeated 1 (day 2) and 4 (day 5) days post-release on each shore. A combination of stationary driftnets and point abundance sampling (PAS) was applied to survey larval drift and settlement patterns (Figure 2). Drift sampling aimed to capture larvae that were washed downstream or entered the current. Triplets of conically shaped driftnets (0.5 m diameter, 1.5 m long, 500 μm mesh) were exposed in the flow at three (rip-rap) to four (gravel bar) sampling sites encompassing a stretch of 2–870 m (rip-rap), respectively, 20–520 m (gravel bar) downstream of the release points. Simultaneous exposure of the net triplets at all sampling sites started at dusk and was carried out for 30 min in hourly intervals for a total of 5 h. A flowmeter

![Figure 2. Sampling design. Shaded squares along the gravel bar represent remains of former groynes.](image)

![Figure 3. Flow patterns on both shores are illustrated by arrows. Arrow size is proportional to current speed and directly comparable between shores. Shallow areas, preferred by fish larvae, are shown as black areas. Consecutive groyne fields along the rip-rap are labelled (GF1–GF4).](image)
(2030R, General Oceanics®, Miami) was attached to the lower third of each net entrance to measure the volume of filtered water. The PAS intended to collect individuals that left the current and settled in inshore areas or maintained their position therein. This approach addresses the microhabitats and is quite robust against temporal and spatial heterogeneity of distribution (Persat and Copp, 1990). Using a dipnet (0.4 m diameter, 400 μm mesh size), a figure-8 sweep pattern was carried out, covering an area of ~0.75 m² (Schludermann et al., 2012) every 10–30 m along the shoreline. The PAS sampling stretch was adjusted to the shoreline accessibility and ranged from 220 m (gravel bar) and 50 m (rip-rap) upstream of the release points to 540 m (gravel bar), respectively, 880 m (rip-rap) downstream of these points.

Exact positions of PAS and drift sampling points were mapped with a dGPS device (GS 20, Leica®, St Gallen). All captured fish were overdosed with Tricaine (MS-222, Sigma-Aldrich®, St Louis), preserved in 96% ethanol and taken to the laboratory for further analyses.

Sample processing
In a first step, fish were separated from other (mostly organic) material and separated into different families (i.e. Cottidae, Cyprinidae, Gobiidae, Percidae, and others). As no reliable key is available for species determination of early larval stages, potential recaptures were separated from autochthonous cyprinids based on the criteria of developmental stage and body length (mean body length at release ± 5 mm; growth rates in Keckeis et al., 2001). From the potentially recaptured individuals, subsamples were taken (30% of the sample or 30 individuals if sample size was >60 individuals) and checked for ARS-marks. For this purpose, otoliths (lapilli) were dissected, embedded in synthetic resin (Crystalbond™, Areuco®, New York) polished with abrasive paper and screened under wavelengths of 515–565 nm with an epifluorescence-light microscope (Zeiss® Axio Imager M1 with Axio Vision 4.8.2 software for image analysis).

Data analysis
Recapture rates (RRs) were calculated \( N_{rec}/N_{ind} \times N \), number of individuals; rec, recaptured; rel, released) for the particular groups (gravel bar and rip-rap; IR; OR, L2 and L4, and floats). The numbers of released larvae and floats were corrected for the number of removed individuals over time. To make single drift samples comparable, RRs were standardized by the volume of filtered water. The measured RR_Vol refers to the number of individuals per 1000 m³. For PAS, RR_Vol is given in individuals per 0.75 m². In the following, the terms “drift rate” (DR) and “settlement rate” (SR) are used instead of RR_Vol-drift/settlement. Shore-specific differences in accessibility, retention potential, and connectivity were analysed performing systematic pairwise comparisons of DRs and SRs (Bonferroni adjusted Mann–Whitney U-tests and Wilcoxon tests in SPSS 20.0®) and illustrations of spatio-temporal dispersal patterns (in Arc Gis 10.0® and SigmaPlot 12.0®).

The hydraulic conditions alongside both shores were analysed using the fully three-dimensional model RSim-3D (Tritthart, 2005). This model approximates fluid motion (as governed by the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations), numerically based on a polyhedral computation mesh. Flow and pressure fields were linked iteratively to each other using the SIMPLE method (Patankar and Spalding, 1972). A standard k-ε model (Launer and Spalding, 1974) was applied to achieve turbulence closure. Water surface elevations were derived from computed pressure fields. The model RSim-3D has been validated on several flume experiments and river engineering applications, as detailed in Tritthart (2005) and Tritthart and Gutknecht (2007). Within the study area, bathymetric measurements (single- and multibeam measurements) in combination with airborne laser scannings were conducted by the Austrian waterways authority (via donau) between February 2010 and October 2011. These served as a basis for a digital terrain model. Readings of a water level gauge at the downstream boundary of the study area (May 2011) were taken at several discharges. Thereafter, a rating curve was created based on these data and the catalogue of officially published characteristic water levels of the Danube River (which correspond to characteristic run-off values). This rating curve served as a boundary condition for the hydrodynamic model. Water surface elevations were measured within the study area at various discharges between May 2011 and December 2012. Additionally, several flow velocity measurements were conducted in two cross sections (river kilometres 1892.3 and 1893.4) using Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) and Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry (ADV) devices. The hydrodynamic model for the study reach was successfully calibrated and validated for five characteristic discharges where measured and officially published water levels as well as flow velocity measurements were available. The equivalent bed roughness had a value of 0.03 m; the equivalent bank roughness was estimated at 0.30 m, and
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Figure 4. Lateral gradients of flow velocity, water depth, and turbulence at both shorelines. Values were derived from the hydrodynamic model (RSim-3D) by calculating the variables every 2 m on modelled lines (0.5, 5, and 15 m offshore) extending from the release point to the downstream end of the sampling site. Horizontal lines represent observed thresholds of suitability in 0+ nase habitats (Keckeis et al., 1997).
Shoreline configurations affect dispersal patterns of fish larvae in a large river. Results refer to day of release (1) and subsequent samplings 1 (2) and 4 d (5) later.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shoreline</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Individuals</th>
<th>IR L2</th>
<th>L4</th>
<th>OR L2</th>
<th>L4</th>
<th>Total Larvae</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gravel bar</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2 152</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>713</td>
<td>1 145</td>
<td>1 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rip-rap</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>2 293</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>1 171</td>
<td>1 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>77 56</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Total numbers of recaptured larvae and mean RR Vol (± s.d.) at both shorelines (GB, gravel bar; RR, rip-rap) for both developmental stages (L2, L4) in driftnets (D) and PASs.

Results refer to day of release (1) and subsequent samplings 1 (2) and 4 d (5) later.
(Figure 6). Pronounced differences in DRs of larvae and floats between both release points were found only at the gravel bar, where DRs of OR fish and floats were increased (Figure 5). No clear distinctions between DRs of all groups, originating from the same release points, were detected within each shore (Figure 5).

No inter-shore differences in overall larval SRs could be detected (Figure 6), and only SRs of IR-L2-nase proved to be higher at the gravel bar (Table 4). However, overall larval SRs significantly exceeded float retention at both shores (Figure 6). A detailed analysis of these dissimilarities with regard to shore, point of release, and larval stage is given in Table 5: the mean SRs of IR and OR larvae (L2 and L4) at both shores revealed higher values than float retention but not all combinations proved to be statistically significant. Considerable differences of SRs concerning the point of release were observed at the rip-rap for both larval stages, where OR larvae dominated the catch and clearly exceeded SRs of IR larvae (L2 and L4) at both shores (Figure 5). At the gravel bar, no differences of larval SRs with respect to the point of release were observed. However, a generally higher portion of IR larvae was found compared with the rip-rap (Figure 5). Overall more floats ($p = 0.019$) were retained at the rip-rap (Figure 6).

Analysing the temporal dispersal patterns of larvae at both shorelines revealed peaks in DRs on the first day of sampling at which 94% of all drifters at the gravel bar and 90% at the rip-rap,
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Table 4. Pairwise comparisons (Mann – Whitney U-test) of larval SRs (L2 and L4) and floats (F) retention between shorelines and for each release point separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IR</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravel bar</td>
<td>Gravel bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rip-rap</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>L4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>n = 116</td>
<td>U = 1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>n = 116</td>
<td>U = 1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>n = 116</td>
<td>U = 1.748</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance level was (Bonferroni) adjusted to 0.01. Significant results in bold letters.

Table 5. Pairwise comparisons (Wilcoxon signed-rank test) of larval (L2 and L4) SRs and floats (F) retention for each release point and each shoreline separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IR</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravel bar</td>
<td>Rip-rap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Floats</td>
<td>Floats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>n = 47</td>
<td>n = 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>n = 47</td>
<td>n = 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance level was (Bonferroni) adjusted to 0.01. Significant results in bold letters.

respectively, were caught within 5 h after release (Figure 7). Subsequently, the mean DR at the rip-rap was characterized by a steep, continuous decrease over time, whereas the mean DR stabilized at a low level from day 2 on at the gravel bar. Overall trends for drifting floats were similar to larvae, although at lower orders of magnitude at the gravel bar. Temporal characteristics of larval settlement also revealed a decreasing trend, with higher SRs on days 1 and 2 at the rip-rap, and conversely on day 5 with higher SRs at the gravel bar (Figure 7). At the gravel bar, floats were recaptured only on day 1, though they were found in PAS samples taken at the rip-rap during the first 2 d of observation.

Spatio-temporal dynamics

Gravel bar. Day 1: the combined spatial and temporal aspects of larval drift and settlement displayed a pronounced drift peak at sampling station 1 (SS1), comprising both stages, but mainly including OR individuals (Figures 8a and 9a). The DRs drastically decreased at successive sampling stations downstream (SS2–SS4) where primarily OR-L2-nase and L4-nase from both release points entered the nets. Settled larvae were detected up to 300 m downstream of the release points (IR-L2).

Day 2: predomately IR-L2-nase drifted along the whole gravel bar (Figure 8b), lower DRs of L4-nase (IR and OR) were detected at all four sampling stations (Figure 9b). Settling individuals from both stages and release points were regularly distributed between 35 m upstream to 425 m downstream of the release points.

Day 5: the DRs of both larval stages at the gravel bar were slightly higher than on day 2 (Figures 8c and 9c), and IR-L2-nase dominated the drift. Settlement of nase larvae ranged from 150 m upstream to 85 m downstream of the release points. The catch comprised IR- and OR-L2-nase (only downstream) as well as IR-L4-nase (only upstream).

Rip-rap. Day 1: the DRs of both stages on day 1 were distinctly lower at the rip-rap compared with the gravel bar. Instead of peaking at SS1, closest to the points of release, DRs of both stages were highest at SS2. The SRs at the rip-rap were remarkably high but restricted to the first (GF1) and second (GF2) groyne field (max 170 m downstream of release). Settled IR larvae were primarily recaptured in GF1, and OR larvae were dominant in GF2 (Figures 8a and 9a).

Day 2: overall, highest DRs on day 2 were recorded for L4-nase at the rip-rap, whereas IR larvae dominated at SS1 and SS3 and OR larvae at SS2 (Figure 9b). Drift activity of L2-nase was restricted to SS1 and SS2 (with large numbers of OR individuals; Figure 8b). Except one individual (IR-L2) captured along the shoreline 450 m downstream of release, all other observations of larval settlement were made in GF1 and GF2 (Figures 8b and 9b).

Day 5: low DRs of IR-L2-nase were observed only at SS1 (Figures 8c and 9c). Apart from that, no further recaptures in drift were detected. Settling larvae were still found in GF1 (L2-OR) and one single individual was recaptured 700 m further downstream (L4-OR).

Discussion

This study compares two typical shoreline configurations of a free-flowing stretch of a large river with regard to their suitability for, and influence on, larval fish dispersal. Drift and settlement patterns of two introduced larval stages (L2, L4) of the nase carp and passive floats were recorded alongside a revitalized gravel bar and a modified rip-rap with groynes.

Shoreline accessibility

Shoreline accessibility refers to the hydro-geomorphological shore characteristics that enhance the arrival of larvae from offshore spawning habitats in littoral areas by ending the drifting phase and facilitating settlement in suitable nurseries. In this study, SRs of OR larvae and floats served as a basis to discuss accessibility of inshore nursery habitats. Higher SRs of OR larvae at both
investigated shorelines compared with passive float retention reflected larval swimming ability and behaviour. Mean SRs of OR larvae were even higher at the artificial rip-rap. In contrast to the gravel bar, settlement at the artificial rip-rap shoreline was restricted to nurseries located short distances from the release points. We ascribe the high accessibility of these particular areas partly to passive introduction facilitated by small-scale flow patterns. This was denoted by simultaneous recaptures of OR floats exclusively in GF1 and GF2 and a general higher passive retention rate of passive floats at the rip-rap compared with the gravel bar. Groyne fields along rip-raps are characterized by a large-scale vortex with a clockwise current, interfaced to the main channel by a mixing layer (Sukhodolov et al., 2002). Large turbulent structures in this narrow strip of the mixing field play an important role for the exchange of momentum and matter—and presumably fish larvae—between the river and its groyne fields (Uijttewaal et al., 2001; Schwartz and Kozerski, 2003) and could therefore have enhanced passive larval introduction. The exchange rates between single groyne fields vary, depending on the flow patterns within the fields (Figure 3), the groyne shape, the position of a groyne field in a sequence, the aspect ratio (between groyne length and length of the groyne field), as well as the discharge and flow velocity of the main channel (Uijttewaal et al., 2001; Tritthart et al., 2009). According to the marginal larval SRs downstream of GF2 (of both, OR larvae and IR larvae that entered the flow), we propose the average accessibility of the artificial shoreline to be comparatively low. In general, the active or the passive entrance of drifting larvae into conventional groyne fields along the rip-rap seems to be selective and losses to the main channel may outnumber larval input into these artificial structures by far.

Distinct initial drift peaks caused by OR larvae were recorded at the gravel bar at SS1 (Figures 8 and 9a). Trajectories of those larvae were short and led from the swift flowing areas at the OR points into driftnets placed in a short distance (45 m) downstream. Larval transport over such a short distance in high, overcritical currents may predominantly be a passive process (Pavlov, 1994). However, there is evidence that these washouts do not account for higher population losses: DRs displayed a strong longitudinal decrease (SS1–SS4) on day 1 and OR larvae were still drifting and settling along the gravel bar until day 5. The prolonged drift pattern suggests that OR larvae were able to delay or prohibit dislodgement or they settled before and re-entered the drift. We propose the large areas between adjacent modified groynes at the gravel bar to act as catch basins for drifting larvae, as they feature low current and turbulence regimes (Flore and Keckeis, 1998, Webb and Cotel, 2011).

Connectivity
Shoreline connectivity refers to the longitudinal and lateral connection of adjacent larval habitats in the sense that young fish can move between these areas. The analysis of connectivity based on spatial-temporal distribution patterns of larvae and floats in driftnets set and in point abundance samples. Longitudinal connectivity at the gravel bar was indicated by the even distribution of settling larvae along the shoreline and the observed upstream migrations of larvae on days 2 and 5. The longitudinal connectivity at the rip-rap, within the investigated shore-length, was distinctly lower than at the gravel bar. To explore and colonize new nursery habitats,
Retention potential refers to the shoreline’s capability of accommodating high larval population densities. The SRs of IR and OR larvae served as a base to analyse retention at the two shore configurations. The inshore “population” at the gravel bar was potentially composed of IR larvae that successfully stayed and moved along the shore as well as OR larvae that successfully reached these areas due to their high accessibility and connectivity. Here, larvae of both stages and release points were still detected drifting and settling until day 5. Although the investigated shoreline at the rip-rap was more than three times longer, the gravel bar provided a larger total area of suitable larval habitats. As a consequence, mean numbers of retained larvae per 100 m shoreline length were higher at the gravel bar each day (Table 2).

At the rip-rap, suitable larval habitats were patchily distributed at inshore gravel areas and within smaller bankside gyres which are known to have high retention capacities for passive particles (Trithart et al., 2009). This was indicated by larval settlement until day 5 in GF1 and longer/higher passive retention of floats. Nevertheless, the decrease in larval abundance over time at the rip-rap was steeper. The dominant hydraulic conditions for larvae in the groyne fields were harsh. High levels of turbulence can affect fish behaviour and physiology by challenging swimming speeds and increasing costs of locomotion (Utne-Palm and Stiansen, 2002; Liao, 2007). In combination with over-critical current speeds, these flows may have transported larvae from the centre of the large vortex towards the interface with the mixing layer and enhanced advection into the main channel. Additionally, the proximity to the shipping channel presumably enhances negative effects of navigation induced wave wash on young fish at the rip-rap. By altering the direction and speed of currents and dislocating microhabitats (Guhr, 2002; Wolter et al., 2004; Kucera-Hirzinger et al., 2009), wave wash may have increased larval displacement from the observed groyne fields. As drifting fish rarely re-entered and settled in adjacent nurseries, the probability of retention downstream of GF2 was very low.

Conclusion
The large, shallow, low-flow areas and the modified, newly created groyne structures along the left shore of the River Danube in the Danube Alluvial Zone National Park enabled dynamic dispersal processes of nase larvae. Cutting the groyne roots improved habitat diversity and quality by increasing connectivity of inshore

Figure 8. DRs (pies) and SRs (symbols) of L2-nase at all sampling stations (SS1 – SS4) are shown for the day of release (a) and subsequent samplings on day 2 (b) and day 5 (c). Pie sizes refer to the maximum mean DR on a given day. For comparisons between days, maximum values of mean DRs ($D_{\text{max}}$) are given. Maximum SRs ($S_{\text{max}}$) are given too. Red areas along the shorelines show suitable nurseries according to Keckeis et al. (1997).
nursery areas and directing a substantial part of the flow to the shore. Large lentic areas behind the remaining groynes became connected by this bankside flow, next to suitable inshore nursery habitats, presumably providing a safe route for larval dispersal. Larval DRs in the re-established bankside flow were high but these population losses were probably lowered by the hydraulic conditions and bank geomorphology which matched larval requirements and boosted shoreline accessibility, connectivity, and retention.

The conventional groyne fields along the right bank were found to be suboptimal nursery habitats for young fish due to stronger currents, higher turbulence, and greater water depths. Fish larvae may drift into groyne fields, but this seems to be more likely a stochastic event depending on several factors such as structural properties of the groynes, distinct flow patterns at the interface of river and groyne field, size and intensity of the mixing layer, as well as discharge- and navigation-induced currents. Active or passive movements of larvae out of these groyne fields are attended by strong currents at the groyne heads and a concomitant passive dislodgement of fish larvae downstream. Overall, this may lead to high mortalities and population losses, especially because the hydraulic and morphological features of the right shore seemed to inhibit re-entering subsequent groyne fields and nurseries. This study shows that these structures are disadvantageous by potentially interrupting dispersal pathways and settlement of riverine fish larvae.
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High annual precipitation and steep mountains make Norway especially suited for the extraction of potential energy from waterfalls and is the country with largest production of hydroelectric power in Europe. The power production may affect both the position of river outlets and the seasonal cycle of freshwater discharge. To study the impact of river regulation on fjord dynamics and the transport of cod eggs, a numerical model is applied for the year 2009. We investigate two cases; the first case with only the natural seasonal cycle of freshwater discharge, whereas the second case includes all river regulations in the fjord system. The results show stronger surface outflow in the main part of the fjord when applying river regulations compared with natural run-off. The transport of cod eggs out of the fjord system increased with regulated run-off compared with the natural run-off, which correspondingly caused a reduced local retention of eggs within the various fjord branches. Changes in the seasonal cycle of freshwater discharge due to hydroelectric power production cannot be neglected as a contributing factor to the observed decline in coastal and fjord cod subpopulations.

Keywords: estuarine circulation, fjord modelling, Gadus morhua L., retention, river regulation, subpopulations.

Introduction

People have regulated rivers for thousands of years, mainly for irrigation purpose, freshwater supply and as an industrial energy source. High annual precipitation and steep mountains make Norway especially suited for extracting the potential energy from waterfalls and is the country with largest production of hydroelectric power in Europe. The theoretical annual potential of hydroelectric power is ~600 TWh of which 205 TWh is economica-technical exploitable (NVE, 2011). Through the mid-1900s, the Norwegian hydroelectric power production increased rapidly, and by 1979, the degree of regulation was 12.3% based on annual freshwater discharge (Kaartvedt, 1984). In 2009, the annual mean energy production was 127.1 TWh (NVE, 2011); hence, the degree of regulation has increased to 21.2%. The production is distributed among 1250 power stations all around Norway. Of the total hydroelectric power potential of 205 TWh, 60.2% is utilized, 23.7% is preserved, and 16% includes small power stations and projects in progress. Locally, there are substantial differences in the degree of regulations; in some fjords, more than half of the river input is controlled by power stations whereas others remain totally unaffected.

The anthropogenic influence on freshwater discharge through regulations causes a major change in the seasonal cycle. The general difference between a regulated river and a natural river is increased run-off during winter and decreased during summer (Pytte Asvall, 1976). The natural streamflow is low through winter as precipitation accumulates as snow and ice. At the same time, the demand for energy is high during the cold months and therefore will power production cause high discharge during a time of natural weak discharge, specifically in mountainous regions. Naturally, the discharge increases rapidly during spring, as the melting season starts, and reaches a distinct maximum in June/July (Saelen, 1976). The power production is lower during summer, with the result that run-off is reduced compared with the natural cycle. Hence, river regulations even out the natural seasonal variations (Pytte Asvall, 1976).

A large project was initiated in the 1970s to investigate the impacts of modified river run-off on the physical environment and ecosystems...
in two fjord systems, Skjomen in northern Norway and Ryfylke in western Norway (Kaartvedt, 1984). In Skjomen, the wind was predominantly blowing out of the fjord through winter and early spring, which originated an outflow in the surface layer when the fjord was unaffected by regulations (Svendsen, 1983). An outflow in the upper 20–30 m was also measured after the power station started operating. However, the current measurements were not sufficient to make any precise conclusion about the effect of the river regulations (Svendsen, 1983). Significant differences in hydrography were observed, specifically lower salinity through winter and spring, most probably explained by modifications in the river run-off. Large river run-off during winter was observed by Skreslet and Loeng (1977), which caused the surface water to become colder and the basin water to become warmer. In Ryfylke, the building of a hydroelectric power station caused freshwater to be guided away from Jøsenfjorden and into Hylsfjorden (Kaartvedt and Svendsen, 1990a). A controlled discharge from the station generated an estuarine circulation with high velocities in the surface layer and increased surface salinity due to extensive mixing. High concentrations of euphausiids were detected in the upper 10 m, overlapping with the freshwater-driven currents and largely affected by the regulation (Kaartvedt and Svendsen, 1990b). Measurements also suggest that turbulent mixing close to the freshwater release cause mortality of zooplankton, as they are mixed into low-salinity water and subjected to osmotic stress (Kaartvedt and Aksnes, 1992). The spreading of the toxin-producing Prymnesium parvum was associated with a freshwater release from a hydroelectric power station in 1989 (Kaartvedt et al., 1991).

Only a few studies have investigated the impacts of altered freshwater discharge from hydroelectric power production on marine ecosystems since the projects in the 1970s, most research has been on aquatic ecosystems within the river (Murchie et al., 2008). Skreslet (1976) hypothesized that abnormal winter discharges will affect biological processes in fjords and coastal waters and possibly alter recruitment to fish stocks. He found a positive correlation between freshwater outflow and larval survival index of Arcto-Norwegian Cod (Gadus morhua L.) the following year and tried to explain the relationship by claiming that rich plankton production succeeds a year of high larval survival. However, the mechanisms causing the significant correlation are not fully understood and are probably influenced by several environmental variables (Kaartvedt, 1984). In the Gulf of St Lawrence, there was also found evidence that interannual variability in run-off has an impact on fisheries production, but again the underlying mechanisms are not understood (Sinclair et al., 1986). They also argue that any effect of river regulations on fisheries is masked by the large interannual variability in run-off and high fishing intensity. freshwater regulation for hydroelectric power production changes the seasonal discharge cycle and causes shifts in timing of flood waters. Drinkwater and Frank (1994) discuss the potential negative effect of asynchrony between run-off and spawning time. Fish species have adapted their spawning behaviour to ensure favourable transport or retention of life stages to nursery grounds and might be affected by changes to the natural run-off cycle. The natural seasonal run-off cycle varies considerably along the Norwegian coast (Tollan, 1976). Especially in northern Norway, the seasonal amplitude is large, with low run-off during autumn, winter and spring and high during summer. Hence, it can be expected that the potential impacts of hydroelectric power production on fjord dynamics and ecology will be large in northern Norwegian fjords. Since river regulations give highest deviation from the natural cycle during winter and spring, most probably explained by modifications in the river run-off. Large river run-off during winter was observed by Skreslet and Loeng (1977), which caused the surface water to become colder and the basin water to become warmer. In Ryfylke, the building of a hydroelectric power station caused freshwater to be guided away from Jøsenfjorden and into Hylsfjorden (Kaartvedt and Svendsen, 1990a). A controlled discharge from the station generated an estuarine circulation with high velocities in the surface layer and increased surface salinity due to extensive mixing. High concentrations of euphausiids were detected in the upper 10 m, overlapping with the freshwater-driven currents and largely affected by the regulation (Kaartvedt and Svendsen, 1990b). Measurements also suggest that turbulent mixing close to the freshwater release cause mortality of zooplankton, as they are mixed into low-salinity water and subjected to osmotic stress (Kaartvedt and Aksnes, 1992). The spreading of the toxin-producing Prymnesium parvum was associated with a freshwater release from a hydroelectric power station in 1989 (Kaartvedt et al., 1991).

Fish eggs have developed distinct and separate values of specific gravity which relate to salinity (Solemdal, 1973). Vertical differences in salinity may therefore regulate the depth distribution of planktonic fish eggs (Sundby, 1991). This is the case with eggs of a local spawning stock of cod in Folda, a fjord system in northern Norway. According to a numerical model applied on this system by Myksvoll et al. (2011), the horizontal transport of a cod egg depends on its buoyancy, in addition to the local fjord hydrography and circulation. Depending on local differences in temperature during the ontogeny of cod embryos, the eggs hatch in a matter of about 3 weeks (Myksvoll et al., 2014). After hatching, the cod larvae may perform vertical migration due to diurnal phototaxis, which may cause the larvae to be transported in ways that differ from what the eggs do. When the larvae metamorphose into juveniles with a full set of fins, they become more independent of horizontal advection of water and their behaviour is more controlled by predator avoidance and search for food. Thus, the final settlement of local 0-group cod in fjords depends on a combination of geophysical and biological factors.

The objective of this paper is to investigate the effect of river regulations on the horizontal transport of cod eggs in the fjord system of Folda in northern Norway. The Folda fjord has been subject to substantial river regulations for hydroelectric power production over the past 44 years, which may have caused deviations from the natural advection of fjord water and transport of cod eggs from local spawning areas. A regulated river differs from a natural river mainly through changes in the seasonal cycle. Hydroelectric power production during winter gives rise to increased freshwater discharge through the cold season and correspondingly reduced discharge during summer dampening the high flows during melting season. To study the impact of river regulation on fjord dynamics and transport of cod eggs, a numerical model is applied for the year 2009. Two scenarios are simulated; both cases utilize external forcing from 2009. The first scenario uses a natural seasonal cycle of freshwater discharge, whereas the second scenario includes all river regulations currently operating in the fjord system.

Material and methods

The study area

The fjord system of Sørfolda and Nordfolda in northern Norway is used in this study. These are two fjords with a joint opening towards Vestfjorden, located at 14.5–16° E 67.3–67.9° N (Figure 1). Both Sørfolda and Nordfolda have deep basins (up to 574 m) and are surrounded by steep mountains, which are characteristic for Norwegian fjords. The sill depths are 265 and 225 m, respectively. The freshwater input to the fjord system has large seasonal variability. During winter, the precipitation accumulates in the mountains as snow and ice. The melting starts in April and the run-off reach maximum in June. At the coast, a secondary run-off maximum is observed during fall, especially in years with discharges above average (Myksvoll et al., 2011).

Four hydroelectric power stations are currently operating in the fjord system; all of them are located in Sørfolda (Figure 1). The two largest power stations started operating in 1968 and 1987, and together they control a drainage area of 688.7 km². Totally, 58% of the river run-off entering the fjord system passes through the four power stations, namely 93.15 m³ s⁻¹ of a total 160.44 m³ s⁻¹. In Sørfolda specifically, 78% of the river input is regulated. The power station built in 1968 diverted water away from a nearby fjord branch, where another power station was built in 1999. The
result is that a large amount of water previously released further outwards now discharges at the innermost end of Sørfolda.

In a fjord with large river run-off compared with the surface area, an estuarine circulation is expected to dominate the dynamics of the surface layer during melting season (Svendsen, 1995). The estuarine circulation is characterized by a low-saline surface layer flowing out of the fjord and a compensating inflow below. Hydrographic monitoring by the Institute of Marine Research confirms the existence of a low-salinity surface layer with large interannual variability (Aure and Pettersen, 2004). Mohus and Haakstad (1984) measured currents in the inner part of Sørfolda in November 1978. They found a circulation pattern similar to an estuarine circulation, and the surface current was found to vary strongly with the local wind.

There are several known spawning areas for Norwegian coastal cod in Sørfolda and Nordfolda, as was shown in Myksvoll et al. (2011). Most of them are located in the inner part and near the heads of the various branches of the fjord system. Recent recordings of cod eggs prove the presence of a spawning population and indicating retention close to the spawning area (Myksvoll et al., 2011).

**Freshwater discharge**

The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE) provided data from five rivers in the region. The monthly mean discharges from these rivers for 2009 are shown in Figure 2a. The measurements from Kobbvatn are taken downstream of a power station; the others are not directly affected by regulations. All rivers have
peak run-off during spring (May) and during fall (September); the regulated river Kobbvatn has several other peaks in addition. The regulated river does not show the same seasonal pattern as the other rivers, primarily due to high run-off all through winter season.

Total annual mean discharge to the fjord system was calculated to be 160.44 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ for the period 1961–1990 in Myksvoll et al. (2011), distributed among 17 drainage areas. The drainage areas were classified in different run-off regimes; coastal, inland/transition, and mountain/glacier, depending on the elevation above sea level and the distance from the coast. The coastal regions have high run-off during autumn/winter and low run-off during summer, represented by the river Stranda (Figure 2a). The mountain/glacier regions are characterized by peak run-off during summer and low run-off through winter due to the accumulation of precipitation, represented by the river Lakshola. The inland/transition regions, located in between the coastal and mountainous regions, have high run-off during spring/autumn and low run-off during summer/winter and are represented by the rivers Laksa Bru and Vallvatn. The river Kobbvatn represents a regulated mountain/glacier regime. The annual mean discharges for all five rivers were calculated for the period 1961–1990. A factor was calculated for all drainage areas to scale the river data relative to the total annual mean discharge within each drainage area. Then, this scaling factor was applied to the river data from 2009 (shown in Figure 2a), providing the total discharge within each drainage area for 2009 as the example in Figure 2b. The drainage area shown here is a mountain/glacier region and is therefore scaled with the river Lakshola in the natural case and the river Kobbvatn in the regulated case.

A limitation with this method is the assumption of a consistent river time-series from 1961 until 2009, which is not correct for Kobbvatn and Lakshola. The hydroelectric power station at Kobbvatn started operating in 1987 and the river run-off was affected the previous years during construction. The drainage area to this power station expanded from 406 to 455 km$^2$ (+12%). The annual mean discharge was therefore calculated for the period 1961–1980 and increased by 12% in 2009. In 1999, another hydroelectric power station guided water away from the river Lakshola, causing an abrupt decrease in annual mean discharge. Therefore, the annual mean discharge was calculated for the period 2000–2009, and thus, the scaling factor was based on this period. A trend in the time-series can also cause errors when using this method. However, data from the other rivers (Stranda, Laksa Bru, and Vallvatn) show no evidence of either decreasing or increasing run-off in the period 1953–2009.

**Circulation model and forcing**

The model used for these simulations is the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) version 3.3, with algorithms described by Shchepetkin and McWilliams (2005). This is a free-surface, hydrostatic, primitive equation ocean model that uses stretched terrain following s-coordinates in the vertical and curvilinear coordinates in the horizontal (Haidvogel et al., 2008). The primitive equations are solved by a finite differences method on an Arakawa C-grid. The generic length scale closure scheme using the special case of Mellor-Yamada 2.5 is used for the turbulence parameterization (Ullman and Burchard, 2003).

The model domain covers the fjord system of Sørfolda and Nordfjorda in northern Norway at 67.5°N. The grid length is 200 m with 257 points in x direction and 282 points in y direction. In the vertical, there are 35 sigma layers, with higher resolution towards the surface. The initial and boundary conditions were provided by an 800-m coastal model (Albretsen et al., 2011), as described in Myksvoll et al. (2014). The boundary variables are temperature, salinity, current, and surface elevation, updated every hour. The simulation was initiated on 1 January 2009 and continued through February with atmospheric forcing extracted from the ERA-interim reanalysis. Then, the model was restarted on 1 March 2009 continuing until June 30, with atmospheric forcing provided by the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. The WRF model, developed by the National Center of Atmospheric Research (NCAR), is a state-of-the-art numerical weather prediction model. It is also used for climatological studies and other purposes by a rapidly growing user community. A detailed description of the model might be found in Skamarock et al. (2008). The WRF simulation was performed with 31 terrain-following sigma levels and the model top at 50 hPa. Fine horizontal resolution was 1 km and default settings were used for the physical options. Static fields as land use and topographical data have been provided by the US Geological Survey in a horizontal resolution of 30′ (0.9 km in N–S direction).

**Individual-based cod egg model**

The cod egg model is a simple individual-based model included to the particle-tracking routines of ROMS as described by Narvaez et al. (2012), and based on Sundby (1983, 1991). The input parameters are egg diameter (1.4 mm) and mean egg neutral buoyancy (30.57) with standard deviation (1.27), in terms of salinity. Details about the individual-based cod egg model and measurements of the neutral buoyancy of the eggs can be found in Myksvoll et al. (2014).

Totally, 35 420 cod eggs were released into the model domain for each of the model simulations. The spawning areas where chosen based on information from the Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries (Myksvoll et al., 2011). One egg was released daily at every ocean grid cell between 1 March and 30 April at 20-m depth, as shown in Figure 3.

**Results**

**Spatial wind variations**

The high-resolution atmospheric forcing used in these simulations reveal a highly complex wind pattern within the fjord. Windspeed and prevailing directions are shown in Figure 4 through March and April 2009, at specific locations. Locations are chosen based on spawning areas or areas of general interest. The wind generally follows the direction of the fjord, blowing either into or out of the fjord. This is especially seen in the inner part of the fjord which is surrounded by steep mountains, Figure 4c–g. Two main wind directions are dominating in the mouth area, Figure 4a; southeasterly and southwesterly. Winds from southeast are usually associated with a high air pressure developing over land causing cold-air flowing out of the fjord. This is a common winter situation that can persist for many days. Southwesterly winds are normally caused by the passage of low-pressure systems. Under such conditions, the winds can be particularly strong but normally of short duration, only 2–3 d.

We find from the atmospheric model results that most of the fjord branches in the inner part of Sørfolda are characterized by frequent winds out of the fjord (Figure 4c, d, and f), whereas the small fjord branch in the western part is dominated by wind blowing into the fjord (Figure 4b). During cold-air drainage, the wind follows the
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Kobbvatn was 4.20 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ (Figure 5). The mean freshwater run-off to the drainage area of the curvature of the topography. Monthly mean surface current speed for March was calculated for both simulations in Folda with large freshwater supply relative to their surface area. In most and the estuarine circulation is considered important in fjords (1995) classifies fjords in relation to width and freshwater supply, with the main fjord, and correspondingly, the southern branch is openly connected while the northern branch is more restricted.

Hydrography and circulation

The estuarine circulation is considered the most important semi-permanent density current in fjords (Gåde, 1976). Svendsen (1995) classifies fjords in relation to width and freshwater supply, and the estuarine circulation is considered important in fjords with large freshwater supply relative to their surface area. In most fjords, the river outlets are located near the head, causing a density-driven current flowing out of the fjord towards the mouth following the curvature of the topography. Monthly mean surface current speed for March was calculated for both simulations in Folda (Figure 5). The mean freshwater run-off to the drainage area of Kobbvatn was 4.20 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ in the natural and 52.77 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ in the regulated cases for this period (from Figure 2). In the case with river regulations, the surface current in Sorfjorden is considerably stronger than in the non-regulated case. The surface outflow in Sorfjorden, characterized as the estuarine circulation, is up to 0.2 m s$^{-1}$ stronger in March when the river outflow is regulated. The upper layer circulation separates in the junction between the two fjords; one branch enters Nordfolda whereas the other flows out of the fjord system along the north coast at the mouth. In April, the difference between the two simulations is smaller, $\sim 0.08$ m s$^{-1}$ (not shown).

Regulated freshwater run-off causes a reduction in the surface temperature for March in a large part of the fjord system compared with the natural discharge, the difference between the simulations is shown in Figure 6a. Especially in Nordfolda, the temperature is reduced with $\sim 3^\circ$C. In the innermost branches of southern and western Sorfjorden, the temperature has increased. At the same time, the salinity is significantly reduced in Sorfjorden ($\sim 5$ units) and slightly reduced in Nordfolda (Figure 6b). The large reduction in the south is caused by locally increased river run-off through January, February, and March. During these months, low-saline water is advected into the northern part, and thereby causing the well distributed low surface salinity. In April, the overall salinity differences are low (Figure 6c), but specific fjord branches can have large local variations, mainly due to rivers being diverted into other fjord branches. Further into the melting season, the salinity difference turns positive in the southern part where all the large rivers are located (Figure 6d). In this period, the high summer flow is dampened by reduced freshwater release and the surface salinity is higher in the simulation with river regulations.

Monthly mean vertical profiles of salinity, temperature, and current speed from March are shown in Figure 7 in Sorfjorden at the location shown in Figure 1, both with natural (blue) and regulated (red) rivers. The station is located in the narrowest part of Sorfjorden, where there are only small variations across the fjord, and within the core of the outflow. In the case with natural river run-off, the salinity and temperature profiles are nearly vertically homogeneous. With river regulations, the surface salinity is reduced from 33.2 to 28.1 and below 20-m depth the salinity increases, up to 0.3 units in the lower layers. The surface temperature is also reduced in the regulated simulation, but below 2-m depth the temperature has increased by $\sim 1^\circ$. The surface outflow has increased with regulations to $\sim 0.39$ m s$^{-1}$ from 0.15 m s$^{-1}$ in the natural case. The regulations cause a shallowing of the surface outflow; therefore, the current speed below 5 m is weaker with regulated run-off compared with natural run-off.

Salinity and temperature profiles from the central part of Nordfolda are shown in Figure 8, a monthly mean covering March with natural (blue) and regulated (red) rivers. Both salinity and temperature are significantly reduced in the upper 40 m when regulated rivers are used. Strong stability in the upper layer inhibits vertical transfer of energy and heat, causing the lower layer to be warmer and saltier. The depth of the mixed layer is $\sim 100$ m when using natural rivers, compared with $\sim 40$ m in the regulated case.

The surface temperature, current, and windfield on 4 March 2009 is shown in Figure 9, focusing specifically on Sorfjorden and adjacent fjord branches. The windfield is identical for both cases, but the temperature and current are from the simulation with natural rivers (a) and regulated rivers (b). In both cases, the main pattern is outflowing water with corresponding low temperatures. A cyclonic eddy is located in the main part of the fjord and is stationary for $\sim 10 – 15$ d (Figure 9a). This eddy is not present in the case with regulated rivers. Further out of the fjord, the wind direction is mainly easterly, directly blowing from the main fjord into the two small branches in the western part. When using natural river run-off, the surface current is highly influenced by the wind and surface water is flowing into the fjord branches, with outflow below. This circulation pattern is reversed compared with the regular estuarine circulation with the outflowing surface layer, directed away from the head and towards the mouth. The reversed

Figure 3. Release location of cod eggs in the model at the known spawning areas of Norwegian coastal cod, based on data provided by Gyda Lorås at the Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries (Myksvoll et al., 2011).
Figure 4. Windspeed and direction provided by the atmospheric model (WRF) for the period March and April 2009, used as forcing to the model.

Figure 5. Monthly mean surface current speed for March 2009 when using natural rivers (a) and regulated rivers (b).
circulation at the mouth of these fjord branches strongly affects the water exchange with the main fjord. However, with regulated run-off, the surface current is mainly controlled by the estuarine circulation which follows the curvature of the main fjord and is constricted to the north coastline due to rotation effects (right relative to the direction of the flow).

**Transport and retention of cod eggs**

Cod eggs were released into the domain at the positions shown in Figure 3. Eggs and larvae that stay inside the fjord will most likely recruit to the local fjord population, while if transported out of the fjord they might contribute to the coastal or oceanic populations. Therefore is the main focus here to calculate the number of eggs that stay inside the fjord until hatching. The corresponding retention can be defined in several ways; here, eggs are regarded as retained if they hatch within a 25-km radius from their respective spawning area.

The overall retention of eggs within all spawning areas is shown in Figure 10a when using natural rivers (solid lines) and regulated rivers (dashed lines). The eggs were divided into three groups according to their neutral buoyancy distribution, in reference to salinity: group 1, 28.00–29.62; group 2, 29.62–31.52; and group 3, 31.52–33.10. In natural conditions, without the influence of hydroelectric power production, the retention is high at the beginning of
the period (above 90%) and decreases through spring and approaches 60% in late April. There are only minor differences in retention between the buoyancy groups, except for late April when group 3 has slightly higher retention than the other groups. The retention is lower when the rivers are regulated compared with the natural conditions, except for the last part of April. For regulated rivers, there is no obvious seasonal trend, and the retention stays at around 50–60% through the whole period.

The other panels in Figure 10 show the retention of cod eggs from specific spawning regions, as a function of neutral buoyancy and river run-off. The seasonal variability of retention in Sorfolla (Figure 10b) shows a completely different pattern compared with the overall spatial average. During March, the retention drops from ~80 to 20% during 15–20 d in the simulation with natural rivers. In this specific period, there are differences between the buoyancy groups, as the heaviest portion of eggs (group 3) has the highest retention. After March 28, the retention increases for all groups and in both run-off cases and with a further increase in the middle of April. Towards the end of the spawning period, there is hardly any difference between the cases with different river run-off, but there
is a difference between the buoyancy groups, highest retention for the heaviest eggs.

Figure 10c shows the transport of cod eggs from the two fjord branches in the western part of the fjord. When using natural rivers, almost all the eggs stay close to the spawning area through March, but the retention decreases through April. The retention is significantly lower when using regulated rivers, for all buoyancy groups. Especially for the heaviest group which is most likely of being transported away from the spawning area through the entire period. The decreasing trend in retention in April is also seen in the regulated case, and within this period, the highest retention is seen for the lightest buoyancy group regardless of run-off characteristics.

The retention related to the spawning areas in Nordfolda is shown in Figure 10d. In the natural run-off case, the retention is constantly high (90–100%) during March but intermediate (30–90%) during April with considerable variability. With regulations, the variability in retention is high through the whole spawning season, and there are also variations between the buoyancy groups. Buoyancy group 3 has lowest retention through March, whereas buoyancy group 1 has lowest retention through April.

The ambient temperature of the cod eggs are recorded along their pathways. The mean temperature as a function of spawning time is shown in Figure 11a averaged over all areas (black lines), only spawning areas in Sørfolda (blue) and Nordfolda (magenta), with both natural (solid lines) and regulated rivers (dashed lines). The corresponding incubation time based on the temperature is shown in Figure 11b, calculated from Equation (8). The average temperature experienced by cod eggs in the simulation with natural river run-off stays constantly between 3 and 4°C through the whole spawning period. Towards the end of April, the seasonal warming is clearly seen in Sørfolda with a rapid increase of 1.5°C within 5 d. When using regulated river run-off, the overall temperature is lower compared with the non-regulated case until April 6. In Sørfolda, there are only small temperature differences in the beginning, but after March 23, the temperature is higher in the regulated case. In Nordfolda, the ambient temperature of cod eggs is up to 2°C lower with regulations than with natural rivers. This large difference is present through March, then it decreases and disappears by April 12. The impact of temperature on incubation time increases exponentially towards low temperatures and, therefore, will have strongest effect in Nordfolda as seen in Figure 11b. For all areas, the incubation time of cod eggs is 6–7 d higher during March for the regulated case compared with the non-regulated, whereas specifically in Nordfolda, the difference is 15–20 d. Further into April, the difference diminishes, following the temperature difference. A small decrease in incubation time is seen in Sørfolda. The temperature difference has smaller impact here since the temperature is higher.

Discussion
Study design
In this study, we used a numerical model to investigate the impact of river regulations on hydrography, circulation, and transport of cod eggs in a fjord system. The model setup has shown to realistically reproduce hydrography in Sørfolda and Nordfolda (Myksvoll et al., 2011) but the results were limited by insufficient external forcing, basically boundary conditions and atmospheric forcing. Comparisons with temperature and salinity sections in the fjord showed that the surface salinity was lower in the model compared with the observations, but the thickness of the low-salinity layer was similar. Myksvoll et al. (2011) also showed that the difference in surface salinity did not affect the vertical distribution of cod eggs. To improve the model setup, an 800-m coastal model provided hourly boundary conditions to the fjord model (Albretsen and Røed, 2010; Myksvoll et al., 2014). This significantly improved the circulation in the intermediate and deep layer of the fjord, by increased supply of warm and saline coastal water. Aure et al. (1996) argue that density fluctuations in the coastal water are the dominating mode of water exchange in fjords (Asplin et al., 1999). According to Stigebrandt (1976), inflowing coastal water also generates a strong velocity shear at the interface between the surface
and intermediate layer, creating internal waves and causing mixing across the interface. The atmospheric forcing was improved by running WRF with 1 km horizontal resolution. Especially, the wind pattern inside fjords has substantial spatial variability, not correlated with the coastal wind, and has strong influence on the surface circulation and mixing (Svendsen and Thompson, 1978). The importance of high-resolution windforcing on circulation and particle dispersion was illustrated by Myksvoll et al. (2012) in Porsangerfjorden.

This model experiment allows us to study the total effect of river regulations within the fjord system independent of interannual variability. The fjord projects in the 1970s investigated the impact of modified river run-off by performing hydrographic surveys before and after the operation of a power station (Kaartvedt, 1984). Svendsen (1983) described changes in the physical environment after river regulations in Skjomen, a smaller fjord ~150 km north of Folda, but encountered difficulties distinguishing between interannual variability and impacts of the regulation. Kaartvedt and Svendsen (1990b) studied impacts of altered freshwater discharge in the fjords of Ryfylke in southwestern Norway, but the power station was not running on full capacity. Numerical models have limitations like resolution, advection schemes, vertical mixing schemes, fictitious boundaries, diapycnal mixing, and internal pressure gradients near steep topography, but are well suited for our experiment where only one physical factor is altered and all other variables are held constant. This is because we want to investigate the relative differences rather than absolute values. Also the integrated effect of all power stations within a fjord system can be analysed, not only a single regulated river. The impact of a single power station can be negligible while a large degree of regulation within a fjord may have considerable impacts.

A controlled discharge from the power plant in Hylsfjorden in Ryfylke caused increased surface salinity due to intensive mixing near the outlet (Kaartvedt and Svendsen, 1990a). The initial mixing in the immediate vicinity of the power plant depends on the depth of water release and speed of the freshwater jet and can be fatal for zooplankton (Kaartvedt and Aksnes, 1992). This kind of freshwater discharge is fundamentally different from a river.
outlet and will possibly change the impact of regulations on the physical environment in the fjord. A submerged outlet will enhance mixing and possibly reduce the impact of river regulations. In the fjord system of Sørfolda and Nordfolda, freshwater from the power stations is released into freshwater lakes upstream of the river outlet to the fjord, meaning that the increased discharge enters the fjord through a normal river. This is easily represented in the model by just increasing the river transport, whereas the model might have difficulties representing the extensive mixing caused by submerged outlets. It is therefore important to assess the location and design of the hydroelectric power station when evaluating the impact on fjord dynamics.

Hydrography and circulation
Modified freshwater discharge from regulated rivers generates a strong surface outflow during winter. The difference in current speed is largest during winter and early spring, mainly because the difference between natural and regulated run-off is largest in this period (Pytte Asvall, 1976). These changes in circulation are a direct effect of river input which accelerates the estuarine circulation and will be largest nearby the river outlets and diminish downstream since the brackish layer is being more and more mixed on its way out of the fjord. The model results show largest changes in current speed in Sørfolda, directly downstream of the power stations, whereas at the junction between the northern and the southern part, the differences diminish. It is therefore likely that such changes in current speed will not propagate out of the fjord system. Kaartvedt and Nordby (1992) also observed increased current velocities as a consequence of a freshwater discharge, which resulted in increased transport of brackish zooplankton species out of the fjord. Large freshwater discharge throughout winter cause the advection of low-saline water from the fjord branches with power stations and into the neighbouring fjord branches. With time, the inner fjord is filled up with low-saline water and correspondingly causing a higher surface elevation. The strong surface outflow is then restricted from entering the branches and accelerates towards the coast. For the non-regulated case, not enough freshwater is released during spring to achieve the same effect which causes the surface outflow to be more easily deflected into nearby fjord branches.

Strong stratification confines the windstress to a shallow surface layer, which is thinner in the regulated run-off case compared with the natural run-off case and spins up the surface current. A considerable amount of energy is necessary to mix the freshwater down; increased freshwater run-off will therefore decrease the depth of the upper layer (Pickard and Emery, 1982). Due to the difference in vertical density structure, the wind input will have different contributions to the surface circulation. Svendsen and Thompson (1978) also found that stratification is important for trapping the windstress response to the near-surface layers. A strong pycnocline limits the energy transfer from the surface into the deeper layer. During March, the prevailing wind direction is out of the fjord, which therefore contributes to a strong surface outflow.

Reduced temperatures in the surface layer are a consequence of stronger stratification caused by high freshwater discharge during winter. Normally, the water column has weak stability during winter caused by surface cooling, strong wind mixing, and convection. The heat loss to the atmosphere is therefore distributed through the entire mixed layer which can reach a depth of several hundred metres. The release of freshwater from power stations during winter generates a low-saline surface layer and a strong stratification independent of temperature. The heat loss to the atmosphere is then confined to a surface layer less than 50 m deep, with the result of significantly lower than normal temperatures in the surface layer. At the same time, the surface layer insulates the intermediate layer below giving rise to higher than normal temperatures in this layer. The same pattern was observed in Skjomen by Skreslet and Loeng (1977) during a winter with naturally large freshwater outflow causing low surface temperatures and warm basin water. Higher salinities in the intermediate layer can only be explained through increased inflow of salty coastal water below the low-saline surface layer. High temperatures in the intermediate layer is probably caused by both redistribution of heat, as discussed above, and increased inflow of coastal water. Mixing of salty water into the surface layer deepens the pycnocline in the inner part of the fjord compared with the outer part, which sets up a pressure gradient...
and corresponding current directed into the fjord. Increased, freshwater discharge causing more mixing and increased inflow of coastal water might explain the salinity difference between natural and regulated run-off. According to Seien (1967), the outflow in the surface layer will be between 2 and 6 times larger than the river input, a volume that has to be replaced from below.

A limitation of this study is that only the year 2009 is used for comparison between natural and regulated run-off. This means that the results strongly depend on the power production and corresponding freshwater discharge from the power station close to Kobbvatn during this specific year. The production at this power station is not necessarily correlated with the others in the fjord system; however, all external factors affecting the energy production would be the same. It is also important to emphasize that 2009 was not an extreme year regarding winter discharge. In the period from 2000 to 2009, there are 5 years with low winter discharge (<15 m³ s⁻¹) and 5 years with high winter discharge (>35 m³ s⁻¹) unevenly distributed, where 2009 is close to the average of the high discharge years. The energy production has large interannual variability depending both on natural variability (precipitation and temperature) and economical profit.

Retention mechanisms and spatial variations

The retention of cod eggs within a radius of 25 km from the spawning site was lower in the case with regulated river run-off compared with the case with natural river run-off. The main difference between natural and regulated run-off is the seasonal cycle, where the regulation causes increased run-off during winter and early spring. Therefore, it is not unexpected that the largest difference in retention is seen during March, and only minor differences can be seen during April. The spatial variations within the fjord system are large, due to different mechanisms controlling dispersion of cod eggs. The discussion further will therefore focus on specific spawning areas.

Sørfolda

The retention variability in Sørfolda is fundamentally different from the other branches of the fjord system. The average retention for the whole fjord system shows a decreasing trend during spawning season when using natural run-off, but Sørfolda has a period of low retention between two periods of high retention. This seasonality fits well with the results obtained in Myksvoll et al. (2011), where it was hypothesized that cod eggs were allowed to leave the fjord system during a short period in spring, a so-called “window of leakage”. The “window” is open before the estuarine circulation is well established and coincides with relatively high surface salinities. As the seasonal melting begins, high river run-off gives rise to low surface salinities and the cod eggs attain a subsurface distribution which induces retention. The timing is depending on precipitation and temperature which both affect the river run-off and is therefore subject to interannual variability. The year 2009 is used in the present study, which is close to an average run-off year compared with the extreme years 1960 and 1989 used in the previous study. The timing of offshore transport is therefore earlier than the dry year 1960 (late April) and later than the wet year 1989 (late March).

The period of high retention in the beginning of March with natural run-off is related to the cyclonic eddy in the central part of Sørfolda (Figure 9a), persisting for ~12 d. This eddy efficiently increases the residence time of cod eggs released in the inner part of the fjord.

Sørfolda is also the only spawning area with differences in retention between buoyancy groups, with highest retention for the heaviest eggs. The retention is reduced when using regulated run-off compared with natural for the first part of the spawning period; the differences in retention are largest for lightest eggs (Figure 10b). The heavy eggs have a deeper vertical distribution and are less susceptible for changes in the outflowing surface layer. Strong surface currents caused by freshwater discharge from the power stations increase the dispersal of the lightest portion of the eggs that are positioned closer to the surface. Towards the end of the spawning period, the surface salinity is sufficiently low for both buoyancy groups 2 and 3 to be submerged below the strong outflow and the heaviest eggs are correspondingly retained within the fjord in both cases.

Western Folda

The small fjord branches in the western part of Folda show persisting high retention during March in the simulation with natural rivers, which is mainly due to interaction between frequent wind and surface current directed into the fjord branches at the mouth. With natural run-off, the surface current in the central part of Sørfolda is easily deflected towards the west and into the fjord arms. With increased freshwater discharge, the low-saline outflow is trapped to the north coast and not as influenced by the wind, as seen in Figure 9. This explains the decrease in retention when using regulated river run-off. Different buoyancy groups have only minor differences in retention in this part of the fjord system. There is a small tendency that heavy cod eggs have lower retention, which may be caused by the reversed circulation at the mouth. This mechanism is opposite of what was seen in Sørfolda, where the estuarine circulation contributes to high retention of heavy cod eggs.

A negative trend in retention develops through April. This is related to the local increase of river run-off within the fjord, generating a surface outflow. However, the surface salinity is not low enough for the eggs to be submerged and the transport out of the fjord increases correspondingly.

Nordfolda

The retention in Nordfolda is reduced from the simulation with natural to regulated run-off, mainly due to the decrease in temperature resulting in considerably longer incubation times (Figure 11). High retention in the natural run-off case is caused by a reversed circulation as in the western part of Folda. Both frequent winds directed into the fjord and outflow from Sørfolda entering Nordfolda contribute to a surface inflow and outflow below. But this mechanism is not stable enough to keep the retention high when the incubation time is almost doubled. As the temperature decreases the incubation time increases exponentially and therefore causing especially large differences within the low temperature range.

With natural rivers, there is no significant difference in retention between buoyancy groups, but when the rivers are regulated the retention is low for heavy eggs. This is related to the reversed circulation which was also present in the western fjord branches.

General considerations

The year-class strength of Norwegian coastal cod has been declining since 1984 and is currently at a low level. However, the local variations in abundance are large. In some fjords, the stock is in good condition while the neighbouring fjord is in poor condition (Berg and Albert, 2003). Of many possible explanations for reduced spawning
stock and recruitment are overfishing, predation, loss of nursery habitat, aquaculture, climate variability, and river regulations. Some fjords have a large degree of freshwater regulation whereas some are unaffected, and this is unevenly distributed among nearby locations just like the decline in cod. Fish species in Norwegian fjords are adapted to a spring bloom system, where recruitment processes depend on the timing of larval feeding with maximum food availability (Ellertsen et al., 1989). Freshwater discharge during winter and early spring disturbs the natural seasonal cycle and increases the transport of fish eggs out of the fjord during the main spawning period (Drinkwater and Frank, 1994). The consequence of this is lower densities of early life stages left in the fjord to potentially recruit to the local population. Fewer offspring means higher vulnerability for a mismatch with high zooplankton abundance. Small populations of coastal cod specialized to their respective fjords are especially susceptible to changes in the local environment like river regulations (Dahle et al., 2006; Otterå et al., 2006). Changes in the seasonal pattern due to hydroelectric power production cannot be neglected as a contributing factor to the decline in coastal and fjord cod subpopulations as the present results clearly indicate.

The retention mechanisms operating in this fjord system can be described within two categories; discharge retention and downstream retention. Discharge retention is directly related to the freshwater discharge in the inner part of the fjord, which reduces the surface salinity and cause the cod eggs to sink below the surface layer (Sørfolda). A subsurface distribution of eggs, situated just below the surface outflow, counteracts dispersion and increase local retention. This mechanism is only efficient within a narrow fjord branch with large river input. The downstream retention is a non-local effect in nearby fjord branches caused by inflowing surface water and outflow below (Western Folda and Nordfolda). In these areas, the surface salinity is relatively high, meaning that the cod eggs float near the surface and as the surface current is directed into the fjord the eggs are retained. This mechanism is only active in a fjord with negligible river input locally but near a fjord with large river input, or wind directed into the fjord. Another important retention mechanism, only briefly mentioned here, is eddy retention. Eddy activity in a fjord system increases the residence time of passive particles which enhances retention. Early in the spawning season, a stationary eddy in Sørfolda accumulated eggs within the central part, but usually eddy retention is more important in wide fjords with low river run-off, like Porsangerfjorden (Myksvoll et al., 2012). The importance of eddy retention is reduced as the freshwater discharge increase. Generally, there are large variations in retention mechanisms within a fjord and between different fjords. Discharge retention is important in narrow fjords with large river run-off, downstream retention in fjords with complex topography and eddy retention in wide fjords with low river run-off. All these processes can interact within a fjord and also have seasonal variability as run-off varies. Discharge retention did not change very much between the cases, but the other two retention mechanisms were weakened by river regulations. In addition, indirect effects of regulations like decreased temperatures causing increased incubation time also reduced retention. Discharge retention could become stronger with regulations due to lower surface salinity, but in this fjord, the overall area of sufficiently low surface salinity was too small to counteract the total decline in retention, meaning that regulations probably will have a negative effect on the retention of cod eggs in other fjords as well.

In conclusion, the results show stronger surface outflow in the main part of the fjord when applying river regulations compared with natural run-off. This difference is most pronounced during winter and early spring and is therefore coinciding with the spawning season for coastal cod. Increased freshwater discharge during winter causes reduced temperatures in the surface layer. Strong stratification confines the heat loss to the upper layer and insulates the layers below. A combination of the redistribution of heat and increased inflow of coastal water give rise to higher temperatures in the intermediate layer when using regulated run-off. The transport of cod eggs out of the fjord system increased with regulated run-off compared with the natural run-off, which correspondingly reduced the local retention within the various fjord branches. Different retention mechanisms were important in different regions of the fjord system and can be divided into two categories; discharge retention and downstream retention. In addition, low temperatures in some regions increased the incubation time of egg which also contributed to weakened retention. Despite the range of retention mechanisms, most of them became less efficient when the run-off was regulated. Therefore cannot river regulations, causing changes in the seasonal run-off pattern, be neglected as a contributing factor to the decline in coastal and fjord cod subpopulations.
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The Norwegian coast is populated by two cod populations: Northeast Arctic cod and Norwegian Coastal cod. In this paper, we use a further division based on life history: oceanic cod, coastal cod, and fjord cod. A numerical ocean model was implemented for the northern Norwegian coast where all these populations have spawning areas. The model results were used to simulate connectivity and retention of cod eggs from the different subpopulations. The model reproduced the observed variability and mesoscale activity in the Norwegian Coastal Current. Eggs released at an oceanic spawning area were transported northwards along the coastline. Coastal cod eggs had intermediate connectivity with each other and fjord cod eggs had high local retention. Although the high retention of eggs in fjord areas is mainly caused by a subsurface distribution of eggs, the intermediate retention of eggs from coastal spawning areas is caused by small-scale eddies in-between many small islands. The high-resolution ocean model made it possible to reveal these specific dispersal patterns. The high retention of early life stages in fjords combined with strong homing to spawning areas indicates that fjord subpopulations may be described as a metapopulation.
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Introduction

The Norwegian coast is populated by two main cod populations (Gadus morhua L.), which are managed as two separate stocks, the Northeast Arctic cod (NEAC) and the Norwegian coastal cod (NCC). The NEAC is a large oceanic stock with spawning area in Vestfjorden (VE), in addition to several areas along the coast from 60 to 71°N (Sundby and Nakken, 2008). The eggs and larvae are transported northwards with the Norwegian Coastal Current, to the juvenile feeding and nursery areas in the Barents, travelling a distance of up to 1200 km (Bergstad et al., 1987). The NCC has a very different life history, with both spawning and nursery areas at the coast. Several studies have indicated that the NCC consists of several subpopulations with separate life histories. NCC can be categorized into two major components: stationary NCC and migratory NCC. Stationary NCC spawns and feeds inside the fjords and does not migrate far from their local habitat. Jakobsen (1987) even claimed that each fjord has its own cod population. Migratory NCC spawns at the coast and migrates short distances along the coast for feeding at coastal banks and bays. Altogether, there are three cod populations with different life histories spawning near VE: oceanic cod (NEAC), coastal cod (migratory NCC), and fjord cod (stationary NCC). Several authors have reported genetic differences between NEAC and NCC (e.g. Fevolden and Pogson, 1997; Pogson and Fevolden, 2003). Recently, also genetically separated subpopulations within NCC are recognized (Dahle et al., 2006; Jorde et al., 2007). Dispersal and mixing among early life stages from different spawning areas could counteract the build-up of genetic differentiation. This implies that the maintenance of this differentiation is depending on the retention of early life stages and/or strong homing of juveniles and adults (Knutsen et al., 2007). Retention mechanisms of cod eggs within
the fjords have been investigated, showing a large degree of isolation during the early life stages (Giannelli et al., 2010; Myksvoll et al., 2011). Also the transport of NEAC eggs and larvae from Lofoten into the Barents Sea is well known by observations (Bergstad et al., 1987) and by modelling (Adlandsvik and Sundby, 1994; Vikebo et al., 2005). However, the transport of early life stages from coastal spawning areas is not well characterized. Specifically, we want to investigate the potential for retention at the coast and quantify the connectivity among subpopulations spawning in coastal areas and among subpopulations spawning in fjords and coastal areas.

Smedbol and Wroblewski (2002) discussed the subpopulation structure of northern cod in a metapopulation perspective. Metapopulation means a “population of populations”, where individual populations are connected through migration, extinction, and recolonization events (Smedbol et al., 2002). The theory was introduced by Levins (1970) consisting of three assumptions: (i) subpopulations have the same geographic extent and degree of isolation, (ii) each subpopulation has separate local population dynamics, and (iii) the rate of exchange of individuals among subpopulations is too low to affect local population dynamics (Smedbol and Wroblewski, 2002). The subpopulations are not necessarily genetically different, but an observed difference would indicate low exchange rates among subpopulations. Smedbol et al. (2002) emphasize that metapopulations have to be a set of semi-independent subpopulations where at least one must have a non-zero probability of extinction, not caused by anthropogenic influence such as fishing. One issue addressed when applying the metapopulation theory to marine populations is connectivity. Many species, such as cod, have pelagic eggs and larvae with potential for long-distance dispersal. Because of this, marine populations have traditionally been considered “open”. However, Cowen et al. (2000) showed that larval behaviour might enhance retention and that coastal marine populations were not as “open” as previously assumed.

The objective of this paper is to investigate the degree of isolation among several coastal spawning areas by analysing the dispersal pattern during the pelagic egg stages. Biological data will be used as input to an individual-based model coupled to a circulation model covering Helgeland county in northern Norway. The results will be used to evaluate connectivity among fjord cod and coastal cod populations and will be discussed within a metapopulation framework. The focus in this paper will be on the egg stage, although the larval dispersal may also have a significant impact. Available knowledge regarding the vertical distribution of cod larvae state that the larvae avoid the upper 5–10 m of the water column (Ellertsen et al., 1984, 1989; Sundby and Fossum, 1990). The consequence of a subsurface larval distribution is a considerable reduction in spatial dispersion. It is therefore likely that the distribution pattern described for cod eggs will continue also for cod larvae. Dispersing eggs will continue to disperse, whereas eggs that are retained will continue to be retained as larvae.

Material and methods

The study area

The area of interest is shown in Figure 1, mainly covering the coastal areas of Nordland County in northern Norway from ~64.5 to 70.0°N. The coloured area shows the model domain with bathymetry, in relation to the Norwegian Costal Current and the Norwegian Atlantic Current. The Norwegian Coastal Current originates from the outflow of brackish water from the Baltic Sea through Kattegat, the North Sea coastal water, and freshwater run-off from Norwegian rivers and follows the entire Norwegian coast (Sætre, 2007b). The low-saline current mixes initially with North Sea water and subsequently with Atlantic water northwards, becoming more saline. The Norwegian Coastal Current is mainly driven by the wind pattern and the density structure and forms a wedge-shaped current bordered by the Norwegian coast. The Norwegian Atlantic Current is located offshore of the coastal current and is characterized by warm saline water (Orvik and Nielsen, 2002).

The model area was divided into seven subareas, called zones, representing different spawning areas and geographical regions as shown in Figure 2. The names of the zones with corresponding abbreviation are shown in Table 1, including geographical information and spawning population. Vikna (VI) is a known spawning area for NEAC (Sundby and Nakken, 2008) and is located offshore. The three coastal zones, Rørvik-Vega (RV), Vega-Træna (VT), and Træna-Bodo (TB), are known spawning areas for the NCC and

![Figure 1. The location of the study area in Nordland County in northern Norway, in relation to the Norwegian Atlantic Current and the Norwegian Coastal Current.](http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org/)

![Figure 2. The model area with bathymetry and subdivision into seven zones representing different spawning areas and geographical regions: VI, RV, VT, TB, FS, TO, and VE. The location of VE, the main spawning area of NEAC, and the coastal station Skrova are shown on the map, and the dashed line is the baseline.](http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org/)
Table 1. Names of zones including information about the geographical region, spawning population by oceanic cod (NEAC), coastal cod (migratory NCC), or fjord cod (stationary NCC), and colour scheme used in Figure 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abb.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Spawning population</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Vikna</td>
<td>Oceanic</td>
<td>Oceanic cod</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RV</td>
<td>Rørvik-Vega</td>
<td>Coastal</td>
<td>Coastal cod</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>Vega-Træna</td>
<td>Coastal</td>
<td>Coastal cod</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>Træna-Bode</td>
<td>Coastal</td>
<td>Coastal cod</td>
<td>Magenta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS</td>
<td>Folda-Skjærestadfjord</td>
<td>Fjordic</td>
<td>Fjord cod</td>
<td>Cyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO</td>
<td>Tysfjord-Ofotfjord</td>
<td>Fjordic</td>
<td>Fjord cod</td>
<td>Blue (- -)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE</td>
<td>Vestfjorden</td>
<td>Coastal</td>
<td>Oceanic/coastal cod</td>
<td>Red (- -)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The transport of cod eggs is discussed in relation to the zones. The degree of retention is hereby defined as the percentage of eggs that hatch in the zone they were released. Connectivity is used to describe the degree of transport of cod eggs from one zone to another.

**Egg specific gravity measurements**

The egg specific gravity is one of the input parameters for the model of egg vertical distribution. Hence, we obtained the experimental data of the egg specific gravity examined by Jung et al. (2012) with Tysfjord and Helgeland origin cod populations, assuming that Tysfjord and Helgeland populations represent typical fjord-spawning cod and coastal-spawning cod, respectively. Eggs were naturally spawned during 2 months (March and April), and they were collected from seven and three different female cod for Tysfjord and Helgeland, respectively. See the study of Jung et al. (2012) for the detailed information of raised broodfish, egg collection, and the determination of the egg specific gravity.

Experiments for the measurements of the egg specific gravity were designed for two purposes: one was "point measurements" to obtain all possible phenotypes of the egg specific gravity only at the morula stage (2-d old; Frödegårds, 1978), and the other was "continuous measurements" to track ontogenetic changes in the egg specific gravity during development. (i) For the point measurements, up to four egg batches per broodfish were used. The total number of egg batches was ten for Tysfjord and eight for Helgeland. The total number of eggs per batch was \( \sim 50 \). (ii) Continuous measurements used a single egg batch for each population. About 50 eggs at the morula stage were used, and the eggs were monitored for 2 weeks until hatching. The positions of eggs and glass floats were noted every day. As seen in Figure 4, fertilized eggs showed a slight increase in their specific gravity until day 4, then a gradual decrease during the rest of the incubation time. To develop a simplified linear model during development, the specific gravity at the morula stage is assumed as the value at fertilization. The values on days 4 and 15 are assumed as maximum and minimum specific gravities, respectively. The ontogenetic variability was larger among individual eggs, but the degree of changes were limited between the maximum and minimum (Jung et al. 2012). Hence, we chose the trend of Helgeland because Helgeland showed much smoother changes in the egg specific gravity throughout the development.

![Figure 3. Point measurements. Frequencies of the egg specific gravity at the morula stage measured from Tysfjord and Helgeland populations during spawning season (March to April). The egg specific gravity was expressed by the salinity of neutral buoyancy at 6°C. Then total number of egg batches per population was ten for Tysfjord and eight for Helgeland. The total number of eggs per batch was \( \sim 50 \).](http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org/)

![Figure 4. Continuous measurements. Ontogenetic changes in the mean salinity of neutral buoyancy for Tysfjord and Helgeland populations during development. Three transition points (i.e. morula stage, day 4, and day 15) were used to develop a simplified linear model in the present study. Vertical bars denote 1 s.d.](http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org/)
Circulation model

The model used for the ocean current simulation is the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) version 3.4, algorithms described by Shchepetkin and McWilliams (2005). This is a free-surface, hydrostatic, primitive equation ocean model that uses stretched terrain-following $s$-coordinates in the vertical and curvilinear coordinates in the horizontal (Haidvogel et al., 2008). The primitive equations are solved by the finite difference methods on an Arakawa C-grid, including a generic length scale turbulence closure scheme (Umlauf and Burchard, 2003) using the special case of Mellor-Yamada 2.5. Vikebo et al. (2010) used the ROMS model to simulate the transport of herring larvae and found that the ocean model reproduced observed variability within the Norwegian Coastal Current and the Norwegian Atlantic Current.

The model domain covers the Norwegian coast from 64.5 to 70°N (Figure 1; Albreten et al., 2011). The Norwegian Mapping Authority, the hydrographic service, provided the bathymetric data. To avoid model instabilities, the bathymetry was smoothed to a maximum factor of 0.33. The grid resolution is 800 m with 801 points in the $x$ direction and 335 points in the $y$ direction. In the vertical, there are 35 sigma layers, stacked together at the surface with a reduced resolution towards the bottom. The atmospheric forcing was extracted from the ERA-Interim reanalysis with 75-km resolution prepared at the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts, including wind, temperature, pressure, cloud cover, humidity, and precipitation. Initial and boundary conditions were collected from the operational model Meteorological Institute’s Princeton Ocean Model, operated by the Norwegian Meteorological Institute, covering the Nordic Seas with 4-km resolution. The input is updated with daily averaged currents, salinity, and temperature at ten vertical levels. A global barotropic model of ocean tides, TPXO7.2, provides eight averaged currents, salinity, and temperature at ten vertical levels. A controlled experiment showed that the eggs hatch after 16 d at a constant temperature of 6°C. By using this information, we can adjust the right-hand side of Equation (8) and calculate a new constant $C = 93.70$.

Individual-based cod egg model

The cod egg model is a simple individual-based model included to the particle-tracking routines of ROMS as described by Narvaez et al. (2012) and based on Sundby (1983, 1991). The input parameters are egg diameter (1.4 mm) and mean egg neutral buoyancy (30.57) with s.d.(1.27), in terms of salinity. Each egg is assigned a specific gravity based on a normally distributed random number generator with zero mean and unit variance. The eggs attain a vertical velocity depending on the egg size and the density difference between the egg and the surrounding water. Stokes’ formula is used to calculate the terminal velocity:

$$w = \frac{1}{18} \frac{gD^2\Delta \rho}{\mu},$$

where $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity, $D$ the diameter of the egg, $\Delta \rho = \rho_w - \rho_e$ the density difference between the surrounding water and the egg, and $\mu$ the molecular viscosity. Stokes’ formula is only valid when the Reynolds number is low, $\text{Re} < 0.5$:

$$\text{Re} = \frac{\rho_w D w}{\mu}.$$  

When combining Equations (1) and (2), an expression for the maximum diameter $D$ within Stokes’ regime appears:

$$D^3 = \frac{9\mu^2}{\rho_w g^3 \Delta \rho},$$

For larger Reynolds numbers, Dallavalle’s formula is used:

$$w = K_i (d - \xi D) \Delta \rho^{2/3} \mu^{-1/3},$$

where $\xi = 0.4$ for a sphere. The coefficient $K_i$ is derived by combining the two equations inserting $\text{Re} = 0.5$ and $d = D$.

$$K_i = \frac{5}{54} 9^{1/3} 8^{2/3} \rho^{-1/3} = 0.0875 \text{kg m}^{-1} \text{s}^{-4/3}.$$  

Both Stokes’ and Dallavalle’s formulae are included in the simulation, and for every time-step, the maximum diameter $D$ is calculated to determine which regime the egg is within. The dynamic molecular viscosity of seawater is computed by the equation (Ådlandsvik, 2000):

$$\mu = 10^{-3} (1.7915 - 0.0538 T + 0.0007 T^2$$

$$+ 0.0023 S) \text{kg m}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1}.$$  

The incubation time of the eggs is calculated as a function of temperature and integrated as degree-days until hatching. The relationship is assumed to have the shape of a power-curve, as showed by Page and Frank (1989):

$$\text{DS} = a(T + 2)^b,$$  

where DS is the days and $T$ the temperature. The parameters chosen here are reported in Table 9 for stage IV in Page and Frank (1989), $\log(a) = 1.88$ and $b = -0.85$.

$$\text{DS}(T + 2)^{0.85} = a \times \text{const} = C.$$  

Both measurements described in “Egg specific gravity measurements” showed that the egg specific gravity increases just after spawning, reaching a maximum after 4 d (at 6°C) then declining to a minimum just before hatching as shown in Figure 4. The maximum specific gravity was 0.515 salinity units higher than the initial value resulting in an increase of 0.103 units per day until degree-days is 29.28. The difference between maximum and minimum specific gravities was 1.29 salinity units occurring from day 4 until day 16, causing a decrease of 0.117 units/day until degree-days is 93.70. This simplified linear approach was included in the individual-based model to include the variations in the egg specific gravity, as seen in Figure 4.

In total, 183 427 cod eggs were released into the model domain during the whole model simulation. Eggs were released in every fifth ocean grid cell reaching as far out as grid cell 150 in the $y$-direction (westwards, see Figure 2) all at 20-m depth, once every day through March and April 2009. Initial depth does not affect the horizontal distribution of eggs when the model calculates
the vertical distribution internally (Sundby, 1991; Myksvoll et al., 2011). The egg specific gravity was equal for all the spawning areas, since Jung et al. (2012) found no significant population difference between NCC and NEAC.

Results
Hydrography and model evaluation
Hydrographic data are collected by the Institute of Marine Research at the coastal station at Skrova (Figure 2) in VE. Temperature and salinity are sampled irregularly, usually 2–4 times per month, at 12 fixed depths between 1 and 250 m. The frequency distributions of the temperature and salinity measurements are plotted in Figure 5 from eight profiles taken during March and April 2009. Model results from the approximate location are retrieved at the corresponding dates.

The temperature variations are reproduced well in the model compared with the observations. Temperatures between 3 and 4°C are most frequent both in the observations and in the model results. However, the highest observed temperatures (above 6°C) are not present in the model output, meaning that the temperatures are slightly underestimated. The distribution of salinity values in the model also deviates from the observations. The observations show two peak abundances, at 32.8 and 33.3, whereas the model shows only one peak at 33.5. The largest offset between the peaks is therefore 0.7, which is then an estimate of the maximum salinity error in the model. The salinity range in the model is narrower (33.2–34.1) than the range covered by the observations (32.3–34.6).

Figure 6 shows the surface temperature on 5 March and 25 March 2009. The Norwegian Coastal Current enters the model domain in the south, follows the shelf break and turns westward just south of VE. A small branch of the coastal current enters VE, seen as a tongue of warm water close to the coast. A temperature front between Atlantic and coastal water is positioned at the baseline on 5 March, where the outermost islands are located. Several mesoscale meanders characterize the flow pattern in the coastal current, enhancing the production of eddies. On 25 March, the front between Norwegian Atlantic Current and Norwegian Coastal Current is shifted offshore compared with 5 March.

Retention within and connectivity between areas
Trajectories from a selection of cod eggs released on 31 March and 20 April are shown in Figure 7, where colours correspond to different zones (Table 1). The drift pathways from the spawning area at VI, located offshore to the south, are clearly distinguished from the others due to the long and more offshore transport route. The eggs are caught in the Norwegian Coastal Current, follow the shelf break, and flow around the Lofoten archipelago. Most of the eggs released in the coastal area (RV–VT–TB) stay inside of the baseline and have a weak northwards component. Within the fjords (FS–TO), the retention is large and only a small number of eggs are transported out into VE. A large part of the eggs spawned in VE stay within the area, whereas a few is transported through the small straits towards north.

Figure 8 shows the retention of cod eggs within each of the zones, meaning percentage of eggs that hatch within the zone they were released, through the spawning season. The spatial variability between the locations is large, varying from 0% at VI to 90% at TO. The oceanic zone at VI has zero retention during the whole spawning period, as these eggs are captured by the coastal current jet (Saetre, 1999) and transported rapidly northwards. The highest retention is found in the fjordic zones. TO has high retention during the whole period (70–90%), whereas FS experience some temporal variability (50–90%). Regarding the coastal zones (RV–VT–TB), RV always has highest retention for all days through March and April followed by TB and VT with the lowest percentage. All three show similar temporal variability during the 2 months and the difference between them stays constant through the whole period. There is no obvious trend through the spawning season or any specific time that is specifically favourable for retention. VE has large variability in the retention, between 15 and 65%, and is occasionally negatively correlated with the other zones.

Transport of cod eggs between zones is illustrated in Figure 9 for eggs released at six different times during the spawning
season: 11 March, 21 March, 31 March, 10 April, 20 April, and 30 April. The $x$-axes represents the initial zone where the eggs were released at spawning and the $y$-axes shows the zones where the eggs are located at hatching time, starting from south moving northwards. The diagonal shows retention within the respective zones, the same values that was shown in the time-series in Figure 8. All numbers are the percentage of the initial number of eggs within this spawning zone.

The results show that the transport of eggs is directed northwards following the Norwegian Coastal Current, only a small number of eggs is transported southwards (values below the diagonal). The spawning area VI has low retention and highest connectivity with VT; otherwise most of the eggs have been transported offshore. The two following coastal zones (RV–VT–TB) have medium retention within the zone, in addition to comparable transport into the neighbouring zone to the north (VT–TB). The third coastal-zone TB shows only small transport into the neighbouring fjord zone (FS) and VE. The two fjord zones (FS–TO) have little connectivity with the other zones, few eggs leave the spawning areas inside the fjords and those that do will most probably enter VE. Eggs spawned inside VE have medium retention during March, whereas in April, a considerable amount of eggs are transported into TO. Considering the whole period through March and April, the connectivity pattern is similar but the magnitude of transport varies, consistent with the variable mesoscale activity and the strength of the Norwegian Coastal Current.

**Physical–biological interactions**

The temperature experienced by the cod eggs was recorded from spawning to hatching, and a mean representing the entire egg stage in each zone was calculated (Figure 10a). Calculated hatching time, as a function of spawning date and temperature starting on 1 March continuing until 30 April, is shown in Figure 10b. The highest temperatures (5.5–6.5°C) were experienced by cod eggs spawned at VI, ~0.5–1°C warmer than the coastal area. The decrease in temperature at the beginning of the period is associated with the offshore shift of the coastal current, as seen in Figure 6. All the coastal zones (RV–VT–TB) are similar to each other, from 5 to 6°C, whereas VT is the warmest of these during the last part of March. The northern fjordic areas are coldest (below 4°C) during the whole period, ~1°C colder than the coastal areas further south. All the areas experience small fluctuations in temperature initially, followed by the seasonal warming in mid-April. The fjordic regions have strongest warming, starting around 4°C increasing above 5°C during 20 d. The two southernmost zones, VI and RV, are geographically close together but a temperature difference of ~1°C is seen for the major part of the spawning period. The same difference is seen between TB and FS, which are neighbouring areas but represent coastal and fjordic regions.

Hatching time for cod eggs is a function of temperature experienced by the eggs along their trajectories [Equation (8)] and, therefore, depends on spawning zones and time (Figure 10b). The hatching time stays constant during the main part of the spawning period and decreasing towards the end of April when the seasonal warming starts. The fjord zones (FS and TO) show similar variability and are staying at ~21 d during March while decreasing below 18 d in the end of April. The coastal areas further south have shorter hatching times starting at ~18 d and decreasing towards 16 d. VI has the lowest hatching time during the whole spawning period, with a minimum of 15.5 d. The variability between the zones is largest at the beginning of the season and is reduced towards the end of April.

The mean transport depth of eggs released at VT on 31 March is shown in Figure 11a, in the upper panel, together with the temperature experienced by the eggs. The lower panel shows the salinity together with egg neutral buoyancy as a function of degree-days. The eggs in this figure represent the mean neutral buoyancy range from 29.62 to 31.52 and are surrounded by water with salinity of ~33.5. This large salinity difference causes all the eggs to float towards the surface, being pelagically distributed. The eggs are confined to the surface through the whole egg stage with only small variations due to changes in water elevation. The temperature stays at around 5°C through egg development.

Figure 11b shows the eggs released at RV on 31 March and with neutral buoyancy ranging from 31.52 to 33.1. The salinity in this
region is slightly lower than VT. For a short period, around degree-days 30, the neutral buoyancy approaches the surface salinity and the eggs become negatively buoyant. The corresponding impact on vertical distribution is seen in the upper panel, where the eggs sink to \( \approx 13 \) m depth between degree-days 30 and 40. A small negative salinity difference between the egg and the surrounding water results in a weak descending speed [Equation (1)], this causes a delay in maximum depth related to the minimum salinity difference.

**Discussion**

**Hydrography and model evaluation**

The model reproduced the observed temperature distribution well, but the salinity to a lesser degree. The temperature variations within this region are basically controlled by the local air-sea exchange, whereas salinity variations are controlled by water masses advected by the Norwegian Coastal Current (Mork, 1981). The model domain is of limited geographical extent and upstream variations can only be included through the boundary conditions. A 4-km model provides the external forcing on the southern boundary where the coastal current enters the domain. The outer model includes the whole Norwegian coast and the input of low-saline water from the Baltic Sea, which is the most important freshwater source influencing hydrography (Røed and Albretsen, 2007). It is therefore likely that the 800-m model in this study is limited by low-resolution boundary conditions, which is not resolving the mesoscale structure of the coastal current. Albretsen and Røed (2010) showed that an eddy-resolving model is required to capture the mesoscale circulation along the southern Norwegian coast due to improved representation of the topography.

**Figure 7.** Trajectories of cod eggs from all spawning areas, colour coding is based on the zonal subdivision as seen in Table 1. All eggs are released simultaneously and advected for \( \approx 18 \) d, which is the time when 50% of the eggs are hatched. The two dates, (a) 31 March and (b) 20 April, are examples of different dispersal patterns.
Higher salinity in the model than in the observations during winter can be caused by limitations in the river run-off to the model. Many hydroelectric power stations along the coast affect the seasonal cycle of river run-off through regulations (Pytte Asvall, 1976). The major difference is increased run-off during winter compared with naturally low discharge. The modelled run-off is not corrected for this shift, which might contribute to the difference in salinity between model and observations. Skarðhamar and Svendsen (2005) also acknowledged the importance of accurate freshwater discharge, as the strength of stratification controls the influence of wind, tides, and topography on surface circulation. However, Albretsen (2007) showed for the Skagerrak that realistic river run-off is not required when the focus is on modelling mesoscale activity, meaning that the current pattern may be simulated realistically despite an offset in the modelled density or salinity.

The salinity was higher in the model compared with the observations, on the same order as the spatial differences between the zones in the model. The specific gravity of cod eggs used in this study was significantly lower than spatial density variations in the model, which means that most of the eggs have a pelagic vertical distribution and is only affected by the model error to a limited degree. However, the heaviest portions of eggs located in regions of low salinity are very near their level of equilibrium. These are more influenced by the salinity discrepancy in the model and might attain a subsurface distribution in a realistic physical environment (Sundby, 1991). The effect of this discrepancy is largest in the fjord regions, since this is where the salinity is lowest. A subsurface distribution of cod eggs here would further reduce offshore transport and increase retention. This would therefore support the main connectivity pattern already described here.

**Figure 8.** Retention of cod eggs, meaning the percentage that hatch within the zone they were spawned, in each of the zones; VI, RV, VT, TB, Folda-Sagfjord (FS), TO, and VE through spawning season. The same number of eggs is released every day through March and April.

**Figure 9.** Connectivity matrices showing transport from spawning location (x-axes) to hatching location (y-axes), colour coding showing the percentage of the initial number of eggs released in the spawning zone. The diagonal shows retention within the respective zones. (a) 11 March, (b) 21 March, (c) 31 March, (d) 10 April, (e) 20 April, and (f) 30 April.
The model used in these simulations is not well suited for detailed studies on fjord dynamics, because of the 800-m horizontal resolution and the regionally scaled run-off used in the model. The river run-off is an important mechanism controlling the estuarine circulation (Saelen, 1967), but is not realistically represented within each fjord in this model setup resulting in higher salinities within the fjords. However, river input is scaled to match the total freshwater contribution to the coastal current. Myksvoll et al. (2011) showed strong retention mechanisms inside the fjord system of Folda. The model simulations shown here focus more on possible transport pathways between coastal and fjord populations, showing that the connectivity is very low. This was hypothesized by Myksvoll et al. (2011) and confirmed by the present paper.

Observed seasonal variations in the horizontal extent of the coastal current were well reproduced by the model. It is well known that the width of the coastal current is affected by monsoon like wind variations (Saere et al., 1988; Mitchelson-Jacob and Sundby, 2001; Saetre, 2007a). North/northwesterly winds during summer typically advect the low salinity water offshore and the coastal current broadens. Southerly winds during winter push the coastal wedge towards the coast and cause a narrowing of the current. The model recreates this seasonal pattern, as illustrated in Figure 6, where the coastal current is broadening towards summer.

Retention within and connectivity between areas
The eggs spawned at VI are captured by the coastal current jet and dispersed rapidly northwards which favours transport into the Barents Sea. NEAC occupies several offshore spawning areas along the coast of Helgeland (Bergstad et al., 1987; Sundby and Nakken, 2008), including VI and Vega. Opdal et al. (2008) showed that larval trajectories from these two spawning grounds
spread northwards along the Norwegian coast just offshore of the baseline. The model results show that spawning at VI results in a significantly different dispersal pattern than all the other spawning areas in this study, mainly due to persistent zero retention. This is consistent with being populated by another cod stock than the inshore spawning areas, which has a different life history.

There is no trend in retention during the spawning season; the variability is high but consistent between the zones. The exception is VE, which is occasionally negatively correlated with the others, probably influenced by wind interacting with local topography (Ellertsen et al., 1981; Furnes and Sundby, 1981). The spawning areas can be classified into different retention regimes: large retention in fjords, medium retention at the coast, and no retention offshore. The transition from zero to medium retention occurs at the baseline, which is marked by the outermost islands. The complex bathymetry of the Norwegian coast causes persistent mesoscale meanders and eddies along the path of the coastal current (Oey and Chen, 1992; Mitchelson-Jacob and Sundby, 2001). This might explain the persistent connectivity pattern through the spawning season, as retention is mainly caused by topographic features (Moseidjord et al., 1999; Saetre, 1999). Retention of cod eggs inshore of the baseline is mainly caused by interaction with small islands. High horizontal resolution is needed in such regions to model dispersion of particles, where strong tidal flow interacts with topographic features (Lyge et al., 2010). It is also important to emphasize that the conclusions made here are only based on simulations from 2009. However, the respective period in 2009 covers the seasonal transition from winter to spring and corresponding offshore shift in the coastal front. The connectivity pattern is stable through these seasonal shifts (Figure 8). The topographic features in the region controls the transport and the system is less sensitive to seasonal and interannual variability.

Transport from a coastal zone into the neighbouring zone to the north is of comparable magnitude as retention within the zone. Further northwards beyond the neighbouring zone, the connectivity is significantly lower. Saetre et al. (2002) studied larval transport from Norwegian spring-spawning herring in the same area. They found that larvae was temporarily retained due to topographically trapped eddies and good recruitment coincided with slow northwards drift.

**Physical–biological interactions**

Differences in temperature between the zones reflect the different dynamic regions and distance from the coast. The temperature gradient from inshore to offshore is larger than from north to south (Haakstad et al., 1994), at least within this part of the Norwegian coast. The highest temperatures are seen at the offshore spawning ground at VI, which was also shown in Opdal et al. (2008), whereas the lowest temperatures are seen inside the fjords. The coastal banks experience intermediate temperatures as an average between the open ocean and the fjords. The temperature differences are also reflected in the differences in hatching time, clearly showing a geographic pattern. It is therefore interesting that the pattern in hatching time is opposite of the connectivity pattern, meaning that fjord zones have long hatching time and high retention and at the same time VI has short hatching time and low retention. This illustrates the persistence of the connectivity pattern described in “Retention within and connectivity between areas”, since it is working against the indirect effect of temperature on transport.

The egg specific gravities used in these calculations, relative to the coastal density structure, result in a pelagic vertical distribution with highest concentration at the surface and exponentially decreasing downwards (Sundby, 1991). Only the proportion with the highest specific gravity located in specific areas with low salinities attain a subsurface distribution. The cod eggs only experience these low salinities inside the fjords (Myksvoll et al., 2011), meaning that there is no difference in vertical distribution between oceanic and coastal cod in the coastal region. And the difference in vertical distribution between fjord cod and coastal cod is caused by the local salinity profile. Variations in the vertical distribution of cod eggs have two causes: (i) variations in the local salinity profile determined by the ocean physics and (ii) variations in the egg specific gravity determined by the phenotypic and genotypic characteristics of the spawners. Since the average specific gravity of eggs in a population appears to be remarkably constant through time, it is likely to assume that it is a long-term ecological adaptation to the variation in the ambient environmental factors. But also the variation in the specific gravity around the mean value, expressed as, for example, by the s.d., must be considered to be a long-term ecological adaptation to the variation in the ambient environmental factor. However, variability, in general, caused by biotic as well as abiotic factors is a source to connectivity among populations, and variability in biotic factors is a source to the potential for adaptation to a variable and changing environment.

The observed variations in the egg specific gravity through development (Figure 4) affect the vertical distribution only for a limited period and are therefore not important for horizontal distribution. The only effect is for eggs that are situated in waters with approximately the same density as the egg, but for pelagic eggs the effect is negligible.

The connectivity matrices (Figure 9) show that offspring from different areas remain physically separated during the egg stages, and hence this result is not contradicting investigations, showing that coastal cod populations are genetically separated (Pogson and Fervolden, 2003). Myksvoll et al. (2011) showed high retention within a fjord system and here we show that transport from coastal areas into fjords is negligible. As larvae are known to obtain a subsurface distribution (Ellertsen et al., 1984), the described connectivity pattern is also representative for the larval stages. This means that fjord populations with stationary individuals are partly isolated and have low genetic connectivity (Jorde et al., 2007). The largest possibility for the exchange of genes is when juveniles and subsequently adults migrate into or out of the fjord and spawn together with another population.

**Metapopulation perspective**

We provide new knowledge of the degree of connectivity during egg stages among different cod habitats. Eggs spawned in typical fjords with a narrow entrance (FS and TO) were likely to be retained in their birth places until hatching (50–90% retention). Once hatched in the fjords, larvae would keep staying inside the fjords by active vertical movement against outflowing currents (Ellertsen et al., 1984). The hypothesis of larval retention has been confirmed by the study of Øresland and André (2008) showing genetic differences in cod larvae between inside and outside fjord. Besides, fjord cod had very low mixing rates with eggs originating from neighbouring coastal and fjord areas (Figure 9), indicating low connectivity of egg/larval stages to neighbouring areas. Recently, one study demonstrates that adult
cod have strong tendency of homing to their nursery fjord to spawn (Skjæraasen et al., 2011). Hence, with the evidence of egg/larval retention and spawning site fidelity, it is conceivable that each single fjord cod population may evolve a disparate sub-population. On the contrary, the egg retention in successive coastal areas (RV, VT, and TB) varied from 20 up to 80%. The remaining eggs were transported to the north by the Norwegian Coastal Current. Under this condition, the RV, VT, and TB might share a common larval pool so that self-recruitment occurs regionally on a larger geographical scale than the fjord population. Therefore, dispersal patterns of early life-history stages are clearly different between fjords and coastal areas, and hence this difference can enhance substructuring among cod populations along the Norwegian coast.

Levins (1970) postulated that subpopulations within a metapopulation would have the same geographic extent and a degree of isolation. The Norwegian coast consists of many fjords, which are all possible habitats for local cod populations, but the fjords do not have the same geographical extent. Some common features exist in many fjords, like large depth, small width, seasonal river run-off, and a sill near the mouth (Wassmann et al., 1996). Large variations occur within these categories, e.g. differences in sill depth will affect the water exchange and correspondingly the habitat suitability. Large differences in cod abundance between neighbouring fjords (Berg and Albert, 2003) suggest uncorrelated recruitment mechanisms and potentially one subpopulation could go extinct, while another subpopulation nearby is sustained. For the coastal regions, the habitats are not as well delimited as in the fjords. While spawning inshore of the baseline increase the residence time of eggs, the retention is intermediate and mainly caused by small-scale eddies between the many islands.

Each subpopulation in a metapopulation should have its own dynamics, meaning that individuals spend their entire life cycle within the local habitat. Tagging experiments of cod show only short migrations mainly within the respective fjord (Karlsson and Mork, 2003; Knutsen et al., 2011). Strong homing has also been detected for local populations in Skagerrak (Svedäng et al., 2007) and several other places in the North Atlantic (Robichaud and Rose, 2004). This supports the assumption that fjord populations can have their own population dynamics. A study from Trondheimsfjorden in the middle of Norway shows that only 1.5% of tagged fish was recaptured outside of the fjord 5 years after the release (Karlsson and Mork, 2003). Migration on this scale is too low to affect the local dynamics and genetic structure, but is sufficient to allow a rescue or recolonization event in a neighbouring fjord following the so-called stepping-stone dispersal model.

Another important aspect of the metapopulation theory is that at least one subpopulation must have a non-zero probability of extinction (non-anthropogenic), followed by a recolonization event. Low abundance of cod in some fjords has been reported (Berg and Albert, 2003), but it is difficult to distinguish between natural and anthropogenic influence as they may occur at the same time. Extinctions have occurred in several subpopulations, but recolonizing is more seldom and possibly hard to detect. The large volume of a fjord makes it hard to know for sure that a population has gone extinct. It is also likely that the population is too low to be detected by fisheries and scientific surveys and might apparently recolonize itself in the absence of fishing.

Our study is the first report of egg connectivity among different cod habitats. Demographic exchanges by egg dispersal could be low not only between fjords and coastal areas but also among neighbouring fjords. With the evidence of resident behaviour in fjord populations, we argue that a fjord might have its own cod subpopulation. Regarding the coastal spawning populations it is not as clear due to less available knowledge and the weaker retention mechanism operating at the coast. Retention of early life stages within fjords, stationary juveniles, and spawning site fidelity indicate the existence of subpopulations in fjords similar to what is described as a metapopulation. And as the exchange of individuals between local habitats is low, the time-scale for natural recolonization events may be very long. This is very important to consider in fisheries management, as the growth and harvest potential could be overestimated, and for a collapse the recovery will be slow (Sterner, 2007).
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Coupling an oil drift and fates model (Oscar) in an offline environment with an individual-based model (IBM) for Northeast Arctic cod (Gadus morhua) eggs and larvae enables us to quantify the exposure of eggs and larvae to oil from various oil spill scenarios. Oscar describes the spatio-temporal dispersal and fate of hydrocarbons, whereas the egg and larval IBM integrates the exposure of each individual. We can thus evaluate the effects of the time and location of an oil spill on the degree of exposure for individuals from different spawning grounds (SGs). In addition, we quantify how this effect is modified by the dynamic vertical positioning of eggs and the vertical behaviour of larvae. The principal findings of the study indicate that the mean egg and larval exposures for individuals from different SGs are highly dependent on the time and location of the spill and the vertical distribution of the offspring. Approximately 9.9, 4.7, 3.5, and 0.4% of the offspring would experience total polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (TPAH) concentrations above 1 µg l⁻¹ (parts per billion, ppb) for oil spill scenarios situated at Haltenbanken, Lofoten, and Vesteraalen near the coast and near the shelf edge, respectively, based on the maximum TPAH concentrations in the water column along the individual offspring trajectories.

Keywords: exposure, ichthyoplankton, individual-based model, Lofoten, Northeast Arctic cod, oil-drift model, Oscar, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, toxicity.

Introduction

The Lofoten–Barents Sea is the habitat for several commercially important fish stocks, such as the Northeast Arctic (NEA) cod (Olsen et al., 2010). NEA cod migrate from their winter feeding grounds in the Barents Sea (a shelf sea of ~1.4 million km², with an average depth of 230 m) to spawning grounds (SGs) distributed at the continental shelf along the Norwegian Coast from More to the Finnmark coast, with the principal SGs located in the Lofoten area. Spawning occurs from early March until late April, and the peak spawning date varies little among years (Sundby and Nakken, 2008). However, the spawning intensity at different SGs varies among years. It has been demonstrated that this variation is related to climate fluctuations (Sundby and Nakken, 2008) and spawning–migration capability through fisheries-induced changes in the age of maturation (Jørgensen et al., 2008; Opdal, 2010). NEA cod eggs are pelagically distributed and exhibit a near-exponential decay in abundance with increasing depth (Sundby, 1991). The duration of the egg stage is ~3 weeks. Newly hatched larvae, distributed between ~5 and 40 m, depend on match with the zooplankton production, which is triggered by the spring bloom and delayed, on average, by ~37 d from More towards Lofoten (Vikebø et al., 2012). Trade-offs between successful feeding and predator avoidance motivate vertical migration (Fiksen et al., 2007), which affects horizontal dispersal (Vikebø et al., 2007). After metamorphosis (the transition from larvae to juvenile fish), juvenile NEA cod gradually move deeper in the water column until bottom settlement begins during August and September (Sundby and Nakken, 2008).

A potential oil spill on the Norwegian continental shelf may affect the pelagic stages of NEA cod and thereby affect recruitment to the stock. However, the degree of this effect has proven difficult to quantify. Among the uncertainties are (i) the spatio-temporal variability...
in natural mortality, affecting the contribution of offspring from different areas to the recruitment (Hjermann et al., 2007); (ii) the effect of specific oil concentrations on the growth, survival, and morality of different stages and sizes of young fish; and (iii) the long-term effect of exposure to non-lethal oil concentrations. Ongoing research activities are attempting to address these issues, with an overall goal of assessing the impact of different oil spill scenarios on fish recruitment for optimal planning of joint activities in fisheries and the petroleum industry. However, there is a need to combine numerical models representing the different parts of this process with existing relevant observational data from field and laboratory studies.

Documentation from both laboratory studies and field observations after the Exxon Valdez oil spill furnished good evidence that the embryonic and larval stages of marine fish are particularly sensitive to oil exposure, especially to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs; Carls and Meador, 2009). In weathered oils, the toxicity is primarily explained by the concentration of PAHs, but there are also significant contributions of unknown and more polar compounds (Neff et al., 2000). Although PAHs do not explain the total toxicity, the measurement of total PAH (TPAH) nonetheless appears to be the best estimate to predict the toxicity of an oil spill to the early life stages of marine fish (Barron et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2012). Several studies of relevant marine cold-water species document that oil exposure induces increased mortality in fish embryos/larvae even at very low water concentrations of PAHs. Atlantic herring larvae (Clupea harengus) exhibited a clearly increased mortality after 12 d of exposure to 6 μg l⁻¹ (parts per billion, ppb) TPAH (Ingvarsdottir et al., 2012); larvae of NEA cod had increased mortality after 4 d of exposure to 38 μg l⁻¹ TPAH (Nordtug et al., 2011) and 90 d of 1.8 μg l⁻¹ TPAH (Meier et al., 2010); and in capelin (Mallotus villosus), 40 μg l⁻¹ TPAH increased the mortality after 32 d of exposure at the embryo stages (Frantzen et al., 2012). Sublethal effects, including morphological deformation and reduced feeding rates, were found in several studies at even lower concentrations (0.13–2 μg l⁻¹ TPAH) (Carls et al., 1999; Heintz et al., 1999; Nordtug et al., 2011; Ingvarsdottir et al., 2012). The concentration and composition of PAHs that are released after an oil spill are highly dependent on the oil type and also vary over time during the weathering of the oil. However, crude oil normally contains between 0.1 and 5% TPAH (Neff et al., 2000), and this content also agrees with the fact that the acute toxicity on fish embryos/larvae measured as total hydrocarbons is ~1–2 mg l⁻¹ (parts per million, ppm; Solberg et al., 1982; Paine et al., 1992).

In this study, we address part of the overall goal of describing the effect of an oil spill on fish recruitment by quantifying the spatiotemporal exposure of individual NEA cod eggs and larvae to TPAH from a set of specific oil spill scenarios located along the Norwegian continental shelf. The main objectives are to quantify the potential overlap between NEA cod offspring and TPAH and how it varies with (i) the spatial location of the oil spill, (ii) the timing of the oil spill relative to the time of spawning, and (iii) larval vertical behaviour. Furthermore, we discuss the results in the context of the documented effects of various durations and concentrations of exposure on the early stages of fish.

**Methods and material**

Evaluation of all future potential release sites, times of the year, durations, and rates is impossible; therefore, we selected four scenarios that represent contrasting areas of the Norwegian shelf with respect to ocean dynamics: the wide shelf at Haltenbanken (65.00°N 7.00°E), Rast south of Lofoten (67.00°N 10.33°E), and two sites at the narrow shelf off Vesterålen (68.67°N 13.92°E and 68.83°N 13.45°E; Figure 1). The beginning of the spill is set to 1 April, with a rate of 4500 m³ d⁻¹ and a duration of 30 d yielding a total spill of 135 000 m³ (Statfjord light crude). In contrast, the deep-water horizon spill produced a total of 780 000 m³ over a period of 86 d. Together, the four scenarios represent a wide span of overlap studies that may aid in our search for answers addressing the main objectives listed above.

In accordance with the winter North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO; December–February) and spring NAO (March–April), we have chosen an average climatic year with respect to the NAO and, correspondingly, the large-scale atmospheric forcing in the region where the early stages of NEA cod appear in the pelagic zone. The NAO is the first mode of the North Atlantic sea level pressure variability (Hurrell, 1995) and is defined to be the normalized sea level pressure difference between the Azorean high and the Icelandic low. A strong and positive NAO implies a strong control of storm tracks across the North Atlantic (Bader et al., 2011). Persistent southwesterly winds in the North Atlantic result in a strengthened Norwegian Coastal Current (NCC; Skagseth et al., 2011). The winter and spring NAO values for 1997 were 0.18 and −0.08, respectively.

![Figure 1.](http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org)
As a first approach, we assume that the eggs and larvae are exposed to the maximum concentration of oil in the water column along their individual trajectories. This pattern defines the maximum potential exposure for individuals from the different SGs given the oil spill scenarios specified here but will certainly represent an overestimate of exposure because both eggs and larvae are, at times, distributed deeper than the maximum concentration of spilled oil. Second, we incorporate the modelled hourly vertical distribution of the individual ichthyoplankton and recalculate overlap estimates with the actual concentration of TPAH at the egg and larval depths. Larvae typically perform diel migrations and spend part of the night closer to the surface than during the daytime. Hence, larvae may migrate vertically through a gradient of TPAHs. Overall, this method enables a quantification of the sensitivity of the exposure to the vertical distribution of ichthyoplankton.

Ocean model
The ocean-model archive is produced with the Regional Ocean Modelling System (ROMS; Haidvogel et al., 2008; www.myroms.org). Daily mean currents, temperatures, and salinities in three-dimensions are stored on a local disk for use in the offline oil-drift model Oscar and in the individual-based egg and larval model. The archive covers the period 1989–2008 and includes 30 vertical topography-following s-coordinate layers with a horizontal resolution of 4 by 4 km. The incorporated boundary forcing includes river influx, monthly mean three-dimensional currents, temperatures, and salinities with a spatial horizontal resolution of 20 by 20 km on the lateral boundaries and 6-hourly ERA Interim (Uppala et al., 2008) windstress, precipitation, humidity, air temperature, and longwave and shortwave radiation in the vertical dimension. Eight tidal constituents are included in the lateral boundary forcing. Details of the model setup and performance are reported by Vikebo et al. (2010) and Lien et al. (2013), indicating that the main circulation features in the habitat of NEA cod are captured.

Oil-drift model Oscar
The SINTEF OSCAR (Oil Spill Contingency And Response) model is a three-dimensional model system that calculates and records the fates and effects of oil contaminants in the marine environment. The fates of contaminants are tracked as the mass and concentrations in four different compartments: the water surface, shorelines, in the water column, and in sediments.

For subsurface releases (e.g. blowouts or pipeline leakages), the nearfield part of the simulation is computed with a multiphase integral plume model (Johansen, 2000, 2003). The nearfield model incorporates the buoyancy effects of oil and gas, hydrocarbon dissolution, hydrate formation, and gas expansion as well as the effects of ambient stratification and cross flow on the dilution and rise time of the plume.

Surface releases and far-field behaviour are computed using a pseudo-Lagrangian model in which each element of the released contaminants is tracked through a flowfield, incorporating buoyancy and sinking due to density differences. The model computes surface spreading, slick transport, entrainment into the water column, evaporation, emulsification, and shoreline interactions to determine the oil drift and fate at the surface. Weathering processes are computed using data from standardized laboratory weathering procedures. In the water column, the horizontal and vertical transport by currents, dissolution, adsorption, settling, and degradation are simulated. The varying solubility, volatility, and aquatic toxicity of oil components are incorporated by representing the oil in terms of 25 pseudo-components (Reed et al., 2000), but only the four pseudo-component groups representing TPAH were included for this study: naphtalenes (C0-C1-alkylated), naphtalenes (C2-C3-alkylated), PAH 1 (3 rings, non-alkylated), and PAH 2 (3 rings-alkylated, 4–5+ rings). Changes in the oil composition due to evaporation, dissolution, and degradation are represented in each of the 25 pseudo-components.

The outputs of these surface blowouts are recorded as three-dimensional grids of TPAH concentrations for the water column compartment (see example in Figure 2) and as two-dimensional grids for the water-surface, sediment, and shoreline compartments.

Individual-based egg and larval model
The dispersal of NEA cod spawning products is simulated with a Lagrangian particle-tracking model including a module resolving the dynamic vertical positioning of eggs according to density differences with the surrounding water masses and spatio-temporally varying turbulence (Thygesen and A˚dlandsvik, 2007). Additionally, temperature-dependent larval growth, according to Folkvord (2005), and diel vertical larval migration are included in this module (see Figure 2). (a) TPAH in the top layer (0–1 m) at day 30 for the oil spill scenario with the spill location at Haltenbanken (log_{10} ppb). (b) The red dots indicate the stations where the vertical distribution of oil was extracted for an illustrative view (log_{10} ppb).
The egg-stage duration is set to 21 d. For up-scaling to realistic temporal and spatial spawning intensities, the contributions from the selected SGs 1–9 are based on Sundby et al. (1989) and Vikebø et al. (2011) as follows: 5, 5, 5, 20, 10, 20, 15, 10, and 10\% for SGs 1 through 9, respectively.

**Coupling of oil- and ichthyoplankton-drift models**

Oscar operates on a grid different from that of the individual-based model (IBM) for eggs and larvae but is forced with the same hydrodynamics. In all, 20 000 particles represent oil dispersal at the surface on a fixed grid of 400 by 400 m horizontal resolution and 10 vertical layers with mid-centre points at 0.5, 6.5, 17.5, 28.5, 39.5, 50.5, 61.5, 72.5, 83.5, and 94.5 m. The overlap estimates are therefore quantified by translating the Oscar spatial coordinates to the egg and larval coordinate system and thereafter using these coordinates to sample the TPAH concentration at the individual egg or larvae positions at a daily time-step. In all, 94 500 particles are distributed equally among the nine SGs and released every 3rd day between 1 March and 30 April, a total of 500 particles each day per SG.

**Results**

**TPAH exposure as a function of the date, oil spill scenario, and SG**

Figure 3a shows the mean temporal overlap from 1 April to 1 June for 10 500 individual offspring from each of the nine different SGs in terms of the maximum TPAH concentration (ppb) in the water column along the individual offspring trajectories as a result of an oil spill at Haltenbanken. The offspring from SG2 are, on average, exposed to much higher TPAH concentrations than those of the other eight SGs. The elevated levels last for more than 20 d and peak at 0.116 ppb in early May. The exposures of the individuals from SG1 and SG3 peak, on average, at 0.005 and 0.009 ppb, whereas the exposures of the individuals from SG4–SG9 remain, on average, well below this exposure level.

Consideration of only the 10 or 50\% of individuals that are most severely exposed (the composition varies with time) results in elevated mean ambient TPAH concentrations (Figure 3b). The pattern is similar to the result for all the individuals concerning duration and relative exposure among the SGs. The 10\% (or 50\%) most exposed individuals from SG2 at any given time experience, on average, exposure levels of 0.116 ppb and higher.

**Figure 3.** (a) Mean overlap between individual offspring and maximum concentrations of TPAH (ppb) in the water column corresponding to the horizontal position of the offspring per SG as a function of time for the oil spill scenario at Haltenbanken. (b) Similar to (a) but calculated for the 10\% (solid line) and 50\% (broken line) of the offspring experiencing the highest exposure values. (c) Similar to (a) but calculated for the TPAH at the horizontal and vertical position of the offspring. (d) Similar to (c) but calculated for the 10\% (solid line) and 50\% (broken line) of the offspring exposed to the highest concentrations of TPAH.
average, peak TPAH concentrations of 0.707 (or 0.232) ppb in early May. The exposure of individuals from SG1 and SG3 peaks at 0.046 and 0.087 ppb, respectively, during early May.

If, instead, the TPAH concentrations at the hourly depths of the individual offspring along their respective trajectories are considered, the mean ambient exposures are markedly reduced (Figure 3c). The mean ambient exposure for SG2 then peaks at 0.070 ppb. The exposure of individuals from all the other SGs stays well below this level. Based only on the 10% (or 50%) most exposed individuals from SG2, the individual exposure peaks at 0.421 (or 0.140) ppb, on average, during early May (Figure 3d).

If an oil spill occurs at Lofoten, the offspring from SG1–SG5 are affected most severely (Figure 4a). The average TPAH exposure for offspring from SG3, based on the maximum oil concentrations in the water column along the individual offspring trajectories, peaks at 0.181 ppb less than 2 weeks after the spill starts. Individuals from SG1, SG2, SG4, and SG5 peak later than individuals from SG3 at less than half the maximum level. Almost identical features can be seen if only the 10% (or 50%) most exposed individuals are considered, although the exposure levels are almost an order of magnitude higher. The exposure of offspring from SG3 peaks at 1.792 ppb, whereas the values at SG1, SG2, SG4, and SG5 peak at 0.868, 0.823, 0.335, and 0.174 ppb, respectively. The exposures of individuals from all the other SGs remain below 0.1 ppb (Figure 4b). A clear decrease in mean ambient exposure is evident from the analysis of oil concentrations at the same hourly depth levels as the offspring (Figure 4c). The results for the 10% of the individuals with the highest exposure when accounting for the oil concentrations at the hourly depth of the offspring are similar to the result obtained by averaging over all individuals when accounting for the maximum oil concentrations, although the exposure values are approximately an order of magnitude higher. In this case, offspring from SG1–SG3 all experience TPAH concentrations well above 0.1 ppb on average (Figure 4d).

Although the two northernmost oil spill locations are at approximately the same latitude and are near each other (either towards the coast or the shelf edge), they result in different TPAH exposures for individual offspring from the SGs addressed here (Figures 5a–d and 6a–d). The highest average exposure rates, when considering TPAH concentrations at the hourly depths of the larvae, occur as a result of oil spill scenario 4, although the order of magnitude is the same as that for the other oil spill scenarios. Considering the average TPAH concentrations at the hourly depths of the 10% most exposed individuals show
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that only offspring from SG1–SG4 experience TPAH concentrations above 0.1 ppb for an oil spill at Lofoten, this is the case for SG3–SG8 and for SG1 and SG3–SG7 for oil spill scenarios 3 and 4, respectively.

**Integrated exposure**

Although peak oil exposure is essential to evaluate acute toxicity, the integrated exposure over time may be critical for evaluating sub-lethal effects. Figure 7 displays the mean integrated exposure (ppb) over 60 d as a function of the oil spill scenario (x-axis) and SG (1–9, different colours), based on the maximum TPAH concentration in the water column along the offspring drift trajectories (Figure 7a) and the actual TPAH concentration at the individual hourly depth at which the offspring occur (Figure 7b). The highest integrated mean exposure is experienced by the offspring from SG3 during an oil spill at Lofoten. This pattern is also the case for TPAH concentrations at the hourly depth of the individuals. As the location of the oil spill scenario moves north, the integrated exposure level increases for individuals from the northern SGs and decreases for the southern SGs. However, although a southern oil spill scenario results in negligible exposure of the offspring from northern SGs, this pattern is not the case for oil spill locations located to the north where both northern and southern SGs become exposed.

**Impact of the spawning time and time of oil spill**

Figure 8a–d shows the mean integrated exposure of individual offspring based on the maximum TPAH concentration (ppb) in the water column following a spill at Haltenbanken, Lofoten, and at Vesteraalen near the shore and near the shelf edge as a function of the time of spawning (x-axis) and SG (y-axis). Because the analysis of the oil concentrations at the hourly depth of the larvae results in similar features but consistently lower values, these levels are not shown here. There are substantial differences in exposure levels with varying spawning dates for most combinations of oil spill scenario, spawning date, and location. Clearly, southern SGs upstream from the spill site result in higher levels of exposure for the early spawned offspring. SGs in the proximity of the spill site experience similar exposures across the different spawning times, and northern SGs downstream from the spill site result in higher levels of exposure for the late-spawned offspring. In certain...
cases, there are no exposure at all, e.g. late-spawned offspring at SG1–SG4 during the oil spill scenarios in Vesterålen.

Fraction of the offspring exposed to oil concentrations above threshold values

As described earlier in the paper, there are different thresholds for different effects (acute compared with sublethal effects). Also, it is to be expected that early larval stages, as the ones studied here, are more sensitive to contamination than older larvae. Acute toxicity in relevant species has been found at TPAH concentrations ~1 ppb, whereas TPAH concentrations ~0.1 ppb are related to sublethal effects. For this reason, we quantified the fraction of offspring from the different SGs that experienced TPAH levels above 1.0 or 0.1 ppb at least once during the first 60 d after the beginning of the oil spill. Tables 1 and 2 provide the fractions of offspring that are exposed to above 1 ppb once during the oil spill scenarios. Tables 3 and 4 are corresponding analyses but apply to values of 0.1 ppb. Offspring originating in SG3–6 during oil spill scenario 4 along with offspring from SG5 during oil spill scenario 3 and SG1 and SG3 during oil spill 2 all result in overlap with values greater than 1.0 ppb that are 1 s.d. (5.79) above the mean (4.06) for all the SGs and scenarios relative to the maximum TPAH concentrations in the water column. Based on the TPAH concentrations at the hourly larval depths, the SG and oil spill scenario-specific mean overlaps with values greater than 1.0 ppb that are 1 s.d. (3.86) above the mean (2.44) result from a combination of offspring from SG3–SG6 during oil spill scenario 4, SG5 during oil spill scenario 3, and SG1–SG3 during oil spill scenario 2. Similar combinations of SG and oil spill scenario are elevated compared with the others for a threshold of 0.1 ppb instead of 1.0 ppb, although the percentage of overlap is much higher overall. For example, the number of individuals from SG2 during oil spill 1 that overlap with a minimum of 1 ppb once during the 60 d is 6.22% for the maximum TPAH in the water column, but increases to 58.05% if the TPAH concentration threshold is 0.1 ppb.

Treating particles as super-individuals, i.e. representing more than one individual offspring, enables the results to be scaled upwards to a realistic temporal and spatial spawning intensity. Before averaging the estimates of the fraction of offspring exposed to above-threshold

Figure 6. (a) Mean overlap between individual offspring and maximum concentrations of TPAH (ppb) in the water column corresponding to the horizontal position of the offspring per SG as a function of time for the oil spill scenario near the shelf edge at Vesterålen. (b) Similar to (a) but calculated for the 10% (solid line) and 50% (broken line) of the offspring experiencing the highest exposure values. (c) Similar to (a) but calculated for the TPAH at the horizontal and vertical position of the offspring. (d) Similar to (c) but calculated for the 10% (solid line) and 50% (broken line) of the offspring exposed to the highest concentrations of TPAH.
values of TPAH concentrations, we included seasonal variation in spawning by scaling (i) with a Gaussian curve with the mean at 1 April and a standard deviation of 15 d and (ii) by the weights specified previously in this paper. The total fractions of offspring experiencing TPAH concentrations above 1.0 or 0.1 ppb at least once during the oil spill scenarios based on both the maximum TPAH in the water column and the TPAH at the hourly depth of the individuals are summarized in Table 5. Interestingly, the exposures based on the maximum TPAH concentrations in the water column as opposed to the concentrations at the larval hourly depths, result in a greater decrease in the exposure in strong advective areas, e.g. northern compared with southern oils spill scenarios.

**Discussion**

**Summary of the principal results**

A model system allowing an assessment of the effects of various oil spill scenarios on the early stages of fish is useful for both a pre-evaluation of risk in selecting locations for future petroleum activity, determining where and when to allow the use of dispersants, and post-evaluation of the effect of accidents whenever oil and dispersants enter the ocean. This risk could be related to exploratory drilling, normal production, or an oil tanker casualty. It is therefore crucial to develop generic model systems enabling the risk evaluation of potential and existing sites for petroleum activities with respect to fisheries resources.

In this study, we use the daily mean ocean circulation, hydrography, and turbulence from a three-dimensional ocean model to simulate the dispersal and fate of oil from four different spill scenarios and the corresponding exposure of spawning products from well-known spawning sites of NEA cod. The principal results show that the mean egg and larval exposures for individuals from different SGs are highly dependent on the time and location of the spill and the vertical distribution of the offspring. Oil spill scenarios 2–4 generally create higher levels of exposure than oil spill scenario 1, except for individuals from SG2. Oil spill scenario 2 generally indicates a prolonged duration of exposure, although this increase is partly compensated by repeated peak exposures for oil spill scenarios 3 and 4. As the latitude of the oil spill scenario increases, the integrated exposures tend to decrease slightly, but the elevated levels of exposure include more SGs than those associated with oil spills farther south. If observations are used to weight the contribution from the different SGs and the individuals released during the spawning period from early March through April, an oil spill at the narrow shelf of the Vestera˚len has a much greater impact on the offspring than a similar spill on the extensive shelf farther south. The narrow northern shelf is also particularly sensitive to the location of a spill across the shelf because the topographic steering of currents limits the cross-shelf dispersal of offspring and oil. From these results, it becomes obvious that a realistic dynamic vertical distribution of the offspring is essential to obtain realistic estimates of exposure, and the levels reported here represent best approximations and the upper limits.

Bottom topography affects circulation and is the principal reason that certain areas experience prolonged periods of high exposure and other areas undergo either low exposure or short-term peaks of high exposure. The oil spills at Haltenbanken and Lofoten are both good examples of the first category. Due to a semi-permanent eddy-like structure located on top of Haltenbanken (Sætre, 1999), both a part of the oil spill and, particularly, offspring from the nearby SG2 are retained and overlap. Pulses of water masses shed from the bank contain both oil and offspring. This pattern results in a prolonged overlap of a substantial part of the offspring and high concentrations of TPAH. In contrast, offspring from the upstream SG1 and downstream SGs are not entrained into this eddy-like structure. Instead, these offspring ride the core of the NCC northward, avoiding patches of water containing high concentrations of oil. As for the Haltenbanken release, a release at Lofoten implies a partial retention of the spill at and near the site due to complex circulation features. This area represents a meeting point for the NCC and the Norwegian Atlantic slope current. This hydrographic pattern results in a particularly dynamic ocean state, with a meandering flow and high degree of mixing across water masses of different characteristics. Immediately downstream from the potential spill site, the shelf narrows to ~10 km in width, concentrating everything advected in this direction. Oil dispersal at the narrow shelf off Vestera˚len is particularly sensitive to the location across the shelf. Oil from spill sites near the shelf edge would be caught by the rapid, topographically locked current. Closer to the coast, the oil has a greater probability of reaching the shore and being deposited. This area

**Figure 7.** Mean integrated exposure (ppb) over 60 d as a function of the SG (1–7) and oil spill scenario (1–4) based on (a) the maximum TPAH concentration in the water column and (b) the TPAH concentration at the depth of the individual offspring.
also represents a divergence zone for tracers distributed at different depths due to strong vertical gradients. However, several small banks immediately downstream from Vesterålen may retain and concentrate oil and cod offspring. In addition, Tromsøflaket, even farther downstream, is well known to concentrate cod offspring before they drift into the nursery grounds of the Barents Sea.

Table 1. Percentage overlap of the spawning products with TPAH concentrations above 1 ppb at least once during the first 60 d after the beginning of the oil spill, based on the maximum TPAH concentrations in the water column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SG1</th>
<th>SG2</th>
<th>SG3</th>
<th>SG4</th>
<th>SG5</th>
<th>SG6</th>
<th>SG7</th>
<th>SG8</th>
<th>SG9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 4</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>12.21</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>15.30</td>
<td>16.99</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 3</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>14.62</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 2</td>
<td>11.65</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>20.07</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 1</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The grey cells are values of 1 s.d. above the mean of all the values in the table.

Table 2. Percentage overlap of offspring with TPAH concentrations above 1 ppb at least once during the first 60 d after the beginning of the oil spill, based on the TPAH concentrations at the individual depth of the offspring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SG1</th>
<th>SG2</th>
<th>SG3</th>
<th>SG4</th>
<th>SG5</th>
<th>SG6</th>
<th>SG7</th>
<th>SG8</th>
<th>SG9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 4</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>12.08</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>9.69</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 2</td>
<td>8.08</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The grey cells are values of 1 s.d. above the mean of all the values in the table.

Figure 8. Mean integrated exposure (log10, ppb) over 60 d as a function of the SG (y-axis) and spawning date (x-axis) for oil spill scenarios 1–4 (a–d) based on the maximum TPAH in the water column along the individual offspring trajectories. The blank areas indicate no overlap.
Table 3. Percentage overlap of the spawning products with TPAH concentrations above 0.1 ppb at least once during the first 60 d after the beginning of the oil spill, based on the maximum TPAH concentrations in the water column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>SG1</th>
<th>SG2</th>
<th>SG3</th>
<th>SG4</th>
<th>SG5</th>
<th>SG6</th>
<th>SG7</th>
<th>SG8</th>
<th>SG9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 1</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>21.72</td>
<td>18.81</td>
<td>35.10</td>
<td>42.41</td>
<td>29.20</td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 2</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>12.33</td>
<td>31.62</td>
<td>18.29</td>
<td>21.69</td>
<td>17.74</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 3</td>
<td>21.14</td>
<td>19.20</td>
<td>44.44</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 4</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>58.05</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The grey cells are values of 1 s.d. above the mean of all the values in the table.

Table 4. Percentage overlap of offspring with TPAH concentrations above 0.1 ppb at least once during the first 60 d after the beginning of the oil spill based on the TPAH concentrations at the individual depth of the offspring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>SG1</th>
<th>SG2</th>
<th>SG3</th>
<th>SG4</th>
<th>SG5</th>
<th>SG6</th>
<th>SG7</th>
<th>SG8</th>
<th>SG9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 1</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>17.77</td>
<td>16.24</td>
<td>27.80</td>
<td>30.45</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 2</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>7.87</td>
<td>24.91</td>
<td>9.98</td>
<td>14.38</td>
<td>8.39</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 3</td>
<td>19.36</td>
<td>17.98</td>
<td>38.20</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 4</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>51.70</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grey cells are values of 1 s.d. above the mean of all values in the table.

Table 5. Percentage overlap of offspring with TPAH concentrations above 1.0 or 0.1 ppb at least once during the first 60 d after the beginning of the oil spill, based on either the maximum TPAH concentrations in the water column (A) or the TPAH concentrations at the individual depths of the offspring (B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>A, 1.0 ppb</th>
<th>B, 1.0 ppb</th>
<th>A, 0.1 ppb</th>
<th>B, 0.1 ppb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 1</td>
<td>9.90</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>27.16</td>
<td>18.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 2</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>16.93</td>
<td>10.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 3</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>6.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil spill scenario 4</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the seasonal and spatial spawning intensity are incorporated in the analysis.

Limitations and sources of errors

We acknowledge that the vertical behaviour of larvae is still a source of uncertainty and is not yet fully understood. Several potential cues could motivate larval vertical behaviour, and the actual movement is a combination of these effects. Earlier attempts to assess this process have been studied in controlled experiments. However, Arild Folkvord et al. (pers. comm.) have detected changes in larval vertical behaviour as a response to the presence of vegetal oil at the surface. An up-scaling of the findings from an experiment with vertical columns in a laboratory to the open ocean is not straightforward, but the study documented that changes in larval vertical behaviour due to the presence of oil in the open ocean are to be expected.

Whenever a numerical ocean model is involved in a study, it is valid to question whether the model sufficiently resolves all the relevant ocean physics. Typically, the answer is no. The horizontal resolution of an ocean model is limited by the geographical extent of the model domain, the length of the integration, the maximum depth of the ocean involved, and the computing resources available. In this study, we selected a model that is eddy permitting and therefore suitable for resolving the main features of the circulation determining the dispersal of oil and offspring (Vikebo et al., 2010). However, an enhanced resolution will, most likely, affect the results (Mahadevan, 2006), and the results should therefore be interpreted with care and viewed as indications of the order of exposure rather than as detailed predictions.

It is also relevant to ask whether the year selected for our analysis gives results that may be used to discuss general trends in the exposure of offspring from different SGs under various oil spill scenarios or whether the studied time represents an anomalous year relative to ocean physics. The NAO indices for both winter and spring identified the selected time as an average year, but the only way to be certain is to re-simulate all the scenarios for several years. Hence, again, the present results must be interpreted with care if they are to be generalized.

Another important issue relevant to assessing the effects of oil contamination on eggs and larvae is the spatio-temporal variability in natural mortality. It is probable that mortality is not evenly distributed in time and space but is rather highly variable due to gradients in prey and predators (Hjernman et al., 2007). This pattern remains as one of the key knowledge gaps in the early life history of fish and has great significance in terms of the assessment of the impact of an overlap between offspring and oil on recruitment. Would the offspring exposed to above-threshold values of contaminants die in any case due to natural causes or could it be that the oil spill unexpectedly harmed most of the individuals that could have contributed to recruitment in that particular year? This question is currently being investigated by combining numerical models and observations of different stages of fish, but is hampered by the limited amount of observational data and capabilities of the numerical models.

It has been reported that it is primarily the dissolved oil compounds that are bioavailable and that therefore contribute to the
toxicity of oil to fish (Carls et al., 2009; Nordtug et al., 2011), but we have also observed that oil drops from dispersed oil can be eaten by or physically adhere to zooplankton and that first-feeding fish larvae eat the polluted zooplankton, resulting in oral exposure (unpublished results). The copepod Calanus finmarchicus is very lipid rich and is therefore efficient at accumulating PAHs both from bioconcentration of PAHs from seawater (Jensen et al., 2012) and direct filter-feeding on oil droplets (Hansen et al., 2012). Calanus finmarchicus is therefore an important candidate for the trophic transfer of oil compounds to fish larvae and this exposure route must also be considered.

Early stages of fish development show different sensitivities to oil exposure throughout their development. Hence, it is crucial to develop body-burden models based on laboratory experiments that may interact with an IBM of egg and larval stages, enabling the assessment of the integrated effect of time-varying exposure to various levels of oil. This research should include acute toxic oil, as well as non-acute toxic oil that may produce changes in development and behaviour that can be incorporated into the IBM. Again, a prerequisite for the development of such a system is the systematic testing of different stages of fish development with different body-burden histories in response to various concentrations of oil.

If a spill occurred tomorrow, it would be necessary to decide whether to use dispersants to reduce the droplet size of the oil, and thereby its buoyancy, to remove it from the sea surface. For the GOM Deepwater Horizon, the use of dispersants may have led to less oil being displaced onto the shelf of the southern US states and, therefore, to less interaction with coastal marshlands because the oil was distributed deeper than the shelf depths. Wu et al. (2012) describe the toxicity of several dispersed and undispersed types of oil and conclude that the use of dispersants increases the bioavailability of TPAHs due to smaller droplets and a greater amount of oil dissolved in water. If, at the same time, the use of dispersants increases the vertical overlap of TPAHs and offspring, this process may substantially increase the impact of an oil spill. However, it is important to assess the combined effects of several processes to better understand the potential consequences of using dispersants to reduce the droplet size of oil and to enable sound decisions on when and where to allow the use of dispersants. For example, will the use of dispersants increase or decrease the concentration of oil at the depth of eggs and larvae? How will this distribution affect the bioavailability relative to direct and indirect (e.g. through prey) uptake? These and many other questions remain for future studies to resolve.
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Dominant drivers of larval survival are considered to include oceanographic dispersal, sea temperatures, and food availability in the phase of first-feeding. However, research progress on larval herring survival dynamics indicates that multiple factors might act on differing larval developmental stages. Hypothesizing that in inshore systems of the western Baltic Sea bottlenecks of herring development occur before the point of first-feeding, we analysed an extensive time-series of weekly abundances of early stage larvae in Greifswald Bay, an important spawning area for Western Baltic herring. Additionally, we investigated whether distinct hatching cohorts contribute differently to established survival indices on the level of (i) later larval stages in Greifswald Bay and (ii) 1+ group juveniles in the overall western Baltic Sea. Results revealed that abundances of the earliest larval stage explain 62% of the variability of later stage larvae and 61% of the variability of surviving juveniles, indicating pre-hatching survival bottlenecks. Hatching cohorts occurring later during the spawning season contribute most to the surviving year class. Earlier hatching cohorts were not found to result in significant amounts of growing larvae, indicating a bottleneck phase at the critical period when larvae start feeding.

Keywords: Atlantic herring, Baltic Sea, *Clupea harengus*, Greifswald Bay, spring spawning.

Introduction

Investigating the mechanisms of North Atlantic herring (*Clupea harengus*, Linneé, 1758) recruitment variability is a major task of fishery science since its early beginnings. Although herring is exploited for human consumption since medieval times, the current understanding of natural factors driving annual reproduction success is rather limited. There is, however, scientific consensus that many important influences structuring on the number of recruits in a year class are affecting the fish's larval stage (Hjort, 1914, 1926; Cushing, 1975). According to this, larval herring ecology and behaviour became a focus of marine research in the second half of the last century (e.g. Blaxter, 1953; Hollday and Blaxter, 1960; Hempel and Blaxter, 1961), providing most of the knowledge to build on today. For coastal shelf spawning herring, stocks of the North Atlantic Ocean major causes of larval mortality are considered to be related to the variability of broad scale oceanography and temperature regimes (Fässler et al., 2010; Gröger et al., 2010) or food limitation at the particular period when larvae convert from yolk consumption to active feeding (Hjort, 1914, 1926; Cushing, 1975, 1990). A considerable amount of current knowledge of early herring larval dispersal is based on the oceanographic modelling of climatic drivers (Gröger et al., 2010) or on the application of particle-tracking models along major current regimes and windfields (e.g. Fox and Aldridge, 2002).

On the transition of North Sea and Baltic Sea ecotones, Western Baltic spring-spawning (WBSS) herring represents a meta-population composed of multiple spawning components recruiting from various inshore spawning grounds in estuaries, bays, and lagoons along coastal transitional waters (Bekkevold et al., 2005; Clausen et al., 2007; Gaggiotti et al., 2009). The population structure documented for WBSS herring supports the assumption of natal homing in this species (e.g. Iles and Sinclair,
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thus underlining the importance of particular spawning grounds or even particular functions of small-scale spawning sites on the population level.

Besides distinct phylogenetic population structures, Baltic Sea herring stocks differ from commercially relevant North Sea herring according to their spawning mode. Spring and autumn spawning herring both occur in the North Sea as well as in the Baltic Sea but their contribution to commercially relevant fishery stocks differ conversely in that North Sea fishery relies on autumn and winter spawning stocks (Dickey-Collas et al., 2010), whereas Baltic Sea fishery nowadays focuses on spring-spawning herring (Parmann et al., 1994). Additionally to spawning season, reproduction modes differ significantly according to spawning site selection. Autumn spawning North Sea herring frequents outer coastal shelf banks and gravel beds for spawning (Cushing, 1967, and citations therein), whereas Baltic Sea spring-spawning herring immigrates inshore to spawn on complex littoral substrates such as aquatic vegetation (Klinkhardt, 1986; Rajasilta et al., 1989, 1999).

Among WBSS herring, the particular population spawning in shallow brackish lagoons near the Island of Rügen, Germany, is considered a major component (Klinkhardt, 1996; ICES, 2012). The so-called “Rügen-herring” performs annual spawning migrations towards inshore spawning grounds from about March to late May (Bekkevold et al., 2005). After hatching, the sheltered, brackish lagoons (German: “Boddén”) represent particular retention areas where larvae are considered to perform most of the critical early life stage development (Oeberst et al., 2009). Although those retention systems are not per se subjected to large-scale current regimes (Lehmann et al., 2002) and larvae are therefore not exposed to passive export by major hydrodynamics, the recruitment of WBSS herring is subjected to an interannual year class variability of similar magnitudes to coastal shelf spawning stocks of the North Atlantic Ocean. Additionally, there is in general a decreasing trend in WBSS herring recruitment demonstrated by monitoring programmes over the last two decades (Oeberst et al., 2008, 2009).

Verifying larval dispersal and survival models by field data is complicated due to logistical, financial, or simply methodological limitations in tracking successive larval stages over space and time. Seasonal delineation of bottleneck periods of larval survival in nearshore retention areas would help to focus research on structuring variables effective on the small spatial scales of individual spawning sites (Heath and McLachlan, 1987). Studying early life-history ecology of Rügen herring on the limited scale of a lagoon or estuarine retention area, however, over a relatively wide range of developmental stages might offer a particular opportunity to increase the understanding of major drivers and the stressors of herring recruitment. A crucial requirement for mechanistic research might be to locate phases in the early herring life cycle where major mortalities occur. Linking these ontogenetic bottleneck phases to environmental and biological variables explicit at the relatively narrow periods might significantly increase the explanatory power of variables and accelerate the understanding of critical factors of herring recruitment.

In the effort to identify significant bottleneck phases in early Rügen herring life history, we combined time-series analysis on larval herring abundance with abundance indices of the corresponding juvenile 1+ group, hypothesizing that (i) Rügen herring recruitment variability in inshore retention areas is structured by survival bottlenecks on the pre-hatching and early larval level, before larvae start feeding actively and (ii) during the spawning season distinct hatching cohorts contribute differently to the year-class strength of surviving recruits.

Material and methods

Study sites

Greifswald Bay is a semi-enclosed, inshore basin formed by the Southern Baltic mainland coast and the Island of Rügen, Germany. The bay covers an area of ~514 km² (Reinicke, 1989) and opens to the east into the Baltic Sea by a shallow, fringing shoal interrupted by individual shipping canals. To the west, the bay connects to the coastal Baltic Sea by a narrow sound, separating the Island of Rügen from the mainland. The average water depth of Greifswald Bay is 5.8 m with a maximum of 13.6 m (Reinicke, 1989). An exchange of the entire water body of Greifswald Bay with Baltic Sea water occurs about eight times a year (Stigge, 1989) and is predominantly wind-driven since tidal amplitudes are marginal (<10 cm, semi-diurnal) in the inner Baltic Sea region. Salinity of the mesohaline system varies seasonally with precipitation intensity and wind drift of lower saline surface waters at a range of ~8 (winter) to ~6 in spring and summer. The annual mean salinity is 7.3 (Kell, 1989). Vertical haline stratification is rather scarce, limited to the drainage areas of small rivers. Seasonal temperature fluctuations are large, ranging from regular sub-zero degree Celsius sea surface temperatures (SSTs) with a closed ice sheet in winter to more than 20°C SST during summer. Due to the shallow seabed and frequent strong winds, thermoclines are rare but might occur in summer during periods of exceptionally calm weather (Schoknecht, 1973).

Although the system is largely affected by eutrophication (e.g. Munkes, 2005) extensive mixing by wind force regularly results in suitable aeration and dissolved oxygen contents at the bottom are usually close to 100% during the herring spawning season. Spawning substrates in terms of submerged aquatic vegetation are abundant in the littoral zone, dominated by communities of flowering plants including pondweeds (Potamogetonaceae) and eelgrass (Zostera marina) as well as a diverse macroalgal community.

Ichthyoplankton sampling and the larval herring time-series

Sampling of herring larvae in Greifswald Bay and the adjacent Strelasund as a predictive proxy for the stock assessment started in 1979 (Oeberst et al., 2008, 2009). A corrected, validated database of larval densities currently dates back to 1991. Regular ichthyoplankton surveys include a grid of 35 stations sampled weekly throughout Greifswald Bay and Strelasund. The present study is focused on the 30 stations located in Greifswald Bay (Figure 1). From 1991 to 2006, the survey duration was from mid-April to late June. From 2007 to present, the survey starts as soon in spring as regular ice cover retreats (usually mid-March) and ends in the last week of June. During the

Figure 1. Location of Greifswald Bay in the Southwest Baltic Sea including the sampling grid of 30 stations homogenously distributed within the shallow lagoon.
respective periods, herring larvae were sampled weekly using a Bongo net consisting of two parallel mounted frames carrying nets with different mesh sizes (335 and 780 μm) to account for size-dependent catch efficiency. For the present analyses on early larval stages, only larvae caught by the smaller mesh size were considered. Samples were taken performing stepwise oblique tows (surface and each subsequent 1-m depth step for a 30-s towing time) down to 1 m above ground. Consequently, the total time for each oblique haul depends on the particular water depth at the station. To measure the water volume filtered, the Bongo-frame was equipped with mechanical flowmeters (HYDRO-BIOS). To evaluate differing clogging effects due to mesh size, each centre of both net rings was equipped with an individual flowmeter. Data of the individual flowmeters were used to calibrate for the particular water volume filtered by the particular mesh size.

The volume of water filtered was calculated from flowmeter data as follows:

\[
\text{Filtered volume (m}^3\) = 0.28 (m}^2\) × flowmeter difference \times 0.3 (m),
\]

where 0.28 m² is the opening area of the used plankton net (Ø 0.6 m), the flowmeter difference taken from readings at the beginning and the end of trawl, 0.3 is a constant calibration factor for the flowmeter type used. On board, samples were preserved in 4% buffered (Borax) formalin. In the laboratory, all herring larvae were counted for each sample. Larvae were measured to the nearest milli-metre total length (TL). If the number of larvae in the samples exceeded 1000 individuals, a random subsample of 600 larvae was measured for length distribution. For analyses of survival dynamics, larvae of the length group of 5–9 mm (TL) were identified based on the results of weekly sampling. This analysis had to be limited to the most recent years because before 2007 the ichthyoplankton surveys started later in the season not including potential hatching peaks before mid-April. An exception was the year 1995 when the survey already started in early April [calendar week (cw) 14]. This year was additionally included in the analyses as a reference to former recruitment patterns. Variations in survey duration along the time-series were compensated by focusing on cw 19–23 sampled in all years. Of the larval time-series, the years 1995 and 2007–2011 containing the entire spawning period (cw 14–23) were used to correlate distinct hatching cohorts with two different survival indices: (i) the "N20 larval herring index" which is an annual estimate of the sum of larvae reaching a critical length of 20 mm TL considered to represent year-class strength (see Oeberst et al., 2009, for details). For the current analysis, a modified index was used further referred to as N20_{GWB}. This index excludes five of the original N20 stations located in the connecting sound (Strelasund) to avoid potential effects caused by differing water body hydrology. (ii) The single otolith winter ring index (1 – wr) of juvenile herring in the outer western Baltic Sea from the Southern Kattegat area to the Arkona basin (ICES Subdivisions 21–24) reflecting the number of 1-year-old individuals derived by regular hydroacoustic surveys (see for details, ICES, 2012; German acoustic survey, GERAS).

The amount of yolk-sac larvae identified during the sampling campaigns from 2007 to 2011 was correlated with the N20_{GWB} of those years. Because the identification of yolk-sac stages became initiated in 2007, there are only 5 years to correlate with later larval stages and 4 years to correlate with 1 – wr juvenile stages. To cope for this limitation, the analyses were extended to individuals of the length group of 5–9 mm (TL), considering their majority to represent pre-feeding life stages. Using this size class as a proxy, the entire valid time-series on larval herring from 1994 to 2011 was correlated with the N20_{GWB} derived from the Rügen herring survey and the 1 – wr index.

Larval herring abundance (m⁻³) was presented as the median values of the weekly station grid. The median was considered to be the most representative metric for larval abundance compensating for temporal and spatial patchiness of larval abundance. For interannual analyses, the sum of weekly median values was used for comparisons with the above outlined indices.

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{14–18} &= \sum_{i=14}^{18} \hat{a}_i, \\
C_{19–23} &= \sum_{i=19}^{23} \hat{a}_i, \\
C_{14–23} &= \sum_{i=14}^{23} \hat{a}_i, \\
\hat{a} &= \text{median} (\alpha_i),
\end{align*}
\]

where \(C_{14–18}\) is the sum of weekly medians between cw 14 and 18 (first hatching cohort), \(C_{19–23}\) is the sum of weekly medians between cw 19 and 23 (second hatching cohort), \(C_{14–23}\) is the sum of weekly medians between cw 14 and 23, \(\hat{a}\) is the weekly median herring larvae abundance, \(\alpha\) is the herring larvae (5–9 mm TL) abundance (m⁻³) at 1 of the 30 stations, \(i\) is the week index, and \(j\) is the station index.

Data were analysed using linear regression represented by Pearson’s correlation coefficient (\(r\)) and the respective coefficient of determination (\(R^2\)). The significance level was set at \(\alpha < 0.05\).

**Results**

**Relation of yolk-sac larvae abundance and numbers of later larval stages**

In general, abundances of yolk-sac larvae per se identified were very low. The highest amount of particularly determined yolk-sac larvae of all investigated years was found to be a median value of 0.07 ind. m⁻³ in cw 16, 2009. In contrast, the abundance of actively feeding larvae in this particular week was 0.96 ind. m⁻³. The annual amounts of yolk-sac larvae derived by the summation of median values per week (cw 14–23) resulted in highest abundance in 2009 (0.36 ind. m⁻³) and lowest in 2008 (0.03 ind. m⁻³). The yolk-sac larvae abundance found during the years 2007–2011 correlated significantly with the N20_{GWB} (Table 1). The correlation of yolk-sac larvae abundance of the particular period (2007–2011) with the respective 1 – wr index of the period from 2007 to 2010 (1-year lag phase, \(n = 4\)) resulted in no significant correlation (Table 1). Compensating for the limited sample size, the 5–9-mm (TL) length group abundance used as a proxy for pre-feeding stages analysed along the entire time-series (1994–2011) revealed a significant correlation with both indices (Table 1).
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Seasonal hatching cohorts and larval survival

An overview of the annual abundance (median m⁻³) of the larval length group 5–9 mm (TL) according to cw demonstrates high variability between stations (Figure 2).

According to peak abundances of hatching larvae, the extended survey duration of recent years (2007–2011) and the reference year 1995 can be divided into two distinct hatching cohorts annually recurring during (i) cw 14–18 (cohort C14–18) and (ii) 19–23 (cohort C19–23) (Figure 3). Whereas the first cohort (C14–18) constantly did not result in survival as indicated by larger larvae found in consecutive weeks, the second hatching cohort (C19–23) was found to be followed by larger numbers of later larval stages (Figure 3). To compare the two distinct hatching cohorts with the annual survival indices (N20GWB and 1wr), the weekly median values for each hatching cohort were summarized for each year. In contrast to the C14–18 cohort, only the trend of the C19–23 hatching cohort reflects that of the N20GWB and 1wr indices, respectively (Figure 4). This is underlined by the results of linear regression of the two cohorts with both indices of later year classes (1995 and 1996–2011) and for the second cohort from 1994 to 2011, respectively. Due to the 1-year lag phase from larvae to 1+ cohort juveniles, the sample size for the regression with the 1wr index is reduced for 1 year (n = 4).

Table 1. Linear regression including R².

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yolk-sac larvae</th>
<th>Larvae between 5 and 9 mm (TL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N20GWB</td>
<td>C14–18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 5</td>
<td>n = 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R² = 0.87</td>
<td>R² = 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p = 0.021</td>
<td>p = 0.196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sample size (n) and the significance level (p) of the N20GWB larval herring index and the 1 wr juvenile herring index with the amount of yolk-sac larvae of the years 2007–2011, and the two distinct hatching cohorts (C14–18 and C19–23) for the years 1995 and 2007–2011 and for the second cohort from 1994 to 2011, respectively.

Discussion

Implications of larval Rügen herring dynamics for the WBSS herring stock

The rationale of comparing the Rügen herring spawning component with the abundance of juveniles on the level of the entire WBSS herring stock is based on current assessment practice where the Rügen herring larval index (N20) is used as the only fishery-independent metric for 0-group WBSS herring year-class strength (ICES, 2012). This in turn is based on the observation on recurring correlations of the particular indices also used with a slightly modified N20 in this study. Although those correlations are not suitable to test for the causal linkage, they strongly indicate that the WBSS herring recruitment is not independent of the year class of the Rügen spawning component. Critical phases in herring life history were displayed for North Sea herring using Paulik diagrams (Nash and Dickey-Collas, 2005). Their results indicate that the amount of spawning-stock biomass (SSB) as a primary factor drives the recruitment success of herring in the North Sea. This is in contrast to WBSS herring, where no SSB index is incorporated as a predictor variable into current stock assessments (ICES, 2012). Cardinale et al. (2009) concluded that SSB does not represent a strong explanatory variable for WBSS herring recruitment strength. Since the Rügen herring is considered a major WBSS herring stock component, SSB-induced recruitment variability would probably be reflected on the WBSS herring stock level and is therefore not considered a main driver. However, there are no reliable estimates available on the biomass of the particular spawning components of the stock. It cannot be empirically excluded that SSB might affect individual populations of WBSS herring. Although, no explicit data on SSB on the Rügen stock component are available, own systematical observations on seasonal egg deposition on standardized spawning bed transects (P. Kotterba, unpubl. data) reveal two distinct spawning peaks corresponding to the hatching cohorts as demonstrated in this study. Our results indicate multiple mortality mechanisms acting differently on differing hatching cohorts emerging from one particular spawning area during the spring-spawning season.

Bottleneck phase from egg stage to yolk-sac larvae

The significant positive correlation of interannual variability patterns among yolk-sac larvae densities and the N20GWB derived in the spawning area points on a potential linkage between the initial amount of hatching larvae and the eventual survival rate of the year class. The non-significant result of the correlation of yolk-sac larvae abundance and the 1wr index derived in the outer western Baltic Sea is probably due to the limited number of years (n = 4) available for the analyses. Furthermore, own observations indicate that abundances of early yolk-sac stages are underestimated in this study. This is considered a sampling artefact related to a high susceptibility against the mechanical detachment of larval yolk sacs. Therefore, the low relative abundances of yolk-sac larvae actually identified as such might severely under represent the in situ abundance not allowing for conclusions on recruitment success based on a certain initial abundance of yolk-sac larvae. However, since that sampling bias is considered a systematical error, it would not affect comparisons of between-year variability. To compensate for the above limitations, the size class of 5–9 mm (TL) was selected as a proxy of pre-feeding larval stages. This size class is strongly correlated with either the N20GWB or the 1wr index. These findings are considered neither trivial nor are they unimportant in the process of understanding the driving mechanisms in herring recruitment: since Hjort (1914) postulated his “critical period hypotheses” that research on early life-history mortality of fish is focused on the particular larval stage when larvae exhausted their yolk reservoir and start feeding actively (Hjort, 1914, 1926). A potential mismatch of that critical period with the availability of suitable food is considered as the major bottleneck of herring ontogenesis as well as that of many other pelagic fish species (Cushing, 1975, 1990). However, Houde (2008) summarized case studies and evidence from multiple species in various systems showing recruitment bottlenecks in the egg or early larval stage. In respect of herring in particular,
Figure 2. Larval herring abundance m$^{-3}$ of the length group 5–9 mm (TL) of cw 14–23 from 1994 to 2011. White circles indicate larval numbers on the individual stations of the 30 stations grid; grey circles indicate the weekly median of larval numbers. Data from most years before 2007 are limited due to a shorter survey duration starting at cw 17 or later.
larval mortality is widely attributed to later larval stages of length groups $>10$ mm (TL) (e.g. Nash and Dickey-Collas, 2005). In the nutrient-rich (eutrophic) waters of Greifswald Bay, survival bottlenecks along the concept of Cushing’s (1975) match–mismatch hypothesis might still be important when spawning occurs significantly before spring plankton blooms. This is indicated by the minor contribution of the earlier hatching cohort to numbers of surviving older stages. In addition to this, our results indicate structuring mechanisms that apply in the sensitive ontogenetic period before active feeding occurs. However, all ontogenetic

Figure 3. Seasonal larval survival dynamics demonstrated by median abundance $m^{-3}$ (30 stations) of selected larval length classes (“0509”, TL 5–9 mm; “1014”, TL 10–14 mm; “1519”, TL 15–19 mm; “2024”, TL 20–24 mm; “2529”, TL 25–29 mm) according to cw for the years 2007–2011. Note: y-axis values were adjusted to larval numbers to visualize growth dynamics in years with low larval abundance (2007 and 2008).

Figure 4. Median values of larval abundance $m^{-3}$ of the years 1995 and 2007–2011 separated according to distinct hatching cohorts represented by $C_{14-18}$ and $C_{19-23}$, respectively. Additionally, the corresponding values for the N20GWB index and the $1-wr$ index are presented. Note: Due to the 1-year lag phase from larvae to juvenile, no data (n.a.) were available for the 2012 $1-wr$ index representing surviving juveniles of the 2011 year class.
stages from spawning over egg fertilization and development to the survival of hatchlings before yolk exhaustion should receive further attention. All these stages are susceptible to a variety of potential stressors and most probably one or multiple of those very early stages represent an important survival bottleneck for WBSS herring.

The effect of particular mortality mechanisms during this phase might well vary between years, and at this state, we can only speculate on their very nature. In Greifswald Bay, egg mortalities on the shallow spawning beds in the littoral zone are the most likely cause for the early survival bottleneck indicated by our results. For other herring populations, it is documented that pre-hatching effects might significantly influence herring reproduction. Rankine and Morrison (1989) described predation on herring eggs and larvae by sandeel species (Ammodites marinus, Rait 1934, Hyperopus lanceolatus, Le Sauvage 1824). For Northeast Atlantic herring stocks, it was recently documented that egg predation by haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus, L. 1758) significantly structured herring recruitment patterns (Richardson et al., 2011). Although those gadoid fish are rare in the brackish lagoons of the western Baltic Sea, intense herring egg predation by threepined sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus, L. 1758) was observed and is subject of current research efforts. Embryonic development within the demersal eggs is affected by a variety of environmental factors including, i.e. climate regimes (Rosenthal, 1967; Peck et al., 2012), toxins (Rosenthal and Spering, 1974; von Westernhagen et al., 1979, 1988), and spawning substrate (Aineer, 1987; Kääriä Naturel et al., 1988; Rajaitsingla et al., 1989, 2006). At the earliest phase in the reproductive cycle, the fecundity of the spawning stock might trigger the number of fertilized eggs and possible amounts of hatchlings. For Pacific herring (Clupea pallasi, Valenciennes 1847), Tanaischuk and Ware (1987) showed that fecundity increased with temperature. For populations of central Baltic herring (C. harengus membras, L. 1761) such as, that is, the Gulf of Riga herring, fecundity fluctuations are considered to be compensated by the abundance of fertile fish and recruitment variability is rather attributed to larval survival than to the condition of the spawning stock (Raid et al., 2010).

Role of distinct hatching cohorts for herring recruitment

Research on larval herring dynamics in Greifswald Bay became established in the late 1970’s. However, a standardized, validated time-series on quantitative larval dynamics dates back to 1991. Except particular years (1994, 1995, 1997), the ichthyoplankton survey started later in the season (early April) not including the first hatching cohort investigated in the present study. Recently, in 2007, the survey duration was expanded starting as early as in the season as ice covers allows (mid-March), providing a direct comparison of the distinct hatching cohorts to the overall Rügen herring year class. Until 2006, the N20 larval index (Oeberst et al., 2009) was solely a product of the second hatching cohort. Investigating the particular importance of the second hatching cohort but avoiding the autocorrelation with the N20cGWB, we correlated the entire time-series with the year class of 1+ group juveniles in the western Baltic Sea (1 – 9 mm) as a proxy for fish surviving early life stage mortalities. The 0-group of young-of-the-year herring had to be neglected, since those early juveniles are considered to stay in the nearshore area where they are difficult to sample quantitatively by hydro acoustic means and ocean-going vessels (Oeberst et al., 2009). Overall, the results indicate two distinct hatching cohorts during the herring spring-spawning period in the Greifswald Bay area. The early cohort ($C_{14-18}$) hatching in March/April constantly collapses not reflecting significant growth or larval survival, whereas the later cohort ($C_{19-23}$) hatching in April/May seems to contribute the majority to Rügen herring recruitment strength. The second cohort hatches in a more suitable environment because it regularly appears during the spring plankton bloom. The physicochemical environment, i.e. temperatures, might as well effect the differing success of hatching cohorts. Laboratory experiments by Peck et al. (2012) recently revealed that successful hatching of WBSS herring takes place from eggs incubated at 5–17°C (with low hatching success at 2.9 and 19°C), indicating a broad temperature tolerance of the embryo. However, their findings also revealed a distinct effect of incubation temperatures on hatching size, indicating that hatching at lower ambient temperatures resulted in a size at hatch of ~5.5 mm standard length (SL), whereas at higher temperatures hatching length was ~7.5 mm (Peck et al., 2012). This underlines that the length group 5–9 mm TL delineated in our study is considered adequately representing pre-feeding stages. In general, larval size at first active feeding is considered to vary on the herring population level (Blaxter and Hempel, 1963). According to this, literature reports differ regionally. Examples include North Sea winter spawning (Downs) herring that are reported to start feeding at 10–11 mm (Rosenthal and Hempel, 1970); North Sea spring-spawning (Clyde) herring exhaust their yolk with SL 10 mm (Batty, 1984) and start feeding at 8–11 mm (Blaxter, 1968); WBSS herring begins exogenous feeding at 8.6 mm (Kierboe et al., 1985). Since larvae in our study were measured in TL according to the standards of the N20 larval index assessment, the size range chosen representing first-feeding stages is considered to correspond to observations of those earlier studies. Whether larval length at hatch affects growth and early life stage mortality is subject of some controversy. Based on laboratory experimentation, Gefen (2002) concludes that smaller, earlier hatched larvae display similar growth than larger, later hatched larvae. A possible explanation might be that they experience a longer adaptation phase to active feeding encountering suitable prey while still consuming their yolk reservoir (Gefen, 2002). Although the above studies outline important parameters for larval herring growth, we can still not explain the reason for the existence of an early cohort spawned in Greifswald Bay. Potentially this might be linked to behavioural aspects of spawning adults but this must remain subject of further research.

The significance of our findings on larval recruitment dynamics of western Baltic herring is twofold:

(i) the interannual variability of pre-feeding larvae abundance explains the majority of the N20cGWB and 1 – wr index variability;

(ii) the pronounced contribution of the second hatching cohort to herring survival underlines the importance of survival bottlenecks before yolk-sac consumption since the particular length class of 5–9 mm (TL) larvae represent predominantly pre-feeding stages. At the same time, the minor contribution of the earlier hatching cohort points on the potential significance of a second bottleneck period related to the availability of food during the critical period which might be limited before the spring plankton bloom.

Correlative time-series analyses of larval abundance are not suitable to explain the explicit mechanisms of early life stage
mortality. However, it can well be used as the baseline to precisely direct research to particular development stages and cohorts important for reproductive success. This will fuel further research on the drivers of early life stage mortality and indicates the need to increase research efforts on spawning ecology and egg development of WBSS herring.
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The Greifswalder Bodden (GWB) is considered to be the most important spawning and nursery area for the western Baltic spring-spawning herring. However, the biotic and abiotic reasons for this are still unclear. Consequently, we investigated larval growth conditions in the GWB and in the Kiel Canal (KC), another nursery and spawning area of Baltic herring. We investigated prey quantity and quality (copepod abundance and essential fatty acid (EFA) concentration) as well as biochemically derived growth rates and fatty acid content of larval herring in spring 2011. A significant correlation between larval growth and larval EFA concentration could be observed in the GWB. The highest growth rates and EFA concentrations in the larval herring coincided with high food quality. Compensating effects of food quality on food quantity and vice versa could be observed in both the GWB and the KC. While larval growth rates in the KC were high early in the season, highest growth rates in the GWB were achieved late in the season. In conclusion, neither area was superior to the other, indicating similar growth conditions for larval herring within the region.

Keywords: DHA, EPA, essential fatty acids, food quality, growth, prey density.

Introduction

Early life stages are crucial for the determination of year-class strengths. A hundred years ago, Hjort (1914) already hypothesised that large numbers of suitable prey items during the stage of first feeding are responsible for good recruitment in marine fish stocks. This has been the basis of recruitment research ever since, and his hypothesis was continually refined and supported by modelling, experimental, and field-workers alike (Rosenthal and Hempel, 1970; Cushing, 1974; Sinclair and Tremblay, 1984; Anderson, 1988; Sinclair, 1988; Currie and Roy, 1989; Cushing, 1990; Buckley and Durbin, 2006). However, it is still not possible to reliably predict recruitment simply based on biotic and abiotic parameters. Hence, other uninvestigated or only rarely investigated factors seem to play an important role as well.

Although the strong effects of food quality on larval rearing are well known from aquaculture as well as experimental work, this issue is mostly neglected in field studies. In particular, the effect of essential fatty acid (EFA) supply on the performance of marine fish larvae is well documented in experiments. Total amounts of docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) and eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) as well as their ratio, along with arachidonic acid affect development, growth, and survival of marine larval fish (Mourente et al., 1991; Bell et al., 1995; Furuita et al., 1998; Copeman et al., 2002; Van Anholt et al.,...
2004; Cutts et al., 2006; Copeman and Laurel, 2010). These dietary components are mainly synthesized by the phytoplankton and subsequently transferred to higher trophic levels. Therefore, the basic EFA pattern in marine foodwebs is determined by the planktonic primary producers. Two of the most important and widespread phytoplankton classes, diatoms and dinoflagellates, differ basically in their EFA ratios. Diatoms are rich in EPA and poor in DHA, while dinoflagellates provide high amounts of DHA and substantially less EPA (Dalgaard et al., 2003). The relative amount of EPA is also higher in the exponential growth phase of the phytoplankton (e.g. during a spring bloom) when cell division occurs frequently and decreases as it reaches the growth plateau when storage lipids then accumulate (Morris, 1981; Kattnet et al., 1983; Falk-Petersen et al., 1998). Within certain ranges, i.e. physiologically possible or tolerable limits, the EFA concentration of the fish larvae’s food is determined by the phytoplankton. Significantly improved growth was observed in larval cod fed with copepod nauplii originating from adult copepods grown on dinoflagellates when compared with a diatom-based diet (St John et al., 2001). Malzahn et al. (2007a) were also able to show nutritional effects that travelled up the food chain to larval fish. Since the total EFA concentration as well as the ratios between the different EFAs can differ strongly between habitats and during spring season, food quality is expected to vary for larval fish in space and time.

In current ICES stock assessment practice, Ruegen herring spawning in Greifswalder Bodden (GWB) is considered the major component for western Baltic spring-spawning herring. Oebert et al. (2009a) found a strong correlation between the number of 20 mm larvae within the GWB and the number of recruits found in the western Baltic Sea during hydroacoustic surveys in autumn. It is characteristic for spring-spawning herring in the Baltic Sea to seek low saline, shallow coastal, and protected habitats for spawning like the GWB, the KC, or the Schlei Fjord (Neh, 1952; Weber, 1971; Aneer et al., 1983; Aneer, 1989; Biester, 1989a). Höök et al. (2008) were able to show that nursery conditions for larval herring were better in coastal sheltered areas by judging the quality of the different habitats based on the RNA/DNA ratios of larval herring and the RNA content of Eurytemora affinis, an important larval herring food source (Schnack, 1972).

In the light of the apparent dominance of the GWB as a herring spawning ground, the question arises as to what the particular qualitative differences are between this major spawning ground and the many other qualitatively less important spawning grounds, such as the Kiel Canal (KC). In contrast to the natural habitat of the GWB, the KC is an artificial inland waterway. Despite the obvious differences between GWB and the KC, they have important hydrological features in common; for example, high nutrient load, no anoxia due to a well-mixed water column, and low salinity. The latter is especially important in order for a spawning ground to be suitable for Baltic herring. The question remains if both areas are similarly suitable as nursery grounds for herring hatchings.

The principle of using RNA/DNA ratios as an indicator of condition is based on the assumption that the DNA content of a cell is constant, while the RNA content varies with the nutritional condition of the cell. The RNA/DNA ratio is a well-established biochemical method to determine the condition of fish larvae (Clemmesen, 1994; Caldarone et al., 2003; Malzahn et al., 2007b; Grote et al., 2012; Meyer et al., 2012). Standardizing the RNA/DNA ratios (Caldarone et al., 2006) and using a multispecies fish larvae growth model allows for the calculation of instantaneous growth rates for a comparative approach (Buckley et al., 2008). An increase in EFAs, especially in DHA, in the diet of laboratory-reared cod larvae was reflected in an increase in larval growth using this method (St John et al., 2001).

Based on our observations that larval growth is affected by food quality in experimental work and that the GWB potentially provides more recruits than other spawning areas of the western Baltic spring-spawning herring, we defined the following two hypotheses: (i) food quality as determined by concentrations of EFAs significantly affects larval growth in situ, and (ii) the GWB provides better nutritional conditions for larval growth than the KC. To test this, we analysed and compared food quantity and quality in terms of DHA and EPA and investigated larval growth, based on larval RNA/DNA ratios, as well as DHA and EPA concentration of larval herring simultaneously from the GWB and KC.

### Material and methods

#### Sampling

Herring larvae (Clupea harengus L.) were sampled along with mesozooplankton and abiotic parameters to compare the growth conditions of larval herring in different spawning sites. One sampling site was located in the KC at a station 15 km inland from the open Baltic Sea (ICES Subdivision 22; Figure 1a), whereas the other sampling site was located in the GWB (ICES Subdivision 24; Figure 1b). All samples were collected between April and June 2011 during the seasonal occurrence of larval herring.

Herring larvae were sampled with a bongo net (60 cm diameter, 335 and 500 µm mesh size, respectively) that was heaved in an oblique haul. All larvae were frozen on board within 30 min of the haul. Before further analysis, larval standard length was measured to the lower 0.1 mm and freeze-dried for 24 h using a freeze drier (CHRIST ALPHA 1–4 LSC). Thereafter, the larvae were weighed to the nearest 0.1 µg (SARTORIUS microbalance SC2). The prey field was sampled with a WP2-net (200 µm mesh size) that was...
hauled once vertically from 3 m above the bottom to the surface in the KC, and from 1 m above the ground in the GWB.

Mesozooplankton abundance
The mesozooplankton samples, conserved with 4% formaldehyde, were separated in a plankton divider (Kott, 1953) up to the point where at least 100 individuals of the most abundant copepod species were available in the section that was counted. All copepods were determined to the species level where possible, although for Acartia species, some remained classified at the genus level.

Fatty acids
Fatty acids (FA) were measured as FA methyl esters by gas chromatography slightly modified after Malzahn et al. (2007a, b). Lipids were extracted with dichloromethane/methanol (vol. 2:1) for a minimum of 72 h at −80°C. After the extraction, larvae were removed and stored in a desiccator to vaporize the adhering dichloromethane/methanol. Copepod samples were treated similarly, but with an additional 30 min of ultrasound bath after the 72 h extraction at −80°C.

RNA/DNA analysis
For better comparability of the RNA/DNA ratio and the EFA concentration of the larvae, RNA/DNA ratio and FA were measured in the same larval individuals. This was possible by first defatting the herring larvae and then homogenizing the defatted carcass for the RNA/DNA analysis according to Clemmesen (1993) and Belchier et al. (2004). For both analyses, complete larvae were used. Therefore, the ratio determined is a whole larva respond neglecting the fact that different tissue types respond differently to changes in food availability (Olivar et al., 2009). Some modifications were necessary because of the increased elasticity of the larvae due to the missing lipids. The cells of the defatted larvae were homogenized in three steps: (i) freeze-dried larvae were placed in a cell mill for 15 min together with different sized glass beads (diameter 2.0 and 0.17–0.34 mm), (ii) supersonic treatment in Tris–sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) buffer (Tris 0.05 mol l⁻¹, NaCl 0.01 mol l⁻¹, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 0.01 mol l⁻¹, SDS 0.01%), and (iii) larvae together with buffer and glass beads were placed in the cell mill for 15 min. Then, the homogenate was centrifuged at 3829 g (6800 rpm) at 0°C for 8 min (Sigma Laboratories Centrifuge 3–18k). A combined fluorometric measurement of RNA and DNA in the homogenate in a microtiter fluorescence reader (Labsystems, Fluoroscan Ascent) followed. Next, RNase was added to the samples to digest the RNA (30 min at 32°C) and the remaining DNA was measured. The difference of the sum of total nucleic acids and the remaining DNA was assigned to be RNA. By using the calibration curve fitted to the standard measurements (23s r RNA Boerhinger), the amount of RNA was calculated. The RNA calibration was repeated every measurement day. The DNA concentrations were calculated using the relationship between RNA and DNA described by Le Pecq and Paoletti (1966) with a slope ratio of 2.2 for DNA to RNA.

Growth calculation
Larval instantaneous growth rates were calculated according to Buckley et al. (2008). The best-fit multispecies growth model that was chosen for further calculation was:

\[ G_i = 0.0145 \times sRD + 0.0044 \times (sRD \times T) - 0.078, \]

where \( G_i \) is the instantaneous growth rate, \( sRD \) the standardized RNA/DNA ratio (Caldarone et al., 2006), and \( T \) the temperature at the given date. Results have to be interpreted in the way that a value of 0 would mean no growth at all and a value of 1 would be a doubling of the weight of the larva per day.

Estimation of larval herring production in both nursery areas
To gain a rough estimation of the larval herring production of the KC and the GWB to relate the productivity of both systems, available larval abundance data (n m⁻³) from the whole season were used to calculate the median of larval herring abundance. For the GWB (area: 512 km²), abundance data of 36 stations were available and used to get the best approximation possible. Analyses of larval growth as well as chlorophyll \( a \) data from four stations in the GWB have shown limited spatial variability (Paulsen et al., in prep.), indicating comparable conditions within the system. Owing to logistic

Figure 2. GWB. Error bars indicate standard deviations. (i) Instantaneous growth rate \( G_i \) of larval herring and copepodid abundance per cubic metre over time. (ii) DHA concentration of larval herring and copepods over time. (iii) EPA concentration in larval herring and in copepods over time. Different letters besides the data points denote significant differences.
constraints, only a single sampling station was analysed in the KC with the assumption that this is representative for the relatively small nursery area (area: 6 km²). The median of larval abundance was multiplied by the volume of water of the spawning sites. The value of the GWB was then divided by the KC’s value to relate both areas. Since the sampling sites from which abundance data were used are spread over the whole area of the GWB, the whole water volume of the GWB was used for calculation. However, in the KC, only ~40 km of the total area is used for spawning and this was accounted for in the calculation.

Silica and chlorophyll $a$ concentrations
Silica as well as chlorophyll $a$ concentrations were analysed according to Grasshoff et al. (1999).

Statistics
Statistical analyses were performed using the statistic software package STATISTICA (version 6). The data were checked for normal distribution and homogeneity of variances using the Shapiro–Wilk and the Levene tests. When variances were heterogeneous, data were transformed by extracting the cube and fourth root, respectively. To check between sampling days, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted and a Tukey honestly significant difference (HSD) test was used for post hoc comparison. Linear regressions were performed to test for effects of larval EFA on larval growth. To test for differences between the two habitats, the season was split into two time windows, where drastic changes in prey availability and larval growth were observed. Larval growth rates, larval and copepod EFA concentration, as well as copepod abundance within each time window and region were pooled. Thereafter, the different parameters were tested with a $t$-test between the two regions.

Results
Greifswalder Bodden
The mesozooplankton assemblage of the GWB consisted mainly of copepods. *Acartia* spp. was the dominant genus until 25 May, contributing 60–80% to the copepodid community. The strong increase in prey abundance on 1 June was driven by increasing *Eurytemora* abundance. This species contributed 70% of the copepodids on that day. Thereafter, the contribution of *Eurytemora* decreased strongly and *Acartia* became dominant again on 15 June (97% of all copepodids).

In the GWB, instantaneous growth rates of larval herring followed the copepodid abundance (Figure 2i). An exception was the time window between 1 and 15 June, when growth remained constantly on a high level despite an approximate halving in prey abundance. Prey DHA concentration increased significantly between 4 and 18 May (ANOVA, Tukey HSD, $p < 0.05$), which was reflected in the significantly increasing DHA concentration of the larvae (ANOVA, Tukey HSD, $p < 0.05$, Figure 2ii). Growth rates increased significantly on 1 June (ANOVA, Tukey HSD, $p < 0.01$) when prey abundance increased sixfold. However, not only growth rates increased, but also average larval standard length (Table 1). This affects larval growth rates, since during adequate growth conditions, larger larvae generally have higher growth rates than smaller ones (Clemmesen, 1994). While copepodid abundance decreased by 50% between 1 and 15 June, DHA concentration of the copepods showed an increasing trend and larval growth remained constant. Variance in growth and DHA concentration of the herring larvae was low when nutritional conditions were bad between 4 and 25 May. Although growth conditions in terms of prey abundance and copepod DHA concentration were similar between 18 May and 15 June, larval growth rates were significantly higher on 15 June. However, temperatures were 7°C higher on 8 June than on 11 May (Figure 8). The EPA concentration of the copepods increased similar to the DHA concentration between 27 April and 18 May. As a result, EPA concentrations increased in the larvae as well (Figure 2iii).
Kiel Canal

*Eurytemora* dominated the copepodite assemblage during late April and throughout May (90–100% of all copepodites sampled) in the KC. From late May on, *Acartia* dominated (70–80% of all copepods). Similar to the GWB, growth rates of larval herring followed prey abundance in the KC (Figure 3i). However, growth rates remained constant, even when prey abundance increased eightfold on 13 May. This occurred when DHA concentration of the copepods decreased significantly (ANOVA, Tukey HSD, \( p < 0.05 \)) and DHA of the larvae showed an increasing trend (Figure 3ii). Since larvae were larger on 13 May compared with 3 May (Table 2), a faster growth due to the increase in size would be expected. When food quantity abruptly became limited on 31 May, growth rates of the larvae decreased significantly. While DHA concentration in the larvae increased during the whole season (Figure 3ii), EPA remained constant after an initial increase (Figure 3iii).

**Comparison of both areas**

In the GWB, larval growth was significantly correlated with the DHA and EPA concentration in the larvae (\( p < 0.01 \), Figures 4 and 5). Highest growth rates were achieved at highest DHA and EPA concentrations in the larvae. When DHA and EPA concentrations in the copepods were highest on 18 May, larvae had the highest DHA and EPA concentrations and grew at the highest rates. In contrast to this, no significant correlation between DHA and larval growth was detected in the KC (Figure 6), though one between larval growth and EPA was found (Figure 7).

Over the whole season, chlorophyll \( a \) values were higher in the GWB when compared with the KC (Figures 8 and 9). Silica values were very low (<1 \( \mu \text{mol l}^{-1} \)) in the GWB until 11 May, when silica values started to recover (Figure 8). In contrast, silica values were above 21 \( \mu \text{mol l}^{-1} \) in the KC throughout the whole season (Figure 9).

As aforementioned, to better compare both habitats, the season was divided into two time windows according to drastic changes in prey availability and larval growth. The first time window reached from 27 April to 25 May, while the second one made up of two or three samplings from 31 May to 15 June, depending on the habitat. In contrast to significantly different prey abundances in both time windows (\( p < 0.05 \), Table 3), prey DHA concentration was only significantly different in the second time window (\( p < 0.05 \), GWB > KC, Table 3). In the first time window, larvae grew significantly faster in the KC, whereas growth rates were significantly higher in the GWB in the second time window (Table 4). This was true for all ontogenetic stages. Larval FA data were only available for the first time window. Contrary to larval growth rates, DHA and EPA concentrations were only significantly different in certain ontogenetic stages (Table 4). Yolk-sac larvae (<9 mm) had significantly higher DHA and EPA concentrations in the KC than larvae from the GWB. At first feeding, no differences could be detected, while EPA was significantly higher in pre-flexion larvae (11–14 mm) of the GWB. In post-flexion larvae, EPA as well as DHA were significantly higher in the GWB compared with the KC irrespective of the bad growth conditions in terms of prey abundance and prey EFA concentration during that time window.

**Discussion**

Though growth of fish larvae is dominantly affected by food availability and temperature, other factors such as salinity, oxygen, and the larva’s interactions with other organisms are known to be influencing factors (Clemmesen, 1994; Johnes, 2002). Furthermore, it is known from experimental work that food quality can also be an important factor (Copeman et al., 2002; Malzahn and Boersma, 2009). The present study shows that high food quality is able to compensate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>3 May</th>
<th>13 May</th>
<th>17 May</th>
<th>24 May</th>
<th>31 May</th>
<th>7 June</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>9.0 ± 1.1</td>
<td>11.1 ± 1.4</td>
<td>10.1 ± 2.0</td>
<td>12.5 ± 2.2</td>
<td>13.1 ± 1.5</td>
<td>18.6 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculation of the rough estimate of total larval production of the different spawning sites revealed a 24-fold higher production of larval herring in the GWB compared with the KC.
for low food quantity and vice versa for larval fish in the field. This can lead to constant growth rates in larval herring even when both parameters develop in opposing directions. Examples for these effects can be found on 15 June in the GWB and on 13 May in the KC. However, the increase in copepod DHA was relatively modest compared with the decrease in prey abundance on 15 June in the GWB, which leads to the assumption that other uninvestigated factors, for instance, essential amino acids, vitamins, sterols (Cahu et al., 2003), or abiotic factors, might have played a role in addition to the increase in DHA. A possible explanation for this compensatory effect is that the demand for essential components is assumed to be constant, depending on the developmental stage of the larva. When food quality decreases, the larva needs to capture more prey to accommodate this demand, which is an energy-consuming process. In addition, the EFA are needed as construction material and precursors to build-up neural tissue along with cell membranes and hormones (Sargent et al., 1999). Therefore, growth is limited when essential component supply is limited.

Although it is possible to compensate for nutritional value and food quantity to a certain extent, this does not necessarily happen. During the early season in the GWB, very low food quantity was coupled with extremely low food quality, and this led to very low growth rates. Variances in larval growth data were very small during this period, apart from the first date when yolk-sac larvae appeared who had not begun to externally feed. Growth of aquatic larval organisms is at least partly genetically determined (Meyer and Manahan, 2010), and slow-growing individuals may have an advantage when growth conditions are poor. Fast-growing individuals starve during bad feeding conditions leading to small variances in larval growth. In contrast, variance of larval growth is high when growth conditions are moderate or good (Houde, 1987; Voss et al., 2006). In this case, relatively slow- and fast-growing individuals occur simultaneously, although the fast-growing individuals may have an ecological advantage.

Growth of larval herring in the GWB increased significantly and remained on a constant high level from 1 June onwards. Here, different aspects might have played a role: first, food quantity increased strongly on 1 June, which enabled the larvae to take up more prey with a constant quality. Second, temperature increased more than 3°C between 25 May and 1 June. This enabled the larvae to take full advantage of the improved nutritional situation. Similarly, a temperature increase of 7°C is a possible reason for higher growth rates despite very similar food quality and quantity conditions between 18 May and 15 June.

We could show in the GWB that larval growth increases with increasing DHA and EPA concentration in the larvae. The highest DHA and EPA concentrations of the copepods were reflected in the
highest DHA and EPA concentrations of the larvae and both these concentrations were likely two important factors that led to the highest larval growth rates. Conversely, only larval EPA showed an effect on larval growth in the KC, while larval DHA did not affect larval growth in our correlation analysis. The reason for the pronounced effects of larval EFAs in the GWB and EPA in the KC is that the development of prey EFA was consistent while prey quantity remained constant over the course of several weeks consequently leading to an accumulation or dilution of EFA in the larvae. In the KC, no correlation between larval DHA and their growth rates existed. Here, high food quality was offset by low food quantity, and vice versa, and this might have been a reason for the very similar DHA values found in the larvae over a 4-week period. Nevertheless, prey DHA probably affected larval growth in the KC, for example, on 13 May, although the strong decrease in larval DHA did not lead to decreasing DHA concentrations in the larvae themselves due to high prey quantities. St John and Lund (1996) showed that it takes 13 days until larval cod EAs were in equilibrium with the prey. However, this is just the complete effect on the FA in the larvae themselves, and not related to larval growth. The larvae are not able to take up EFA selectively, but depend on the composition delivered by the food. FAs in the larvae change successively, starting at the point when food with a different FA composition is taken up. As a result, the larvae are able to grow faster when more essential components are delivered, leading to an up-regulating of their RNA content. Contrary to their FA metabolism, larval growth is actively regulated since they are able to build-up and catabolize RNA actively. Though we suppose that this is an ongoing process, we expect a detectable time delay between the DHA concentration of the prey and larval growth of ~3–4 days at the latest, according to experimental data regarding the time delay in herring larvae facing different prey quantities (Clemmensen, 1994). However during short time frames, significant effects in larval DHA are expected only when prey quality changes strongly. Even when the effect of a changing food quality or quantity on larval DHA is not significant yet, the process is nonetheless ongoing. This could explain the constancy of larval growth and EFA during adequate growth conditions in the KC, because contrary developments of EFA in the prey and prey abundance were occurring. Additionally, other parameters not investigated in this study influence larval growth, for instance, essential amino acids and sterols. In both areas, Acartia spp. as well as Eurytemora were by far the most dominant copepod genera. Interestingly, in both habitats, the highest abundances were reached by Eurytemora. Schnack (1972) as well as Donner (2006) and Busch (1996) showed that both genera in all developmental stages (nauplii, copepodids, and adults) are the preferred prey items of larval herring in the estuarine habitats Schlei Fjord, KC, and GWB. The different concentrations of especially DHA in the prey between both areas are likely due to differences in the taxonomic composition of the primary producers. In the KC, Chlorophyceae dominate the spring bloom while diatoms are negligible (A. Stuhr, pers. comm.). This is supported by high silica values over the season, because silica is an essential nutrient for diatoms and therefore is decreasing in the water column during a diatom bloom. Chlorophyceae are known to be DHA poor (Dalsgaard et al., 2003). However, substantial amounts of DHA and EPA could be detected in the copepods of the KC. A possible explanation for this might be trophic upgrading by protists, as shown by Klein Breteler et al. (1999). The underlying process is the elongation of HUFA precursors which leads to the synthesis of EPA and DHA. In contrast to the Chlorophyceae-dominated KC, diatoms are the major phytoplankton taxon during the spring bloom in the GWB until the depletion of nutrients, and flagellates start to take over (Edler, 2008). Diatoms are a DHA-poor taxa, while dinoflagellates are rich in this EPA (Dalsgaard et al., 2003). The extremely low silica values at the beginning of our sampling period indicate a constant uptake of silicate by diatoms. From the middle of May onwards, silica values started to recover strongly and remain on a high level thereafter which might indicate the succession from diatoms to dinoflagellates. The increasing DHA values of the copepods also support this assumption.

Interestingly, yolk-sac larvae from the KC grew significantly faster and had a significantly higher DHA as well as EPA concentration than in the GWB. Therefore, maternal effects in terms of increased levels of EFAs in the eggs seem to influence not only hatching rate (Navas et al., 1997; Pickova et al., 1997), but also larval growth, at least in the early phase when larvae do not feed yet. A possible explanation for the different EFA concentrations and growth rates in the yolk-sac larvae is that the females from both areas fed on different quality food. Izquierdo et al. (2001) concluded in their review that the amount of DHA in the eggs partly depends on the diet of the females.

Mesozooplankton samples in the KC were taken only on one station. But since the same succession of copepods has been observed in the KC since 2005, a single haul could be argued to be representative for observing prey field development in this area. In the GWB, similar patterns in larval growth rates were observed between 2010 and 2012 (data not shown), which indirectly shows that similar succession patterns of the prey field occur in the GWB interannually. The prey field was sampled over the whole water

Table 3. Results from t-tests between prey quantity and quality of GWB and KC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>27 April–25 May</th>
<th>31 May–15 June</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prey abundance</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05; KC &gt; GWB</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05; GWB &gt; KC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% DHA</td>
<td>p &gt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05; GWB &gt; KC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% EPA</td>
<td>p &gt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &gt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Results from t-tests of larval herring originating in GWB and KC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&lt;9 mm</th>
<th>9–11 mm</th>
<th>11–14 mm</th>
<th>&gt;14 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001; KC &gt; GWB</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001; KC &gt; GWB</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001; KC &gt; GWB</td>
<td>p &gt; 0.05; KC &gt; GWB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GII</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001; GWB &gt; KC</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001; GWB &gt; KC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% DHA</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05; KC &gt; GWB</td>
<td>p &gt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &gt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01; GWB &gt; KC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% EPA</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05; KC &gt; GWB</td>
<td>p &gt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01; GWB &gt; KC</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01; GWB &gt; KC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The length classes reflect different ontogenetic stages of the larvae: yolk-sac (<9 mm), first feeding (9–11 mm), pre-flexion (11–14 mm), and post flexion (>14 mm). The season is divided into two time windows, according to drastic changes in prey availability and larval growth in both habitats. GI and DHA and EPA are results from time window 1, reaching from 27 April to 25 May, while GII shows results from time window 2, 31 May to 15 June. Larval FA data to test exist only from time window 1, these results are shown.
column, and it was not distinguished between prey quantity and prey availability. Copepods tend to accumulate in patches, e.g. in fine layers close to the thermocline. However, both areas, GWB and KC, are well mixed due to very shallow waters in the GWB (5.6 m in depth on average) or heavy shipping traffic for the KC. Though it is not expected that patchiness does not occur in these areas, it might be reduced due to the strong mixing. Since larval growth data from both areas follow quite well the observed prey field development, we are confident that our method is reliable to describe prey field development in our investigation areas. According to Schnack (1972), prey biomass of 14 mm estuarine western Baltic herring larvae consisted of 90% copepods and adults, and only 10% of nauplii. At least at the first-feeding stage, it is expected that the larvae feed on nauplii and protists. However, because most of the analysed larvae were beyond that stage, it is assumed that samples taken with 200 μm mesh size sufficiently describe prey field conditions for estuarine larval herring.

In the KC, prey abundance was significantly higher and larval growth rates were significantly higher compared with the GWB up until 25 May. As the season proceeded, however, in the GWB, the larvae experienced favourable growth conditions with significantly higher prey abundance and DHA concentration of the prey that led to significantly higher growth rates than in the KC. In contrast, the KC growth conditions worsened late in the season due to a strong decline in prey abundance. Interestingly, at least in recent years, this pattern of larval growth conditions seems to be typical for both nursery areas. The time-series of the KC (Catriona Clemmesen, GEOMAR) shows the same trend in prey field succession since 2005 (Donner, 2006; Peschutter, 2008; Paulsen, 2010), indicating that recruits from the KC originate mainly from early in the season. In contrast, data from the GWB time-series (Institute of Baltic Sea Fisheries) revealed that the late season provided the most recruits in recent years (Polte et al., 2014). At this time, growth rates of the larvae were also highest. Since predators selectively prey upon slow growing larvae (Takasuka et al., 2003), larval growth data in the present study support the recruitment data mentioned above. Our results are also consistent with calculations by Houde (1987) where even relatively small changes in growth rates can lead to strongly increased mortality in larval Atlantic herring.

Since no strong differences in larval growth conditions of both areas could be detected, there have to be other reasons for the potential importance of the GWB as a nursery area (Oeberst et al., 2009b). The rough estimate of total production of both GWB and KC showed that the GWB produced 24 times as many larvae as the KC did. Although our sampling site in the KC is at the edge of the main spawning area and the true production is probably higher than the calculated one, results indicate that a possible reason for the importance of the GWB as a nursery area is simply a size effect. Since the volume of water used for spawning of the GWB is 41 times larger than that of the KC, this is tenable. This would also mean that while the KC may provide more recruits per cubic metre of water available, in absolute numbers, the GWB is superior to the KC. We are well aware that this is a very rough estimate and not a precise calculation, but it does provide one possible reason for the GWB’s importance.

In conclusion, we found support for our first hypothesis that food quality significantly affects larval fish growth in situ. Food quality was able to compensate food quantity effects, and vice versa. However, our second hypothesis that the GWB generally provides better nutritional conditions for larval herring than other nursery areas in this region do was rejected. Therefore, we propose that other factors, like habitat size, might be the reason for the great importance of the GWB as a nursery area for the western Baltic spring-spawning herring.
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Individual growth history of larval Atlantic mackerel is reflected in daily condition indices
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We tested the hypothesis that faster-growing Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus) larvae generally achieve better feeding success than their slower-growing counterparts. Feeding success and growth were derived from the analysis of gut content and otolith microstructure of larvae from four cohorts (1997–2000) from the southern Gulf of St Lawrence. We observed a high degree of serial correlation in otolith growth (OG) from hatching, suggesting that events occurring early in life have long-standing effects on future growth potential. The diet of fast-growing individuals was dominated by large prey, such as cladocerans and fish larvae (including conspecifics), while slow-growing larvae foraged primarily on smaller copepod naupliar stages. Both feeding success (stomach content) and an index of condition (body depth) were positively correlated with OG, and these relationships explained approximately three times more variance in mackerel than in larval radiated shanny (Ulvia subbifurcata) of similar size. Relationships linking age-dependent scores of body depth to feeding success and growth were ≏3.5–4 times stronger than those based on length-dependent indices, suggesting that differences in energy allocation during early ontogeny may play a significant role in determining an individual’s capacity to cope with variations in feeding conditions.

Keywords: feeding, growth, larval fish, otolith microstructure, Scomber scombrus, stomach content.

Introduction

The availability of adequate prey during the early larval stage is considered one of the main sources of year-class fluctuations in marine fish populations (Hjort, 1914; Cushing, 1990; Houde, 2008). It is widely accepted that poor feeding success leads to increased larval mortality through suboptimal growth (Anderson, 1988), as slow-growing individuals generally suffer higher vulnerability to predation (e.g. Miller et al., 1988; Takasuka et al., 2003) for an extended period (e.g. Chambers and Leggett, 1987). However, despite being a key assumption of the growth-survival paradigm, the link between feeding success and growth at the individual level remains poorly characterized in the field (Dower et al., 2009). The main problem when linking feeding and growth in larvae captured at sea is that both vital rates are not sampled on the same temporal scale. Feeding success is estimated from stomach content, representing at most the last few hours of foraging before capture (e.g. Llopiz and Cowen, 2008), while growth derived from otolith microstructure integrates events experienced during the days before capture (e.g. Pepin et al., 2001).

Despite the temporal resolution mismatch between stomach content and otolith microstructure, a positive relationship linking feeding success to growth is to be expected. The strong serial correlation usually found in larval daily growth trajectories (Pepin et al., 2001; Dower et al., 2009) implies that events
experienced early in life may drive future survival potential. Hence, the Markov chain of successful feeding events resulting in a fast growth trajectory would strongly depend on initial feeding success and the capacity of individuals to overcome the influence of environmental variability and stochasticity. Fast-growing individuals could in turn achieve large size-at-age, high swimming performance, and ultimately high feeding success through a positive feedback loop. Atlantic mackerel (*Scomber scombrus*) is an ideal candidate species for testing retroactive mechanisms linking feeding success to growth: the larval stage is characterized by fast yet variable growth, and intra-cohort cannibalism implies that the fastest-growing individuals rapidly acquire the ability to prey on their smaller siblings (Robert et al., 2008). The latter characteristic likely explains the strong selection for fast growth usually occurring throughout the larval stage (Robert et al., 2007).

A previous study by Robert et al. (2009) revealed relationships linking feeding success and growth performance to preferred prey availability in first-feeding Atlantic mackerel larvae. Both feeding success and growth increased exponentially at a decreasing rate until reaching satiation at a density of \( \sim 1 \mu g C l^{-1} \) of their preferred *Pseudocalanus* sp. nauplii prey. The similarity of both relationships provided direct evidence for food limitation during the first-feeding stage and indirect evidence for the assumed link between larval growth and feeding success. In the present study, we provide a direct test to the expected relationship linking growth performance with feeding success. Non-parametric local density estimators (Pepin et al., 1999; Dower et al., 2009) are used to assess correlation among individual age-dependent percentile scores of larval states (body length, depth at anus, stomach content, growth). Furthermore, we contrast early life strategy of Atlantic mackerel to that of radiated shanny (*Ulvaria subbifurcata*) described by Dower et al. (2009).

### Material and methods

#### Field methods

Mackerel larvae (standard length 3–18 mm) were sampled from July to mid-August in four consecutive years (1997–2000) during weekly one-day (16:00–24:00 h) surveys offshore of the Magdalen Islands, southern Gulf of St Lawrence (Robert et al., 2009). Sampling methods for mackerel larvae and zooplankton are detailed in Robert et al. (2007, 2008). Briefly, the sampler consisted of a rectangular metal frame carrying four plankton nets deployed in a double-oblique tow pattern (\( \sim 20 \) min duration at a ship speed of \( \sim 1.3 \) m s\(^{-1}\)): two 750-\( \mu \)m mesh nets captured fish larvae, while two 64-\( \mu \)m mesh cylindrical nets sampled mesozooplankton. Temperature and depth profiles were obtained from a Vemco Minilog™ probe set on the frame. Mackerel larvae were preserved in 95% ethanol for further otolith analyses, while mesozooplankton collected in the 64-\( \mu \)m mesh nets was fixed in a 4% formalin seawater solution. The standard lengths of preserved larvae were measured in the laboratory under the dissecting microscope and converted into fresh standard length using the regression equation provided by Migoya (1989). Stratified subsamples of mackerel larvae were then used for the assessment of growth and feeding success by randomly selecting individuals from predetermined length classes in each year. Over the 4 years of sampling, both feeding and growth patterns were evaluated in 516 larvae.

The analysis of larval stomach content is detailed in Robert et al. (2008). In summary, the digestive tract of each mackerel

![Figure 1](http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org/)

**Figure 1.** (a) Length (bandwidth = 0.75 d), (b) total carbon of prey per stomach (bandwidth = 1.45 d), and (c) number of prey per stomach (bandwidth = 1.95 d) in relation to otoliths estimated age of Atlantic mackerel larvae. Solid lines indicate the 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th, and 90th percentiles of the distribution of observations based on non-parametric local density estimation.
larva was dissected under a stereoscopic microscope and each prey item was measured and identified to the lowest taxonomic level possible. Carbon content of each prey item was estimated using specific length-weight relationships (Robert et al., 2008). For larval fish prey, tissue degradation due to rapid digestion often prevented the precise measurement of standard length. Because most identifiable larval fish prey were newly hatched Atlantic mackerel (Robert et al., 2008), we adopted a conservative approach and considered the mean hatching size of mackerel (3.5 mm) to attribute a carbon value (5.168 µg C) to these digested prey.

Larval age and somatic growth trajectory were estimated from the number and width of otolith daily growth increments (Robert et al., 2007). Sagittal otoliths were mounted on slides using Crystalbound® thermoplastic cement, and polished with 3M® 30 and 3 µm metallurgical lapping films when needed. Otolith microstructure was assessed using an optical microscope (×1000) connected to an Image-Pro Plus® image analysing system with a digital camera.

Data analysis
We used non-parametric local density estimators (Davison and Hinkley, 1997) to describe the change in variability in larval state (i.e. length, growth, feeding) with age. Details of the approach are outlined by Pepin et al. (1999). Briefly, the method provides a locally weighted estimate of the cumulative probability distribution (CDF) of observations as a function of a covariate x (such as length or age) and surrounding observations using kernel smoothing. In our analysis, the weighting function is \( w(d) = e^{-d^2} \), where \( d = |x_i - x|/b \), and b is a bandwidth parameter which describes how far “local” extends. We determined the value of b by cross-validation: we deleted each observation in turn, used the rest of the data to predict the deleted observation, computed the sum of squared differences of the residuals for all observations, then chose the value of b that minimized this sum. This was possible because of the large number of observations in our dataset, which produced a relatively smooth change in the CDF of variables in relation to age using cross-validation (i.e. the CDF was not over fit, which can happen when data are scarce or widely separated, as was encountered by Dower et al. (2009) who had to specify a bandwidth of 2.5 d). Relative to most generalized linear models, this approach has the advantage of making no assumptions about the underlying age- or length-dependence of the variance structure. Hence, the states [i.e. gut content, body length, body depth, and otolith growth (OG)] of each individual can be described in terms of age- or length-dependent percentile scores, providing relative indices of larval “performance” standardized over a uniform distribution ranging from 0 to 1.

Results
Length increased monotonically with age with some indication of an accelerating rate of increase in older larvae (Figure 1a). The scatter (i.e. the difference between the 10th and 90th percentiles of Atlantic mackerel larvae (black circles). In (a) – (c), the proportion of stomachs with zero contribution of each prey type for each 10th percentile score interval of length-at-age is represented by the grey diamonds and dashed line referenced to the right axis. In (d), solid lines indicate the 10th, 30th, 50th, 70th, and 90th percentiles of the distribution of observations based on non-parametric local density estimation.
of the distribution) increased significantly from 1.34 mm in 2-d-old larvae to \( \approx 6 \) mm in 20-d-old larvae. Percentile scores of length-at-age \([P(\text{length}|\text{age})]\) were very weakly and negatively correlated with water temperature at capture \((r = -0.28, p < 0.001)\).

Only 21 of the 516 mackerel larvae (4.1%) had empty stomachs. Total stomach carbon content followed a non-linear relationship with age (Figure 1b). The logarithm of scatter was relatively constant with age. Deviations of percentile scores from the median did not show evidence of a strong diurnal pattern in feeding success. Percentile scores of total stomach carbon content at age \([P(\text{carbon}|\text{age})]\) were weakly and negatively correlated with water temperature at capture \((r = -0.16, p < 0.001)\). The maximum number of prey per stomach also increased with age (Figure 1c). While the median increased only slightly from 8 prey in 2-d-old larvae to 11 prey in 20-d-old larvae, the 90th percentile increased from \( \approx 20 \) to \( \approx 50 \) prey over the same age interval (Figure 1c).

The calanoid copepods \textit{Pseudocalanus} sp. and \textit{Temora} sp., cladocerans, and fish larvae were found in 62, 35, 34, and 30% of stomachs, respectively. Together, these four prey categories accounted for an average proportion of 0.68 of prey found in mackerel stomachs (median = 0.77, s.d. = 0.29; interquartile range: 0.5–0.91). The contribution of \textit{Pseudocalanus} sp. to the total carbon was largely independent of the percentile score of length-at-age, although the relative frequency of individuals found without this prey item increased slightly in larger-at-age individuals (Figure 2a). In contrast, mackerel larvae that were small-at-age tended to have lower relative and absolute contributions of carbon from larval fish prey relative to individuals that were large-at-age (Figure 2b). Cladocerans were also more likely to be found in the stomachs of larger individuals at a given age, although no trend was observed between cladoceran carbon content and the percentile score of length-at-age when this prey taxon was found in the stomach (Figure 2c). The changes are reflected in the near doubling of the median average prey size of individuals that were large-at-age relative to the smallest individuals at age (Figure 2d).

Before growth analyses, we assessed the strength of the link between OG (distance from hatch mark to the edge) and standard length, as well as the potential decoupling between these two growth metrics with changes in environmental conditions (e.g. Folkvord et al., 2000). To address this issue, the linear relationship of length-at-age was first estimated \((L–A); L = 1.67 + 0.49 A, r = 0.87, p < 0.001; \text{Figure 1a})\). OG was then modelled in relation to standard length using non-linear least squares because of increasing variability in the former with increasing length \((\text{OG–L}); \text{OG} = -1.9 + 0.98 L^{1.55}, r = 0.96, p < 0.001; \text{Figure 3a})\). In the eventuality of decoupling between OG and standard length, the distribution of residuals of the OG–L relationship should differ between individuals with high and low growth rates (residuals from L–A). The residuals from the L–A relationship were not

**Figure 3.** (a) OG in relation to standard length. Closed symbols represent individuals with negative residuals from the linear length-at-age relationship (smaller at age); open symbols represent individuals with positive residual from the length-at-age relationship (larger at age). (b) Residuals from the otolith–length relationship plotted against the residuals of the length-at-age relationship.

**Figure 4.** Age-dependent serial correlation coefficient \((r, \text{value represented by the colour scale})\) of otoliths increment widths of Atlantic mackerel larvae. Forward lag is the number of daily increments after a given otolith increment.
independent of those from the OG–L relationship ($r = -0.28, p < 0.001, n = 516$; Figure 3b), indicating a small degree of decoupling between otolith and somatic growth in Atlantic mackerel. Slow-growing individuals were characterized by greater cumulative OG at length relative to younger individuals at the same length, though based on a relatively weak trend that accounts for less than 8% of the variance in residuals of the OG–L relationship.

We found strong serial correlation in growth of Atlantic mackerel, which tended to increase with age (Figure 4). The e-folding scale (time-scale for $r$ to decrease to the value of $1/e = 0.368$) was about 5 d in the youngest larvae and increased to 10 d or more when the larva reached ~1 week of age.

The percentile score of total carbon ingested by mackerel larvae [$P$(carbon|age)] was strongly correlated with length-at-age [$P$(length|age); $r = 0.48$, $p < 0.001$], whereas the relationship with the number of prey per stomach [$P$(number|age)] was much weaker ($r = 0.15$, $p < 0.001$; Figure 5). Overall, larger individuals at a given age were more likely to have a larger prey mass in their stomach; however, greater ingestion rate was achieved by feeding on larger organisms rather than on a greater number of smaller prey (Figure 2).

Except the youngest larval age class (1–5 d), the percentile score of total prey carbon at age was always positively correlated with increment width (Figure 6). The percentile score of the number of prey in the stomach at age was nearly uncorrelated with increment width, except the oldest larval age class (16–20 d) from the age of 10 d on (Figure 6b).

Body depth at anus, often used as an index of condition in larval fish, followed an allometric relationship with SL according to a power of 1.44, which was significantly greater than direct proportionality ($t = 60.3, p < 0.001$; Figure 7a). The age-dependent percentile score of body depth [$P$(body depth|age)] was strongly correlated with OG [$P$(OG|age); $r = 0.74$, $p < 0.001$] (Figure 7b). A weaker relationship between the age-dependent

---

**Figure 5.** Percentile score of (top panel) total prey carbon and (bottom panel) number of prey in relation to percentile score of length-at-age.

**Figure 6.** Age-specific correlation of otolith increment width with (a) percentile score of total prey carbon and (b) number of prey per stomach.
percentile score of body depth at anus $\mid$ total prey carbon ($r = 0.51$, $p < 0.001$) (not shown) was found, similar to that between prey carbon and length-at-age (Figure 5a). The length-dependent percentile score of body depth at anus ($P$[body depth$|$length]), a common index of condition that does not require ageing (Ferron and Leggett, 1994), was correlated with both OG at age ($r = 0.37$, $p < 0.001$) and total prey carbon at age ($r = 0.27$, $p < 0.001$), but not to length-at-age ($P$[length$|$age]; $r = -0.011$, $p > 0.2$).

Discussion

Although random events are likely to play some role in an individual's growth history, it is inevitable that fish larvae achieving good growth rely on some considerable degree of effective foraging rather than exclusively on good luck. A large body of literature supports the growth-survival paradigm that fast-growing individuals generally survive in a larger proportion relative to their slower-growing counterparts (e.g. Meekan and Fortier, 1996; Robert et al., 2007; Takasuka et al., 2007). A key assumption of the paradigm is that fast growth of these survivors is generally achieved through superior feeding (Anderson, 1988; Cushing, 1990). Variability in individual feeding success is mainly determined by the combination of individual differences in ability to capture prey and spatio-temporal variability in adequate prey availability. Our results clearly demonstrate that individuals achieving higher growth rate at a given age were generally those that foraged the most efficiently. Growth achieved on a given day was significantly correlated with indices of both short-term (stomach content) and long-term (depth at anus) feeding success. These findings are similar to those for radiated shanny (Dower et al., 2009), but the relationship between carbon stomach content and length-at-age explained approximately three times more variance in mackerel than in shanny. The percentile score of total prey carbon at age was always positively correlated with increment width past the first-feeding stage (Figure 6a). Moreover, the correlation coefficient increased with age, suggesting that an individual's past growth history becomes increasingly reflected in its ability to capture prey. The absence of correlation between the percentile score of the number of prey and increment width (Figure 6b) before the age of 16 d indicates that this retroaction loop is achieved by increasing prey size rather than prey number (Figure 2; Robert et al., 2008). In combination with the strong autocorrelation in OG (Figure 4), these results indicate that feeding success achieved by Atlantic mackerel at the onset of exogenous feeding can have long-lasting consequences to growth patterns, which may in turn determine the survival probability of an individual.

Feeding success is the outcome of the probabilities of encounter, attack, and capture, which is affected by both the environment (e.g. physical structure and dynamics, prey type) and individual ability related to morphological features and behaviour (Hunter, 1980; Buskey et al., 1993). Larvae of both Atlantic mackerel and radiated shanny emerge during early summer, when prey are generally abundant and the water column is stratified. Morphologically, mackerel larvae have a larger mouth than radiated shanny of the same length (Ware and Lambert, 1985; Pepin and Penney, 1997), thereby providing them with opportunities to feed on larger prey and which they take the advantage of by feeding on fish larvae at an early stage of their ontogeny (Ware and Lambert, 1985; Fortier and Villeneuve, 1996; Robert et al., 2008), whereas shanny feed almost exclusively on nauplii and copepodites of calanoid copepods (Dower et al., 2009; Young et al., 2010). These contrasting patterns of prey preference also suggest that mackerel may be considered an aggressive predator capable of pursuing and catching highly active prey. Dower et al. (2009) proposed that the feeding abilities of radiated shanny were probably limited, citing evidence from a decoupling of feeding patterns and reconstructed growth histories when shanny larvae were undergoing transitions from feeding on nauplii to copepodites. The results of the morphological and behavioural differences
between larvae of Atlantic mackerel and radiated shanny are apparent in the greater degree of autocorrelation of individual growth rates in the former relative to the latter (Figure 4; Dower et al., 2009). Effective predators are more likely to be able to maintain optimal growth rates relative to predators that are less efficient. Although we do not have information on the maximum feeding rates of Atlantic mackerel larvae, we know that under most circumstances radiated shanny do not achieve maximal feeding rates, with the majority of individuals achieving less than 50% of their maximum daily weight-specific consumption rate (Young et al., 2010). This would, in turn, affect their ability to maintain their growth rates and thereby lead to weaker autocorrelation as a result of day-to-day variations in feeding success relative to species that are more effective at achieving higher relative feeding rates, as may be the case for Atlantic mackerel. When the data from Young et al. (2010) are contrasted with this study, two features become apparent (Figure 8). First, there is less scatter (i.e. variance) in the data for Atlantic mackerel relative to radiated shanny; second, the amount of material found in stomachs of radiated shanny begins to level off at a length of \( \sim 7 \) mm, a size at which Atlantic mackerel increase the diversity of their prey and feed more extensively on cladocerans and fish larvae (Robert et al., 2008). Obligated fast growth resulting from intracohort cannibalism is likely the main factor explaining the high food intake observed throughout the larval and early juvenile stages of Atlantic mackerel. Extending similar analyses to other species would provide insight into interspecific differences in feeding ability if patterns of autocorrelation are shown to exhibit corresponding changes with immediate measures of state (e.g. stomach content).

Previous studies have demonstrated considerable evidence of decoupling between otolith and somatic growth in larval fish exposed to suboptimal feeding conditions (Secor and Dean, 1989, 1992; Campana, 1990; Folkvord et al., 2000). Under most circumstances, slow-growing individuals under poor feeding conditions have larger otoliths at length than do individuals with faster growth rates. Dower et al. (2009) were unable to find statistical significant evidence for this in radiated shanny, which seldom feeds at maximal rates (Young et al., 2010). Contrastingly, we found uncoupling in Atlantic mackerel, which have fuller stomachs than shanny at a given length, particularly in large individuals. In all instances, the contrast in the residuals from the OG–L relationship of fast- vs. slow-growing individuals, defined as their position relative to a length-at-age relationship, is generally small relative to the overall OG–L function but does indicate that some level of error would be incurred by using otolith size alone as an index of condition. Departures from a direct functional response in both otolith and somatic growth may be of little importance when contrasting age-dependent growth histories to assess the significance of selective mortality (Meekan and Fortier, 1996; Baumann et al., 2003) but the issue may be of particular consequence in attempting to reconstruct body size over time (Campana, 1990; Francis, 1990; Secor and Dean, 1992) as well as in the development of inferences between OG and feeding conditions. Such decoupling could result from a slower response in OG relative to somatic growth due to the deterioration in feeding conditions (Folkvord et al., 2000) or from a minimum level of OG occurring independent of a larva’s metabolic state (Secor and Dean, 1989, 1992). As a result, OG would be considered to have stronger serial correlation and thereby provide a reflection of the “average” conditions encountered by each larva, relative to somatic growth. The degree of decoupling will be the result of the sensitivity of growth rates to changes in ingestion rates as well as the magnitude of variations in feeding success among individuals. Given that we found less variation in stomach contents in Atlantic mackerel relative to radiated shanny but that we found greater evidence for decoupling between otolith and somatic growth rates, we can infer that differences in the sensitivity of these two physiological processes appear to be greater in mackerel.

One must be cautious about this interpretation, however, because this may also depend on the extent to which individuals achieve maximal feeding rates, which we know for radiated shanny (Bochdansky et al., 2008) but not for mackerel, and possibly as a result of differences in the functional relationship of otolith and somatic growth rates with ingestion rates, as suggested by Folkvord et al. (2000). If we assume that ingestion follows a Holling type II response relative to prey availability, the greatest rate of change in feeding rates occurs at low prey concentrations rather than at concentrations at which larvae can achieve maximal feeding rates. Thus, larvae in suboptimal feeding conditions would be more likely to exhibit variations in feeding success, and thereby greater decoupling between somatic and OG, than would individuals feeding near maximal ingestion rates. We have reason to believe, however, that the occurrence of suboptimal feeding conditions in our study is unlikely to influence our interpretation about the greater sensitivity of mackerel. Growth rates measured in this study are at the upper range of those measured by Ware and Lambert (1985) at average temperatures \( \sim 15 \)°C, and greater than those measured under laboratory conditions by Mendiola et al. (2007). This suggests that mackerel larvae from our study were feeding close to their maximal ingestion rates, whereas most of shanny larvae examined by Dower et al. (2009) were feeding well below 50% of their maxima (Young et al., 2010). Although previous studies have inferred that decoupling

![Figure 8. Comparison of total prey carbon per stomach in relation to length for Atlantic mackerel and radiated shanny. Data for radiated shanny are from Young et al. (2010) and represent the combined information from several years of sampling using protocols similar to those used in this study.](http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org/Downloadedfrom)
between otolith and somatic growth is the result of poor or rapid changes in feeding conditions, the contrast we note between radiated shanny, feeding at suboptimal rates, and Atlantic mackerel, likely feeding near their maximum rate, may indicate that taxonomic differences may also affect the link between these two indices of development.

Beyond approaches based on the analysis of otolith microstructure, the state or condition of larval fish has been evaluated using a variety of morphological, biochemical (e.g. nucleic acid ratios), and histochimical (e.g. liver, pancreatic or intestinal enzymes) indices (Ferron and Leggett, 1994; Gisbert et al., 2008). The value of each index in detecting subtle changes in the state of larvae depends on how much of an individual’s past is represented by changes in the metric(s). Although only otolith can provide an individual’s daily growth history, multivariate approaches based on morphometric measurements have often proven useful in interpreting the state of an individual, e.g. with elements related to body depth and/or girth frequently demonstrating a high degree of sensitivity to changes in feeding conditions (e.g. Lochmann and Ludwig, 2003; Morton, 2012). Our comparison of the percentile scores of anal body depth revealed moderate to strong relationships with age-dependent scores for growth rates and stomach contents, confirming the value of this simple morphometric index as a measure of an individual’s condition. More importantly, these relationships were ~3.5–4 times stronger than those based on length-dependent scores. This sharp contrast in the correspondence between the different metrics of state based on age- vs. size-dependent perspectives suggests that the history of individual larvae may play a significant role in determining the state of the animal at the time of capture. Developmental norms and ontogenetic events may largely follow weight- or length-dependent relationships (Ferron and Leggett, 1994) but variability around these norms can result in differential feeding abilities (Portt and Balon, 1984). Many processes in aquatic systems are well represented using size-dependent relationships, which has been exploited in attempts at generalizations (Houde, 1989; Pepin, 1991) as well as in modelling (e.g. Hufnagl and Peck, 1997), but these approaches have essentially overlooked how differences in the ontogenetic development of each individual might have varied and affected their capacity to cope with variations in feeding conditions. Studies of ontogenic events are generally qualitative (e.g. Baglole et al., 1997; He et al., 2012) but Morton (2012) suggested that differential energetic allocation during ontogeny explains some of the variations in growth among species based on a path model that aimed to predict larval body mass based on biochemical and histological variables. Although it is uncommon to consider variations in ontogenetic state in population studies of early life stages, it is important to bear in mind that such initiatives track organisms that are undergoing developmental events likely to have energetic consequences to an individual’s capacity to feed and avoid predators and that will also reflect its history.
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Mortality during winter can impact the population dynamics of fish at temperate latitudes. The red drum (Sciaenops ocellatus) supports valuable coastal fisheries throughout its range in the southeastern United States. At the northern edge of its distribution, severe winters may cause considerable overwinter loss and size-selective mortality among juveniles. We conducted a series of laboratory experiments to quantify overwinter survivorship of age 0 fish. To determine thermal tolerance, fish were exposed to various minima (1, 3, or 5°C) for up to 14 d. The effect of winter severity on survivorship was then evaluated by exposing fish to simulated cold-front events of varying frequency and duration. Body size was incorporated as a factor into each set of experiments. Age 0 red drum were intolerant of even brief exposure to temperatures \( \leq 3^\circ C \) and experienced mortality after prolonged exposure to 5°C.

Higher frequency of simulated cold-front events impacted survivorship more than longer-event duration, and recovery time between events improved survivorship. Size-dependent mortality was only evident for fish exposed to mild and moderate winter severity conditions, with larger fish surviving longer. For juvenile red drum, severe winters may cause high mortality independent of body size, whereas size-dependent year-class restructuring may occur during milder winters.
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Introduction

Overwinter mortality can represent an important process that shapes the population dynamics of fish at temperate latitudes, especially during early life. The association between autumn and spring abundance can often be disrupted during winter, an indication that year-class strength may not be established until after the first winter of life (Hurst and Conover, 1998; Michaletz, 2010). Many studies have noted decreased food availability in winter causing fish to exhaust energy reserves and starve (reviewed in Hurst, 2007). However, at extreme cold temperatures, the depletion of energy stores may no longer determine survival; rather, acute thermal stress can disrupt osmoregulatory function and be the primary cause of death (Hochachka, 1988; Belkovsuy et al., 1991; Johnson and Evans, 1996; McCollum et al., 2003).

Exposure to extended periods of extreme cold and the associated acute thermal stress may, in fact, account for much of the observed overwinter mortality for several important US Mid-Atlantic fish stocks (Malloy and Targett, 1991; Hurst and Conover, 1998; Lankford and Targett, 2001).

Winter mortality has often been found to be size-dependent, with the potential for lasting influences on cohort demographics. Small fish are generally hypothesized to be more vulnerable to overwinter starvation due to their higher relative energetic demands coupled with a reduced capacity for lipid storage (Post and Evans, 1989). In addition, smaller individuals may also be more susceptible to osmotic failure caused by acute thermal stress due to a larger ratio of gill surface area to body mass (Hughes, 1984). Several field (Hunt, 1969; Post et al., 1998;
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Michael et al., 2010) and laboratory (Post and Evans, 1989; Johnson and Evans, 1991; Pangle et al., 2004) studies have provided evidence for size-selective winter mortality that removes a greater fraction of small individuals. Alternatively, in some cases, small fish have been noted to experience greater relative survival when exposed to extreme cold temperatures, possibly related to improved acclimation as a result of faster protein turnover in small fish (Lankford and Targett, 2001; Slater et al., 2007). Mortality during winter may also be size-independent (Cnaani et al., 2000; McCollum et al., 2003). Finally, even under identical winter conditions, size-selective mortality may be a dominant process for some species, but not for others (Toneys and Coble, 1979; Hales and Able, 2001).

Both the intensity of size selection and the overall magnitude of overwinter mortality can vary interannually. For size-selective mortality to occur, sufficient intracohort contrast in body size must exist and be coupled with high and non-random mortality (Sogard, 1997). If prewinter body sizes are relatively large on average, the disproportionate mortality of small fish may be unobservable or weak in given years due to fewer individuals being small enough to be susceptible to winter stress (Hurst and Conover, 1998). However, if juvenile growth rates during autumn are density-dependent, numerically large year classes may result in many small individuals that are more susceptible to cold-related sources of mortality at the onset of winter (Ludsin and DeVries, 1997). In contrast, during severe winters, high rates of mortality can negatively impact an entire cohort regardless of body size (McCollum et al., 2003; Michael et al., 2010). Therefore, it is plausible that density-dependent processes will have a greater impact on overwinter survival during mild or moderate winters. The strength of size selectivity can also vary across a latitudinal gradient. Empirical evidence supports the notion that size-dependent overwinter mortality caused by acute cold stress should be less common at the extremes of a species’ geographic range since threshold temperatures may affect all fish equally (Michael et al., 2010), whereas others have demonstrated strong size selection caused by starvation at the edges of a species’ distribution, especially at northern range limits (Post et al., 1998).

Ultimately, the existence and strength of size-dependent mortality during winter may be influenced by various factors, including cohort demographics and winter severity (Shuter and Post, 1990). The red drum (Sciaenops ocellatus) is a temperate marine fish that experiences variable winter conditions throughout its range in the US South Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico. The species is highly prized as a sportfish, and recent management efforts have promoted recovering stocks (SEDAR, 2009). Adults spawn in coastal waters during late summer and autumn (Ross et al., 1995; Stewart and Scharf, 2008); offspring are then transported to estuarine habitats. Early juveniles are demersal and experience variable growth during autumn (Rooker et al., 1999). Juvenile and subadult red drum generally occupy estuarine habitats for 3–4 years before joining the mature adult segment of the stock in mostly nearshore oceanic habitats (Ross et al., 1995).

Evidence from both long-term surveys and focused studies indicates that overwinter mortality could have a considerable impact on red drum fishery recruitment. Scharf (2000) identified a clear lack of association between age 0 and 1 abundance indices collected over 20+ years along the Texas coast. Similarly, an abundance index for juvenile red drum estimated annually since 1991 in North Carolina waters showed only modest correlation with subsequent fishery landings data, with a substantial amount of unexplained variation (Bacher et al., 2008). Field-based estimates of age 0 red drum overwinter loss (mortality plus any potential emigration) from a North Carolina estuary have ranged between 35 and 90% (Stewart and Scharf, 2008; Martin, 2009). The spawning period for red drum is relatively protracted (Comyns et al., 1989; Stewart and Scharf, 2008; Martin, 2009), which generates up to threefold variation in body sizes before winter (Martin, 2009). An examination of pre- and post-winter cohort demographics in North Carolina revealed evidence of selective overwinter mortality, with both early-hatched and fast-growing individuals realizing higher survivorship (Martin, 2009). Intraspecific variability in survivorship was also observed for recently settled red drum in a Texas estuary (Rooker et al., 1999).

Given the potential contribution of first-year processes in determining the year-class strength of red drum, a more comprehensive understanding of the patterns and mechanisms of overwinter mortality is warranted. Here, we report on the outcome of a series of controlled laboratory experiments devised to determine the size-dependent response of first-year juvenile red drum to variable winter conditions. The objectives of our experiments were to: (i) estimate the survival patterns of juvenile red drum exposed to different thermal minima; (ii) evaluate the influence of winter severity, indexed using the duration and frequency of cold-front events, on juvenile red drum survivorship; and (iii) test for size-selective mortality patterns across a range of winter conditions. Experiments were designed specifically to assess the potential effects of acute cold stress associated with exposure to extreme cold temperatures, rather than longer-term effects related to starvation.

Material and methods

Fish collection and experimental setup

Age 0 red drum were collected during autumn 2010 and 2011 in the New River estuary, NC, USA. Sites identified as juvenile red drum habitats during prior research (Stewart and Scharf, 2008) were accessed by boat and sampled using a 30.5 × 2.0-m beach-seine (6.0 and 3.0 mm stretched mesh in the wings and bag, respectively). At each site, dissolved oxygen (mg l–1), salinity (psu), and temperature (°C) were recorded using an YSI Model 85 multiprobe. Juvenile red drum (~30–60 mm total length (TL)) were removed from the catch and transported to the laboratory in aerated containers (140 l). Fish were transferred to holding tanks (900 l) that were part of a recirculating system maintained at ambient autumn water temperatures (~15°C) and moderate salinities (~17 psu). Juvenile red drum were fed to satiation once daily with a combination of larval fish feed (Marubeni Nisshin Feed Co., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) and thawed adult Artemia. Although laboratory conditions may have promoted faster growth relative to field conditions, we attempted to regulate growth during holding and acclimation by maintaining cool water temperatures and feeding fish only a maintenance ration (~5% mass d–1). Holding tanks were monitored daily for dissolved oxygen, salinity, and temperature and were maintained on a 10/14-h light/dark photoperiod to simulate natural light conditions in coastal waters of the US Mid-Atlantic during winter. Any dead individuals were removed daily and counted. Fish were acclimated to laboratory holding tanks for a minimum of 4 weeks before the start of an experiment.

Controlled experiments were conducted during two consecutive winters (2010/2011 and 2011/2012) using circular, polyethylene tanks (94 l), which were housed in an environmentally controlled chamber. Air temperature in the chamber was set...
below the minimum water temperature of any of the experimental treatments, and water in individual tanks was heated to specific treatment temperatures using titanium heaters (1000 W; Process Technology, Mentor, OH, USA) and digital temperature controllers with ±1.0°C accuracy. Water quality in each tank was maintained with a power filter (AquaClear 30, Hagen Corp., Montreal, Canada) that provided mechanical and biological filtration. A temperature data logger (HOBPro v2, Onset Computer Corporation, Boston, MA, USA) was tethered underwater in each tank and programmed to record hourly water temperature. Salinities were maintained at mid-estuary levels of 18–23 psu, and the chamber was programmed for a 10/14-h light/dark photoperiod. Between each replicate run, filters were cleaned, a new carbon pack installed, and an 80% water change was performed.

Past water temperature data collected during winter (1 December–1 March) by the US Geological Survey (USGS) National Water Information System was analysed to identify typical and extreme winter weather patterns along the North Carolina coast. Specifically, we examined data collected from 2007 to 2011 in the New River estuary at Jacksonville, NC (USGS site 02093205), and from 1999 to 2009 in the Pamlico River estuary at Washington, NC (USGS site 02084472). These data were used to determine the average winter water temperatures and thermal minima occurring in North Carolina coastal waters occupied by juvenile red drum. Minimum daily temperatures during winter at the New River estuary site ranged from 1.6 to 6.7°C, whereas daily minima in the Pamlico River estuary ranged from 0.4 to 5.2°C. We also examined historical fluctuations in the minimum water temperature along the North Carolina coast during winter to define mild and severe winters based on the frequency and the duration of extreme cold events associated with the passage of fronts (hereafter referred to as cold-front events). These natural cold-front events can be described generally as a rapid decrease in temperature, followed by a brief period holding at a minimum temperature, then a gradual increase in temperature. Typical natural cold-front events exhibited a water temperature decrease of ≥2°C in 24 h or ≥3°C in 36 h. For each event, we calculated the rate of temperature decline and recovery, along with the time spent at the minimum temperature. Combining cold-front data from both of the estuaries with historical water temperature data, the average rate of decline over 24 h was 2.34°C, with a maximum temperature drop of 4.8°C in 24 h. The vast majority of these events included 1–4 consecutive days at a minimum temperature, with roughly between 0 and 10 separate events each winter. Therefore, the historical water temperature data provided a framework that was used to identify appropriate temperature treatments within each set of experiments.

Thermal-tolerance experiments

During winter 2010/2011, experiments were designed to determine the thermal tolerance of juvenile red drum exposed to different minimum water temperatures. Treatment levels included water temperatures of 1, 3, and 5°C, selected based on the observed minimum temperatures during winter in North Carolina estuaries. Although 1 and 3°C occur less frequently than 5°C in North Carolina estuaries, juvenile red drum overwintering in these estuarine habitats can be exposed to temperatures as low as 1°C during severe winters. A control treatment level of 10°C was selected to mimic the average winter estuarine temperatures. To test for the effect of body size, fish were separated into large (grand mean +
s.d. = 90.98 ± 12.51 mm TL, 7.05 ± 2.72 g wet weight) and small (72.58 ± 12.89 mm TL, 3.85 ± 1.93 g wet weight) groups, which differed significantly in body size, both overall (TL: F = 187.5, p < 0.001; weight: F = 164.2, p < 0.001) and within each trial (all p < 0.001 for both TL and weight comparisons). Each trial consisted of eight tanks (2 body size treatment levels × 4 temperature treatment levels), with each tank containing 15 individuals. The experimental response was proportional survival and was measured for each replicate tank. The use of 15 individuals within each tank provided an adequate level of precision to measure the response of each replicate. Each experimental trial lasted ~3 weeks, and three trials were completed between 11 January and 26 March 2011. Within small- and large-size groups, body sizes were not significantly different among treatments within each trial (small: all p ≥ 0.622 for TL and ≥0.805 for weight; large: all p ≥ 0.833 for TL and ≥0.775 for weight). While body sizes of both size groups were larger in subsequent trials due to fish growth in the holding tanks, significant levels of contrast (at least 15.20 mm TL and 2.66 g difference between small and large groups) were maintained between size groups during each replicate trial.

To initiate each experimental trial, fish were measured for TL (mm) and wet weight (g) as they were transferred from holding tanks to the experimental tanks in the environmental chamber. Fish were acclimated to 10°C water temperatures for at least 48 h before each trial. For non-control tanks, water temperature was then decreased by 1°C d⁻¹ until the specified treatment level temperature was reached. For observational purposes, day 1 of each trial was defined as the day when all non-control tanks reached 5°C. Each trial then continued for 14 d. For 3 and 1°C treatment levels, water temperature was decreased by 1°C each day thereafter until the specified treatment temperature was reached. Observations were completed three times a day at ~08:00, 12:00, and 16:00. During each observation, fish behaviour and any mortality were recorded, along with water temperature and salinity. Fish were fed to satiation with adult Artemia during the midday observation, and feeding behaviours were documented. Mortality was defined using two factors: no response to stimulus and no opercular movement (Lankford and Targett, 2001). Dead fish were removed with a dipnet, and the observation time was assigned as time of death. Weight and TL were recorded for each dead fish.

Cold-front-event simulations

During winter 2011/2012, experiments were designed to determine the effects of exposure to variable winter severity, characterized by the frequency and the duration of cold-front events, on juvenile red drum survivorship. Given the historical variability that we identified in both the number (0–10 events per winter) and the duration (1–4 d at minimum temperatures) of cold-front events, we elected to index winter severity based on these two traits.

First, we defined a simulated cold-front event as a decrease from 8 to 3°C over 36 h, exposure to a 3°C minimum for a specified duration (see below), followed by a temperature recovery to 8°C over 48 h. A 5°C drop over 36 h was slightly more rapid than the average decrease observed in the historical estuary temperature data, but it was conservative relative to the observed maximum declines of over 4°C in 24 h. Although minimum temperatures associated with cold-front events varied to some degree within the historical data, we chose 3°C as the minimum
temperature reached during each simulated event based on the results from our thermal-tolerance experiments. Juvenile red drum survived at 3°C, but acute cold stress was apparent, and fish began to experience mortality within a short time after exposure. We varied the frequency of cold-front events by exposing fish to either three consecutive events or two events separated by a recovery period at 8°C, the same length as a cold-front event. Duration, or the total time spent at the minimum temperature, was set at either 24 or 48 h. Each frequency (high = 3, low = 2) was crossed with each duration (long = 48 h, short = 24 h) to create four distinct winter severity treatment levels (Figure 1).

The most severe winter conditions consisted of three consecutive cold-front events, each including 48 h at the minimum temperature, whereas mild winter conditions were simulated by exposure to two cold-front events each including only 24 h at the minimum temperature, separated by a recovery period. The other two treatment levels were deemed to represent intermediate winter conditions. Each winter severity treatment level was tested for two body size groups, resulting in eight replicate tanks (4 winter severity treatment levels × 2 body size groups) for each of three trials, which were run consecutively from 25 January to 7 April 2012. Fish were assigned to either a large (73.97±3.66 g wet weight) or a small (52.29±5.17 mm TL, 1.32±0.38 g wet weight) body size group, which were statistically distinct both overall (TL: F = 1046, p < 0.001; weight: F = 544.2, p < 0.001) and within each trial (all p < 0.001 for both TL and weight). Individual tanks contained 16 juvenile red drum to achieve sufficient precision in survival estimates; however, any individuals that died during the acclimation period were removed from the experiment and not replaced.

Fish were weighed and measured before being randomly assigned to experimental tanks. All fish were then held at 8°C for a 48-h acclimation period. All tanks within each trial were exposed to the first cold-front event beginning on day 1. Since each short-duration, cold-front event lasted 5 d, trials consisting of short-duration events (either three cold-front events or two cold-front events, separated by a recovery period) lasted 15 d. Similarly, each long-duration, cold-front event lasted 6 d, so trials lasted 18 d to complete all events. Observations were made when treatments required temperature adjustments, which occurred every 9 h during temperature decrease and every 12 h during temperature recovery. While fish were held at the minimum temperature, observations were made every 12 h. Fish behaviour and any mortalities, as well as water temperature and salinity, were recorded. Fish were fed to satiation at the earliest observation time each day. Similar to the thermal-tolerance experiments, growth occurred in the holding tanks across trials, but significant levels of contrast in body size were maintained (at least 20.89 mm TL and 2.19 g weight difference between small and large groups). Similar to thermal-tolerance experiments, no significant differences existed within small or large body size groups in any of the trials (small: all p ≥ 0.416 for TL and ≥0.654 for weight; large: all p ≥ 0.763 for TL and ≥0.787 for weight).

**Data analysis**

To assess fish condition after exposure to experimental treatments, Fulton’s condition factor (K = weight/length³ × 10⁶) was calculated for each individual then averaged for each replicate tank. The condition factor was estimated for each fish both at the start and at the end of each trial, or upon death. For both sets of winter experiments, the initial condition did not differ among treatments (thermal tolerance: F = 0.249, p = 0.862; cold-front-event simulation: F = 0.822, p = 0.482). Fish in the small body size groups had higher initial condition than those in the large body size groups (thermal tolerance: F = 20.129, p < 0.001; cold-front-event simulations: F = 14.337, p < 0.001); this was expected based on growth allometries (Froese, 2006). No significant interaction between treatment and body size was detected in either winter. The final condition was assessed by comparing the relative change in the condition factor (ΔK = initial K – final K) among treatments and body sizes during each winter using a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).

The effects of our experimental treatments on juvenile red drum survivorship were also analysed using two-way ANOVA models in which we considered both body size and temperature treatment as fixed effects. Since some thermal minima treatments of the first winter resulted in no survivors, the analysis was conducted using median survival time (median lethal time = LT₅₀) per replicate tank as the response variable. For the cold-front-event simulation experiments, proportional survivorship per tank at the end of each trial was analysed as the response variable, after first applying a logit transformation (Warton and Hui, 2011). Any post hoc multiple comparisons were conducted using Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) test with an experiment-wise error rate of 0.05.

Survival analysis was used to examine the effects of our experimental treatments on patterns of mortality at a finer temporal scale. In this study, the response variable was time until death, our event of interest. We also incorporated right-censored data (i.e. individuals that did not experience death) into our survival analysis, since survivors remained in several trials. Additionally, a subset of fish was sacrificed for physiological analysis of tissue samples to assess potential osmoregulatory disruptions related to acute cold stress as part of a separate study. Fish that were sacrificed during thermal-tolerance experiments were not censored.

![Figure 1. Experimental design for cold-front-event simulations. Four levels of winter severity were simulated by varying the duration held at the 3°C minimum water temperature (long = 48 h, short = 24 h) and the frequency of events (high = 3, low = 2). The total time for trials including long-duration events was slightly longer (by 3 d) and is represented in the scale of the x-axes.](http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org/Downloaded from http://icesjms.oxfordjournals.org/)}
since they exhibited moribund behaviours indicating imminent mortality. However, during the cold-front-event simulations, apparently healthy fish were sacrificed at set times due to the complex nature of the temperature regimes. These fish did not display the obvious signs of death before being sacrificed, thus they were censored in our analysis.

For our survival analysis, the Kaplan–Meier survival curves were first generated to graphically illustrate general survival patterns (Kaplan and Meier, 1958). To further compare survival patterns among temperature treatments and body sizes, the semi-parametric Cox proportional hazards model was applied to the data (Cox, 1972). Since fish were grouped in tanks to which the treatment was applied, responses of individual fish may not have been independent. This could be due to behavioural interactions or unmeasured random effects within tanks. To test for clustering in responses due to lack of independence, a shared gamma frailty model was used (Rondeau et al., 2003). The hazard function for the shared frailty model is expressed as:

\[ \hat{\lambda}_i(t) = \lambda_0(t) \exp(\beta X_i), \]

with the baseline function \( \lambda_0(t) \), the covariate \( X_i \) associated with regression coefficient \( \beta \), and the random effect \( \nu_i \) for the \( i \)th group, which were individual tanks in our case (see Rondeau et al. (2012) for additional details on shared frailty models). Model parameters were estimated based on a maximization of the penalized likelihood using frailtypack in R (R Development Core Team, 2012; Rondeau et al., 2012). The presence of heterogeneity among subjects located within a given tank was determined using a modified Wald test of the variance for the frailty term (Rondeau et al., 2012). After initial testing, we concluded that there were no significant random effects within tanks. Therefore, the frailty term \( \nu_i \) could be excluded from the model, which then simplified to a basic Cox proportional hazards model, where the hazard function is expressed as:

\[ \lambda_i(t) = \lambda_0(t) \exp(\beta X_i), \]

which was also estimated using a penalized likelihood approach in R. Although we deemed that a frailty parameter was not necessary, tanks were still analysed as clustered groups to account for a potential lack of independence among individual fish. The Cox model was then applied to determine both treatment and body size effects. To distinguish the effects of winter severity conditions, body sizes were combined in the Cox model. The effect of body size on survival patterns was determined using pairwise comparisons of large- and small-size groups within each treatment level. A significance level of \( \alpha = 0.05 \) was used for all tests.

Results

Behavioural observations and fish condition

At water temperatures below 5°C, juvenile red drum exhibited reduced affinity for food, with limited observations of actual foraging when prey was offered. Fish activity, aside from lack of feeding, was also reduced by extreme cold temperatures. Generally, fish were stationary at water temperatures below 5°C and often rested at the bottom of the tank displaying very little movement. During simulated cold-front events in which fish were held for specified durations at 3°C, normal behaviour resumed once water temperature recovered to 0°C.

The average change in fish condition (mean \( \Delta K \)) for 10, 5, 3, and 1°C treatments during cold-tolerance experiments with body sizes combined was 0.070, 0.074, 0.062, and 0.057, respectively, with no significant effects of temperature treatment, body size, or their interaction (two-way ANOVA, all \( p \geq 0.242 \); Figure 2). During cold-front-event simulations, with body sizes combined, the mean \( \Delta K \) was 0.095, 0.081, 0.063, and 0.035 for short/low, long/low, short/high, and long/high winter severity treatments, respectively. Similarly, no significant effect of winter severity treatment, body size, or their interaction was detected (two-way ANOVA, all \( p \geq 0.141 \); Figure 2).

Thermal-tolerance experiments

Thermal-minima treatment levels of 1 and 3°C resulted in 0% survival for age 0 red drum, whereas fish held at 5°C realized mean ± s.d. survivorship of 20.0 ± 4.2%, and we observed no mortality for control fish held at 10°C (Table 1). No significant interactive effect of temperature treatment and body size on median lethal time was detected (\( F = 0.139, \ p = 0.872 \); Table 3), which enabled clear interpretation of the main effects. For the 1, 3, and 5°C treatment levels, the median lethal times were 5.17, 6.25, and 11.33 d, respectively, which were significantly different (ANOVA; \( F = 18.228, \ p < 0.001 \); Table 3; Figure 3a). Post hoc comparisons revealed that the median survival time for fish held at 5°C was significantly greater than that held at 1°C \( (p < 0.001) \) and 3°C \( (p = 0.002) \), which were not different from each other. The time-specific patterns of mortality varied considerably among the thermal minima (Figure 4a). It is noteworthy that fish in the 1°C treatment did not reach the minimum temperature until day 5, with a mean ± s.d. survivorship of only 28.9 ± 4.8% at the point when 1°C was attained. Within 24 h of reaching 1°C, no survivors remained in any of the trials for this treatment level. Fish in the 3°C treatment experienced more gradual mortality, with survivorship declining to zero within 6 d after arriving at the minimum temperature on day 3. Survivorship in the 5°C treatments remained above 90% for ~6 d, after which mortality increased steadily for the remainder of each trial.
The Cox analysis predicted the effects of different minimum temperatures relative to the model for the mildest treatment level (thermal minimum = 5°C). Temperatures of 1 and 3°C both had a highly significant effect on survival (p < 0.001 for both; Table 2) relative to the 5°C group. The hazard ratio indicated that individuals held at 3°C were more than 11-fold likely to experience mortality than those held at 5°C. Likewise, fish held at 1°C were more than 52-fold likely to die than those held at 5°C. The relative risk was non-existent (the hazard ratio was not significant) for control fish held at 10°C.

Size-dependent mortality was not evident during thermal-tolerance experiments (Table 3; Figure 3a). Although the temperature treatment significantly affected $LT_{50}$, the effect of body size was not significant ($F = 0.011, p = 0.917$). Similarly, hazard ratios did not differ significantly between large- and small-size groups within any of the temperature treatment levels (Table 4).

### Cold-front-event simulations

Fish subjected to the mildest winter conditions, indexed by short-duration, cold-front events occurring at low frequency, experienced the highest mean survivorship (Table 1). Both the long-duration/low-frequency and the short-duration/high-frequency treatment levels produced intermediate survivorship, whereas the treatment level simulating the mildest winter severity (short duration/low frequency). Hazard ratios are expressed by $\exp(\beta)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment level</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\exp(\beta)$</th>
<th>s.e.($\beta$)</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10°C</td>
<td>-12.159</td>
<td>5.241e-6</td>
<td>9.154</td>
<td>0.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3°C</td>
<td>2.403</td>
<td>11.054</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1°C</td>
<td>3.952</td>
<td>52.030</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long/high</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short/high</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>2.523</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long/high</td>
<td>1.562</td>
<td>4.770</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The response for thermal-tolerance experiments was median survival time ($LT_{50}$). For cold-front-event simulations, the response was logit-transformed ($\logit$). The Cox analysis predicted the effects of different minimum temperatures relative to the model for the mildest treatment level (thermal minimum = 5°C). Temperatures of 1 and 3°C both had a highly significant effect on survival ($p < 0.001$ for both; Table 2) relative to the 5°C group. The hazard ratio indicated that individuals held at 3°C were more than 11-fold likely to experience mortality than those held at 5°C. Likewise, fish held at 1°C were more than 52-fold likely to die than those held at 5°C. The relative risk was non-existent (the hazard ratio was not significant) for control fish held at 10°C.

Size-dependent mortality was not evident during thermal-tolerance experiments (Table 3; Figure 3a). Although the temperature treatment significantly affected $LT_{50}$, the effect of body size was not significant ($F = 0.011, p = 0.917$). Similarly, hazard ratios did not differ significantly between large- and small-size groups within any of the temperature treatment levels (Table 4).
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Fish subjected to the mildest winter conditions, indexed by short-duration, cold-front events occurring at low frequency, experienced the highest mean survivorship (Table 1). Both the long-duration/low-frequency and the short-duration/high-frequency treatment levels produced intermediate survivorship, whereas the treatment level simulating the mildest winter severity (short duration/low frequency). Hazard ratios are expressed by $\exp(\beta)$.
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<tr>
<td>Long/high</td>
<td>1.562</td>
<td>4.770</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The response for thermal-tolerance experiments was median survival time ($LT_{50}$). For cold-front-event simulations, the response was logit-transformed ($\logit$).
Figure 3. Survivorship results for thermal-tolerance experiments (a) and cold-front-event simulations (b). (a) The median survival time (LT50) by the body size group for 1, 3, and 5°C treatment levels. (b) The final survivorship (%) by the body size group in each of the four winter severity simulations. Responses (median survival time or final survivorship) were averaged across replicate trials. Body size is distinguished as small (black circle) or large (black square). Error bars = 1 s.e., calculated by dividing s.d. by \(\sqrt{3}\), where 3 = number of replicate tanks. In each panel, symbols are offset slightly for clarity.

Figure 4. The Kaplan–Meier survival curves for (a) thermal-tolerance experiments and (b) cold-front-event simulations. Treatment levels that ended with survivors were right-censored in the analysis.
Table 4. Cox proportional hazard ratios expressed as exp(β) for small fish relative to large fish during thermal-tolerance experiments and cold-front-event simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature/winter severity</th>
<th>exp(β)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1°C</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3°C</td>
<td>1.437</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5°C</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short/low</td>
<td>27.200</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long/low</td>
<td>3.938</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short/high</td>
<td>3.353</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long/high</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>0.883</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2). However, fish subjected to both high-frequency treatment levels experienced greater mortality risk relative to simulated winters with a low frequency of cold-front events. The relative risk of mortality was 2.52-fold (p < 0.001) and 4.77-fold (p < 0.001) greater for fish subjected to the short-duration/high-frequency and long-duration/high-frequency treatment levels, respectively. Mortality was dependent on body size when fish were exposed to varying levels of winter severity indexed by the duration and the frequency of cold-front events (Table 3; Figure 3b). The final survivorship was significantly (F = 5.417, p = 0.033) affected by body size. Hazard ratios also differed between large and small body sizes in three of the four winter severity treatment levels (Table 4). When subjected to the mildest winter conditions, small fish had a risk of mortality 27.2-fold greater than large fish. Smaller fish also experienced greater relative mortality risk (~three–fourfold greater risk, depending on the treatment level) than large fish when exposed to moderate winter conditions. In contrast, no difference in the hazard ratio between small and large fish was observed for fish exposed to the most severe winter conditions.

Discussion

Impact of variable winter severity on survival

Juvenile red drum exposed to water temperatures ≤5°C experienced mortality caused by acute cold stress. Specifically, exposure to thermal extremes ≤3°C resulted in rapid death. As water temperatures were reduced (at a rate of 1°C d⁻¹), we noted considerable declines in survivorship (e.g. ~40% mortality at 2°C) before reaching treatment minima, which resulted in only a small portion (~30%) of individuals remaining alive to experience our most extreme thermal challenge (1°C minimum temperature). Furthermore, within 4 h of exposure to 1°C water temperatures, an additional 10% of the fish expired, and no survivors remained after 16 h. Our findings are similar to previous studies reporting on the limits to low-temperature tolerance for red drum. Procarione and King (1993) found that 50% mortality was reached at water temperatures between 2.6 and 3.5°C for both Texas and South Carolina juvenile red drum acclimated to 14 or 16°C conditions. Their findings also provided evidence that acclimation temperature before exposure to extreme cold affected survivorship, with fish acclimated to cold conditions performing better. Miranda and Sonski (1985) reported a similar susceptibility of juvenile red drum to cold temperatures and also observed a modest effect of acclimation temperature on survivorship. Minimum water temperatures causing 50% mortality in their study were 1.9 and 2.4°C for fish acclimated to 15 and 25°C, respectively. Our findings related to fish condition after exposure to the experimental treatments support acute cold stress, rather than nutritional deficiency, as the proximate cause of death. Exposure to winter conditions, both mild and severe, resulted in a decrease in final K relative to initial K, most likely attributable to decreased feeding rates at cold temperatures. However, the average change in the condition factor (ΔK) did not differ among temperature treatments or body sizes. In fact, we noted a trend for larger decreases in K for fish exposed to milder temperature treatments, which we attributed simply to those fish being exposed to winter conditions, and thus reduced feeding rates, for a longer period. Alternatively, mortality occurred much earlier for fish exposed to more extreme temperature treatments, with less time for reduced feeding rates to impact fish condition.

Our results confirm the likely importance of episodic cold events in causing mortality of red drum during juvenile life stages. Indeed, mass mortality events for coastal fish, including red drum, have occurred with some regularity along the Texas coast (Gunter, 1941; McEachron et al., 1994). Previous laboratory results (Miranda and Sonski, 1985; Procarione and King, 1993) indicate that acclimation to colder conditions can buffer the impacts of episodic cold events, implying that red drum acclimated to winter conditions in North Carolina may be more resistant to extreme and rapid declines in water temperature. Winter kills have historically been rare in North Carolina coastal waters (see annual reports compiled by the NC Department of Natural Resources; http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/wq/ess/fishkillsmain), with reports of red drum mortality during these events being infrequent. However, cold temperatures that have been found to be lethal to red drum occur much more regularly in North Carolina coastal systems than along the northern Gulf of Mexico coast. Prolonged exposure to extreme cold temperatures is likely to result in the mortality of red drum, regardless of acclimatization, as has been observed for other species (Hurst and Conover, 1998; McCollum et al., 2003; Fetzer et al., 2011). We observed higher survivorship for juvenile red drum held at 5°C, relative to 1–3°C temperatures, but total survival after 14 d exposure was still only 20%, and half of the fish had died by ~11 d. Therefore, even exposure to less extreme winter water temperatures may result in high levels of mortality for juvenile red drum if the exposure is prolonged.

Juvenile red drum were able to tolerate exposure to water temperatures as low as 3°C for brief periods, as evidenced by the results from experiments simulating the occurrence of cold-front events. Initial survivorship was relatively higher when fish were faced with abrupt, but short, exposure to stressful temperatures compared with continuous, prolonged exposure during thermal-tolerance experiments. Mortality reached 18 and 29% after exposure to 3°C for 24 and 48 h, respectively, during thermal-tolerance experiments. In contrast, all four winter severity treatment levels in our cold-front simulation experiments maintained >90% survivorship through the completion of the first cold-front event, which included a 24- or 48-h exposure to 3°C. Higher survivorship occurred despite exposure to simulated cold-front events that were characterized by 1°C temperature decreases every 9 h compared with more gradual (1°C d⁻¹) reductions in water temperature during thermal-tolerance experiments. Despite the more rapid rate of temperature decline, the brevity of the exposure yielded a survival advantage for fish during the cold-front simulations. Similar to our findings during the thermal-tolerance experiments, Ma et al. (2007) observed that the mortality of juvenile red drum had reached 50% within 24 h of exposure to 3°C. The temperatures in their study had been decreased gradually from 12 to 3°C over 18 d (1°C 2 d⁻¹), resulting in prolonged exposure to cold.
temperatures before reaching 3°C. These findings support the notion that cumulative exposure to stressful water temperatures is the primary driver of increased mortality. The importance of cumulative exposure to temperatures near the lower lethal limit has also been suspected to be a major factor determining mortality rates for other temperate fish (Hurst and Conover, 1998; McCollum et al., 2003; Fetzer et al., 2011). For red drum, perhaps minimizing exposure to any temperatures <5°C may be more beneficial to survival than sufficient acclimation to cold conditions.

Another potentially important aspect of winter severity that may impact survivorship is the temporal spacing of cold-front events. During our thermal-tolerance experiments, all fish expired within 6 d of reaching 3°C. Fish exposed to a high frequency of long-duration, cold-front events experienced thermal minima for 48 h during each of three events, resulting in six cumulative days held at 3°C. Despite equivalent durations held at 3°C, fish in the simulated cold-front experiment realized a survival rate of 17% compared with 0% in the thermal-tolerance experiment. The amount of time between each cold-front event, when fish were exposed to rising and falling temperatures, though brief, appeared to provide fish with some relief from the effects of cold stress. It is unclear whether this represented a recovery period or if experiencing rapidly changing temperatures each day acclimatized fish to the cold-front events. Perez-Dominguez et al. (2006) exposed recently settled red drum to either diel fluctuations or constant temperatures, followed by a simulated cold-front event (10°C decrease in 24 h). Fish that had experienced daily thermal rhythms maintained higher survivorship during the subsequent rapid-cooling event. Thus, exposure to low and fluctuating temperatures during the diel cycle may provide thermal acclimation, meaning that previous exposure to mild cold-front events could enhance survivorship during more extreme events. Alternatively, repeated exposure to extreme temperatures with only relatively short refuge periods may still result in high rates of mortality. Juvenile red drum exposed to a high frequency of simulated cold-front events in this study experienced an increased risk of mortality with each successive event (Figure 5). This may mean that time spent at temperatures above lower lethal limits needs to be of sufficient duration to enable the recovery of physiological function and promote survival. When comparing our cold-front-event treatment levels, those that included a longer period between successive cold-front events generated the higher survivorship of juvenile red drum, suggesting that fish are able to survive multiple cold-front events, provided that they are short in duration and with ample recovery time between them.

Size-dependent response to acute cold stress
When subjected to prolonged exposure to extreme cold temperatures or severe winter conditions, red drum showed no size-dependence in survivorship. However, when exposed to moderate or mild winter conditions, larger red drum juveniles experienced higher survivorship. Size-dependent patterns of overwinter mortality have been detected for a large number of freshwater and estuarine fish, with the vast majority of studies documenting higher survivorship for larger individuals (e.g. Post and Evans, 1989; Pangle et al., 2004; Michaletz, 2010). Most evidence points to starvation as the primary mechanism of size-dependent overwinter mortality, due to the combination of higher weight-specific metabolic rates and lower lipid reserves in smaller individuals (Hurst, 2007). In cases where acute cold stress is the suspected cause of death, the evidence for size-dependence is equivocal. Hurst and Conover (2002) detected no effects of body size on juvenile striped bass survivorship when exposed to ambient winter conditions as well as simulated cold-front events. Similarly, McCollum et al. (2003) found no difference in survival between large and small age 0 white crappies (Pomoxis annularis) that were suspected to have died as a result of osmoregulatory failure during winter. In contrast, and similar to our findings, both Fetzer et al. (2011) and Johnson and Evans (1996) observed greater susceptibility to acute cold stress for smaller individuals. Some evidence also exists for larger individuals suffering higher rates of mortality when faced with acute cold stress (Lankford and Targett, 2001).

Whether the suspected cause of death is starvation ( Michaletz, 2010) or acute cold stress (McCollum et al., 2003), the size-dependence of overwinter mortality is more pronounced during milder winters. Our findings for juvenile red drum support this idea. When fish were subjected to prolonged exposure to extreme cold temperatures, both large and small individuals

Figure 5. Cox proportional hazard ratios relative to time of trial for each cold-front-event simulation. Note the differences in the scale of the y-axes which reflects differences in the overall magnitude of the hazard ratios among winter severity simulations.
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experienced low survivorship. Similarly, during exposure to the most severe winter conditions based on the frequency and the duration of cold-front events, mortality of juvenile red drum was not dependent on body size. Only during exposure to moderate and mild winter conditions did we see evidence of size-dependent mortality, with larger fish realizing higher survivorship. When conditions are most extreme, the combined effects of minimum water temperature and exposure time can exceed survival thresholds of all individuals, regardless of body size, resulting in size-independent overwinter mortality (Fetzer et al., 2011). Hurst and Conover (1998) observed clear size-dependence in overwinter mortality of juvenile striped bass only during the mildest winter that they analysed and suggested that the strength of size-selective mortality should be expected to vary with winter severity for most temperate fish. We suspect that the importance of body size in shaping overwinter mortality patterns of juvenile red drum is likely to vary considerably from year to year based on climatic fluctuations.

For first-year fish, cohort demographic traits such as age and growth rate can also often contribute to variation in overwinter mortality because of their role in determining body size distributions at the onset of winter. In the US Mid-Atlantic, red drum spawning may begin as early as mid-July and extend until late October (Ross et al., 1995; Stewart and Scharf, 2008). Later hatching times coupled with reduced growth potential at colder autumn water temperatures (Lanier and Scharf, 2007) can lead to small body sizes for some individuals before winter. When combined with variable autumn growth among individuals, the moderately protracted spawning season of red drum can typically generate prewinter size distributions with up to threefold variation (Martin, 2009). While hatch timing may primarily be driven by abiotic processes, individual growth rates are often also influenced by multiple biotic processes. Dense cohorts can compete for limited food and experience reduced growth during the first year of life, providing a template for size-selective overwinter mortality (e.g. Martino and Houde, 2012). Early hatch timing increases the length of the growing season before the first winter and usually provides access to optimal growth conditions for the longest duration, which has been found to produce higher overwinter survival for several fish species (Henderson et al., 1988; Ludsin and DeVries, 1997; Post et al., 1998). For species like red drum that spawn during late summer and early autumn, hatch timing and autumn growth conditions may be especially critical for determining not only the strength of size-dependence, but also the overall magnitude of overwinter mortality in a given year.

Recruitment implications

The influence of environmental variability on the population dynamics of marine fish is often strongest near the edges of a species’ distribution. In a review, Myers (1998) found that environment–recruitment correlations were most robust near the limits of a species’ geographical range. Fish living near their range limits are expected to respond more directly to abiotic processes and thus display greater variability in recruitment and population density. Although the range of red drum has extended up to Massachusetts in waters along the US Atlantic coast (Hildebrand and Schroeder, 1927), currently they are only rarely encountered north of Virginia. Moreover, the consistent presence of first-year juveniles has only been documented as far north as North Carolina. Therefore, winter conditions typical of the North Carolina coast are likely the most severe experienced by prerrecruit red drum throughout their range, with the potential for greater environmental forcing on red drum population dynamics relative to fish overwintering farther south along the Atlantic coast or in the Gulf of Mexico. Several recent examples highlight the impact of winter conditions during juvenile life stages in shaping year-class success of marine fish (Hare and Able, 2007; Ojaveer et al., 2011; Martino and Houde, 2012). Each of these cases involved either strong environmental forcing during cold winters or prewinter compensatory processes that facilitated the function of winter as a recruitment bottleneck. We conclude that the greatest likelihood for significant modification of red drum year classes caused by environmental variability exists at the northernmost edge of their distribution along the US Atlantic coast.

The use of fishery-independent sampling of age 0 fish to develop an index of recruitment is widely practiced within fishery resource management. However, for many marine fish species, the abundance of early larval stages can often be poorly correlated with eventual fishery recruitment; rather, late larval and early juvenile stages may provide a more reliable index of year-class success (Bradford, 1992). Because of its longer duration, processes occurring during the juvenile stage have been implicated to dampen and, in some cases, regulate the recruitment of marine fish (van der Veer et al., 2000; Houde, 2008). Therefore, many recruitment indices are based on juvenile abundance surveys; however, only rarely has the performance of these indices been validated (e.g. Wilhite et al., 2003). The North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries has estimated relative abundance for juvenile red drum during autumn of each year since 1991. Bachelor et al. (2008) recently evaluated the performance of the index and concluded that temporal and spatial coverage was sufficient to quantify relative year-class size and that the calculation of the index was computationally sound. A positive association was noted between autumn juvenile abundance and fishery landings 2 years later, but the relationship left a considerable amount of variation unexplained. Winter mortality after the estimation of the index could contribute substantially to this variation and modify the red drum year-class size. Our experimental results indicate that juvenile red drum are most vulnerable to mortality when water temperatures remain <5°C for extended periods or when exposed to frequent cold-front events. Size-selective mortality, and resulting restructuring of cohort demographics, is not likely to occur during the most severe winters. However, mild and moderate winter conditions may remove a greater fraction of small fish, meaning that delayed spawning or poor autumn growing conditions could exacerbate any effects of winter. Therefore, the accurate assessment of the effects of overwinter mortality on red drum year-class success will likely require both an understanding of the factors that determine prewinter size distribution and the size-dependent response to winter severity.
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Recent field studies have pointed out that the vulnerability of juvenile fish to predation is higher than anticipated during night-time in vegetated habitats. Effects of abundance, body length, and growth rate on predation were examined in juvenile Japanese black rockfish in 2009–2011 in a macroalgal bed. Juvenile rockfish abundance ranged between 2.5 and 49.0 ind. 100 m$^{-2}$ and the biomass of potential predators (piscivorous fish $\geq 82.5$ mm) between 140.0 and 601.3 g 100 m$^{-2}$. *Sebastes inermis* was the most dominant predator, compromising more than 50% by wet weight on all sampling days. Comparison of the total length of juveniles surviving (as original population, OP) and that of juveniles ingested (IG) by predators provided the evidence of the size-selective predation on juvenile rockfish on three of seven sampling days. The juvenile predation rate estimated as abundance of IG ($N_{IG}$) / (abundance of IG + OP ($N_{OP}$)) $\times 100$ varied between 0.4 and 12.5%. Neither juvenile rockfish abundance nor predator biomass had a significant effect on the juvenile predation rate, whereas the juvenile body length had a significant effect, smaller individuals being more vulnerable to predation. The growth-selective predation was not detected. Macroalgal habitats, although functioning as nurseries during the day, may contribute as feeding grounds for piscivorous fish predators at night leading to enhanced nocturnal predation rates.

Keywords: juvenile, macroalgal bed, night-time, predation, rockfish.

Introduction

Even a small change in the mortality rate can significantly alter the accumulative survival ratio during the early life stages of fish (Houde, 1987). There is only limited information on the growth rate of larvae and juveniles before being predated compared with that of live (surviving) individuals, since the larval and juvenile individuals that are prone to mortality via predation are difficult to differentiate for samples collected in the field. Consequently, tracking the decrease in the number of surviving individuals provides us with mortality and survival rates that each fish cohort or population undergoes in nature (Secor and Houde, 1995; Rooker et al., 1999; Shoji and Tanaka, 2007). However, it is still difficult to identify the source of mortality, since dead fish are rapidly removed from the population that can be sampled by conventional methods.

Generally, physical processes (e.g. temperature, transportation, etc.), starvation, and predation are the major sources of mortality in fish early life stages (Houde, 1989). Predation is considered as the most important among the sources of mortality as it prevails in all of egg, yolk-sac, larval, and juvenile stages. Relative contribution of predation tends to increase during the later stages when other sources of mortality (physical processes, starvation, disease, etc.) become less significant with fish growth. It is easier to obtain evidence of mortality due to predation [determining which individual has been ingested (IG) by predators and extracted from its original cohort or population] under laboratory conditions than in the field. Abundance, size, and growth rate of fish have been reported to be significant determinants for selection by their predators in both laboratory
Effect of body length on the predation rate

Previous studies have provided the morphological information of fish by the analysis of stomach contents of predators, which were sampled together with the surviving larvae (Takasuka et al., 2004). Furthermore, comparison of back-calculated growth rates using otolith microstructures between IG and surviving fish revealed effects of fish vital rates on within-cohort selection by predators. The direction of selection (positive, negative, or no selection) on prey growth rates has been suggested to vary under different biotic conditions in nature such as species and size of predators (Takasuka et al., 2007). However, there is still only limited information on growth-selective predation due to difficulties in concurrently collecting prey and predator samples.

Recently, vulnerability to the predation of juvenile fish has been suggested to vary over a diel cycle even in single marine ecosystems in shallow waters. Nocturnal migration and an increase in the biomass of piscivorous fish predators were observed in seagrass beds of coastal waters of Australia and Japan (Hindell et al., 2000; Guest et al., 2003; Kinoshita et al., 2012). Seagrass beds have been considered to serve as important fish nurseries due to high prey availability and low vulnerability to predation based on studies most of which were conducted during the daytime (Heck et al., 2003). Over annual cycles on the average night-time composes half of diel cycle. The daily amount of predation needs to be estimated by summing predation losses during the daytime and the night-time especially if the predation rate significantly differs between these periods. Therefore, vegetated habitats may contribute as good feeding grounds where nocturnal piscivorous fish can efficiently forage prey due to the high abundance of juvenile fish and the possible decrease in swimming performance of the juvenile fish during the night-time (Blaxter, 1986; Masuda, 2009).

The genus Sebastes is widely distributed in temperate and Subarctic coastal waters of the world and is important fisheries resources (Love et al., 2002; Kai and Nakabo, 2008). Some Sebastes species are highly dependent on substrata such as vegetation and rocks during some period of their lives (Love et al., 1991, 2002). The abundance of juveniles recruits to coastal habitats is considered as one of the important determinants for their year-class strength (Love et al., 1991; Laidig et al., 2007). Japanese black rockfish S. cheni dominates seagrass and macroalgae beds in temperate coastal waters of the western North Pacific (Nakabo, 2002; Kai and Nakabo, 2008). Juveniles migrate from offshore to the vegetated habitats in early spring at ~20 mm in total length (TL) and dominate the fish community through summer (Kamimura and Shoji, 2009; Shoji et al., 2011). Juvenile black rockfish at 20–60 mm exclusively feed on copepods in the Seto Inland Sea, Japan (Kamimura et al., 2011). Since stomachs of the juveniles are mostly filled with copepods throughout the vegetation-dependent period (20–60 mm), mortality due to starvation is considered as minimal during this period (Kamimura et al., 2011). Analysis of stomach contents of piscivorous fish and tethering experiments using juvenile rockfish revealed that significant increases in the predator biomass and the predation rate of juvenile rockfish occur during night-time (Kinoshita et al., 2012). However, how the possible effects of biotic conditions (such as prey abundance, predator size, and biomass) affect the juvenile predation rates have not been clarified.

In the present study, juvenile rockfish were collected with their predators during night-time in a macroalgal bed in the central Seto Inland Sea to (i) estimate the juvenile predation rate during night-time and (ii) examine if size- and growth-selective predation prevails in night-time.

Material and methods

Field survey

Fish sampling and environmental surveys were conducted on a vegetated area (∼50 m in width and 500 m in length) off the southwest coast of Aba Island, central Seto Inland Sea, Japan (Figure 1). Aba Island is an uninhabited island with a coast of ∼2 km on its southwestern side. The vegetation is dominated by patches of macroalgae (mostly Sargassum filicinum, S. fusiformis, and Chorda filum) during winter to spring (Kamimura et al., 2011). The mean biomass (wet weight) of the macroalgae fluctuates between 100 and 3500 g m⁻² within a year (Kamimura and Shoji, 2009). The seabed of the macroalgal bed is comprised primarily of sand with occasional small stones (<100 mm in diameter), on which the macroalgae grow.

Biological and physical surveys were conducted during night-time (21:00–03:00 h) on 9 April 2009, 6 April 2010, and 16 March, 1 and 18 April, and 2 and 25 May 2011 (Table 1), a period when macroalgal growth is notable and rockfish juveniles are abundant (Kamimura and Shoji, 2009). A round seine net (2 m in height,
30 m in length, and 5 mm in mesh aperture: Kamimura et al., 2011) was used to sample fish during a tidal level between 50 and 150 cm, when the edge of the vegetated area was close to the shore. Three sides of a square (10 m in side length) were surrounded using the seine net, with the other side facing to the shore, and this was carried out at four separate locations randomly selected within the vegetated area. Each fish collection covered an area of 100 m². Fish samples were preserved in 10% seawater formalin solution. Since swimming and schooling behaviour of juvenile rockfish at 20–60 mm TL did not significantly differ under light intensity <100 lux (covering the natural light intensity during night-time at the sampling site under new to full moons; H. Nakano and J. Shoji, unpublished data), all fish samples collected under different moon phases (Table 1) were combined for the analysis of effect of the juvenile body length on their predation rate. Water temperature and salinity were measured at each sampling.

### Laboratory procedure

Fish were identified and TL (mm) and wet weight were measured in the laboratory. Piscivorous fish of >82.5 mm TL were categorized as potential predators of juvenile rockfish S. cheni according to the stomach content analysis on fish community in the habitat of juvenile rockfish (Kinoshita et al., 2012). The biomass of the potential predators was considered as a proxy of vulnerability of juveniles to predation. Stomach contents of the potential predators were identified, enumerated, and weighed. TLs of the juvenile rockfish found in the stomachs of the predators (IG fish) were compared with those of the surviving juvenile rockfish (original population collected by the seine net with the predators, OP) on the same sampling day to detect the size-selective predation of juvenile rockfish. TLs of IG and OP were compared by the Wilcoxon test within the same sampling day to exclude the possible effects of temporal variability in the juvenile body size on the size-selective predation. Among the predatory fish that IG juvenile rockfish, Sebastes inermis (adult stage) was the most dominant, accounting for 96% in number followed by conger eel Conger myriaster (young stage, 4%; Table 2). TLs of IG and OP were compared by predatory fish species on 9 April 2009 when the juvenile rockfish were IG by two predatory species (S. inermis and C. myriaster).

The predation rate \( R_p, \% \) of the juvenile rockfish was estimated for each sampling trial by the following equation: \( R_p = \text{abundance of IG (N 100 m}^{-2})/\text{abundance of IG + OP (N 100 m}^{-2}) \times 100 \). To detect the possible effects of density and body size of juvenile rockfish and predator biomass on the predation rate, exploratory analysis was conducted with the abundance and the mean TL of juvenile rockfish and predator biomass as explanatory variables and

### Table 1. Summary of sampling dates, mean abundances of juvenile rockfish S. cheni as OP, and those IG by piscivorous fish predators and predation rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Moon phase</th>
<th>Mean (s.d.) abundance (N 100 m(^{-2})) of</th>
<th>Mean (s.d.) predation rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>49.0 (19.8) 5.0 (2.9) 9.9 (6.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Half</td>
<td>43.0 (24.0) 1.0 (0.8) 2.0 (1.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>March</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>8.3 (8.8) 0.8 (1.0) 5.3 (6.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>2.5 (3.1) 0.3 (0.5) 12.5 (25.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>45.0 (29.3) 2.0 (1.8) 3.2 (2.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>31.5 (30.8) 0.8 (0.5) 4.5 (6.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Half</td>
<td>31.8 (26.2) 0.3 (0.5) 0.4 (0.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each mean value is shown with standard deviation (s.d.).

### Table 2. TL of juvenile rockfish S. cheni IG by sampling date and predator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>TL (mm)</th>
<th>TL (mm) of juvenile rockfish IG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Apr 9</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>18.0, 19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>22.3, 25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>16.6, 18.0, 22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>19.6, 23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>23.1, 24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Apr 6</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 16</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 16</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 16</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 16</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 16</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 16</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>21.9, 20.3, 19.1, 18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 16</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>18.0, 18.5, 20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 25</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>26.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 25</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 25</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May 25</td>
<td>S. inermis</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the predation rate as a dependent variable. The analysis was performed for data pooled from the 3 years and for a single year (2011) to exclude the year effect of juvenile abundance, body size, and predator biomass.

**Analysis on growth-selective predation**

Growth trajectory was established and compared between OP and IG to examine the effect of the growth rate on predation. Juveniles *S. cheni* collected by two additional tows on 6 April 2011 were processed for otolith analysis. Stomach contents of the potential predators were removed and preserved in 99% ethanol during the field sampling. Surviving juvenile rockfish collected by the seine were also preserved in 99% ethanol for otolith analysis (as OP for comparison with IG). In the laboratory, stomach contents of the potential predators were identified. Juvenile rockfish found in a stomach of the dominant predator, *S. inermis* (TL = 137.0 mm, *n* = 1), were processed for otolith analysis. Juvenile rockfish obtained from the stomachs of other predatory fish were not processed for the comparison of growth trajectory between OP and IG due to small sample size (the number of IG per stomach was <3 in other predatory fish). To minimize the possible effects of ingestion and digestion by the predators and ethanol preservation on the TL of juvenile rockfish, the regression equation between the TL and the otolith radius of juvenile rockfish (Kamimura et al., 2012) was applied to estimate their live TL.

Right lapilli otoliths were dissected from the juvenile rockfish (OP, *n* = 23; IG, *n* = 14) under a dissecting microscope and mounted on a glass slide with an epoxy resin. The daily rings of the otoliths (Kamimura et al., 2012) were counted and the radius of each ring from the nucleus was measured using a light microscope connected to an otolith analysing system (Ratoc System Engineering). A measurement transect was set from the nucleus along the maximum radius. All intersections of the daily rings along the transect to the otolith margin were recorded.

Growth trajectory of OP and IG was back-calculated using the biological intercept method (Campana, 1990; Watanabe and Kuroki, 1997). Otolith daily rings start to be deposited at age 0 (the extrusion) in Japanese black rockfish (Kamimura et al., 2012). Based on the linear relationship between otolith radii and TL (Guido et al., 2004; Kamimura et al., 2012), the TL at age was estimated for OP and IG following the equation: \( L_a = L_c + (R_a - R_c)(L_c - L_a)(R_a - R_c)^{-1} \), where \( L_a \) and \( L_c \) are the fish size at age \( a \) and capture, \( R_a \), \( R_c \), and \( R_e \) the otolith radius at age \( a \), capture, and extrusion, and \( L_e \) the mean fish size at age 0 (extrusion, 6.2 mm TL; Kamimura et al., 2012). The recent 5-d mean growth rate (\( G_a, \text{mm} \text{d}^{-1} \)) was estimated for each age and that for the 5 d before the capture was compared between OP and IG.

**Results**

**Juvenile rockfish and predators**

In all, 187 (19.3–43.1 mm), 172 (20.8–37.6 mm), and 476 (18.9–33.3 mm) juvenile rockfish were collected in 2009, 2010, and 2011, respectively (Figure 2). The mean (± s.d.) abundance of the juveniles ranged between 2.5 ± 3.15 100 m\(^{-2}\) (1 April 2011) and 49.0 ± 19.8 100 m\(^{-2}\) (9 April 2009; Table 1).

The mean biomass of the potential predators ranged between 140.0 ± 115.4 g 100 m\(^{-2}\) (18 April 2011) and 601.3 ± 90.4 g 100 m\(^{-2}\) (9 April 2009; Figure 3). In all, 42, 87, and 220 potential predators were collected in 2009, 2010, and 2011, respectively. *Sebastes inermis* was the most dominant among eight piscivorous fish species collected (*Sebastes cheni*, *S. ventricosus*, *S. inermis*, *S. hubbsi*, conger eel *C. myriaster*, spottily greenling *Hexagrammos agrammus*, fat greenling *Hexagrammos otakii*, and *Pseudoblennius cottoides*) and contributed more than 85% in number and 50% in biomass of the predatory fish on each sampling day. Sampling date had a significant effect on predator biomass (Kruskal–Wallis test, \( p = 0.027 \)). The predator biomass on 18 March 2011 was significantly lower than those on 9 April 2009 and 6 April 2010 (Tukey’s post hoc test, \( p < 0.05 \)).

Plots of the body length of juvenile rockfish to those of predators showed that most of the predators IG juvenile rockfish at 10–20% of their body length (Figure 4). There was no significant effect of the body length of predators on that of IG juveniles within the size range examined in the present study (\( p > 0.05 \)).

**Size-selective predation**

In all, 20 (14.4–25.7 mm), 4 (23.6–28.4 mm), and 16 (15.6–26.9 mm) juvenile rockfish (as IG) were found in the stomachs of predators in 2009, 2010, and 2011, respectively (Figure 2, Table 2). The mean (± s.d.) abundance of IG ranged between 0.3 ± 0.5 100 m\(^{-2}\) (1 April and 25 May 2011) and 5.0 ± 2.95 100 m\(^{-2}\) (9 April 2009; Table 1). The TL of IG was significantly smaller than that of OP on 9 April 2009 (Wilcoxon test, \( p < 0.0001 \)), 16 March 2011 (\( p = 0.006 \)), and 18 April 2011 (\( p < 0.0001 \)), whereas no difference was detected between OP and IG on the other four sampling days (6 April 2010 and 1 April, 2 May, and 25 May 2011; \( p > 0.05 \)). Comparison of the TL between IG and OP by predatory fish species (*S. inermis* and conger eel) on 9 April 2009 when juvenile rockfish was IG by two predatory fish showed a significant difference in the TL between OP and IG for *S. inermis* (\( p < 0.001 \)) but for conger eel (\( p = 0.128 \)).

**Predation rate**

The mean (± s.d.) predation rate varied between 0.4 ± 0.8 (25 May 2011) and 12.5 ± 25.0 (1 April 2011; Table 1). The mean TL of juvenile rockfish had a significant effect on variability in the juvenile predation rate (for all years: \( y = 3487.4 \times 10^{-2.264 x}, n = 7, r^2 = 0.794, p = 0.007 \)), whereas neither juvenile abundance nor predator biomass did (Figure 5). The mean predation rate decreased with the increase in the mean juvenile TL. The same level of significance was observed when data from only 2011 were used for the regression (\( y = 2876.6 \times 10^{-0.261 x}, n = 5, r^2 = 0.936, p = 0.007 \)). The effect of the mean TL on the predation rate was not significant when the data on 25 May 2011 were excluded.

**Growth-selective predation**

The mean (± s.d.) and the range of TL of OP were 26.7 ± 1.4 and 24.6–29.9 mm and those of IG were 28.1 ± 1.2 and 26.6–30.7 mm, respectively (Table 3). The mean (± s.d.) and the range of age estimated from the otolith microstructures of OP were 80.9 ± 5.3 and 66–112 d and those of IG were 79.2 ± 4.6 and 72–88 d, respectively. The mean \( G_a \) showed high variability before day ~70 (70 d before capture) and increased from ca. 0.2 to 0.4 mm d\(^{-1}\) during the period from day ~60 to ~30, then decreased from 0.4 to 0.3 per day during the period from day ~30 to capture (Figure 6). There was no significant difference detected in \( G_a \) between OP and IG, although the mean \( G_a \) of IG was higher than that of OP at most ages.
**Figure 2.** Length frequency distribution of juvenile rockfish *S. cheni* as OP and those IG by piscivorous fish predators by sampling day.

**Figure 3.** Mean predator biomass on each sampling day. Different alphabetical characters indicate the significant difference among sampling date (Kruskal–Wallis test followed by Tukey, $p < 0.05$) and vertical bars show the standard deviation. The biomass data were divided into *S. inermis*, the most dominant predatory species, and others.

**Figure 4.** Plots of the TL of juvenile rockfish *S. cheni* IG on the TL of their predators. Sampling years (2009–2011) and predator species (SI, *S. inermis*; CM, conger eel *C. myriaster*) are indicated. Broken lines, prey–predator size relationship $= 0.1$ and $0.2$. 
Discussion

Predation as the significant source of mortality for the post-immigration juveniles

In the present study, the instantaneous predation rate of juvenile rockfish was estimated to be 0.4–12.5% based on the abundance of OP and IG in the macroalgal bed off Aba Island in the central Seto Inland Sea. These values approximate to the predation rate (5.0%; Kinoshita et al., 2012) estimated for juvenile rockfish in a seagrass bed off another island (Ikuno Island) in adjacent waters (~5 km from Aba Island). Based on the time to 90% gastric evacuation of piscivorous fish (5–10 h to 90% evacuation; Nashida and Tominaga, 1987; Buckel and Conover, 1996), the predators could ingest and digest juvenile fish within half of the duration of one night period in summer (10 h). Therefore, the overnight predation rate of juvenile rockfish in the macroalgal bed would be estimated as 0.8–25.0% d\(^{-1}\), which approximates daily mortality coefficients (Z) of 0.008–0.288. These estimates are lower than the mean Z during larval stages of estuarine species (0.266; Houde and Zastrow, 1993) and larval to early juvenile stages of estuarine species (0.045–0.719 in striped bass Morone saxatilis, Secor and Houde, 1995; 0.129–0.193 in red drum Sciaenops ocellatus, Rooker et al., 1999; 0.031–0.095 in Japanese temperate bass Lateolabrax japonicus, Shoji and Tanaka, 2007).

Juvenile Japanese black rockfish exclusively feed on copepods, which are abundant in the macroalgal bed (Kamimura et al., 2011). Juveniles seem to have a high prey availability during the period of post-immigration to macroalgal beds since the feeding incidence (% of guts with prey organisms) of juveniles at 20–60 mm TL approximates 100% (Kamimura et al., 2011). Therefore, we found no reason for the positive emigration of juvenile rockfish out of the macroalgal beds where their prey organisms are abundant. In addition, it is plausible that predation contributes to the majority of the total mortality of juvenile rockfish during the post-immigration period because of the high feeding incidence. Comparison of the fish community structure between daytime and night-time revealed a significant increase in piscivorous fish biomass during night-time in Ikuno Island.

Table 3. Sample size, range, and mean of TL range and age of juvenile rockfish S. cheni as OP and those IG by piscivorous fish predators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OP</th>
<th>IG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of fish</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range (mm)</td>
<td>24.6–29.9</td>
<td>26.6–30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (s.d.)</td>
<td>26.7 (1.4)</td>
<td>28.1 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (d)</td>
<td>66–112</td>
<td>72–88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (s.d.)</td>
<td>80.9 (5.3)</td>
<td>79.2 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Plots of the juvenile rockfish S. cheni predation rate on juvenile abundance (left), mean juvenile TL (middle), and predator biomass (right). There was a significant effect of the mean juvenile TL on the predation rate. Vertical and horizontal bars indicate the standard deviation.

Figure 6. Comparison of the mean growth rate (G\(_5\); mm d\(^{-1}\)) during recent 5 d period on each age between the OP and IG juvenile rockfish S. cheni. There was no significant difference in G\(_5\) between OP and IG (Wilcoxon test, p = 0.085).

(Kinoshita et al., 2012). No juvenile rockfish were found in stomachs of the piscivorous fish during the daytime, whereas they were IG by the predators during night-time in seagrass and macroalgal beds (Kinoshita et al., 2012; present study). Tethering
experiment showed that the vulnerability of juvenile rockfish to predation during night-time (90% per one night) was significantly higher than that during daytime (0%; Kinoshita et al., 2012). We conclude that the majority of predation on juvenile rockfish occurred during night-time.

Factors affecting the predation rate
Predation on juvenile rockfish (S. cheni) by S. inermis was considered to be the most important interspecific interaction in the spring–summer fish community in the macroalgal bed off Aba Island. The percentage biomass of S. inermis was higher than 50% of the total biomass of potential predators on all sampling days. In addition, 83.3% (in number) of IG juvenile rockfish were found in stomachs of S. inermis. Juvenile rockfish dominate the macroalgal bed from spring through summer, composing 60–80% in number of all fish (Kamimura and Shoji, 2009). In the present study, stomach content analysis for the predators showed that the contribution of other juvenile fish as a prey source for piscivorous fish predators was minimal (<5% of all fish IG). Based on the data available, the juvenile abundance of other fish species and their fluctuations seem not to have a large effect on the interaction between juvenile rockfish and their predators.

Neither juvenile rockfish abundance nor predator biomass had a significant effect on the juvenile predation rate. Generally, density-dependent processes have been reported as an important source of mortality in fish early life stages of a variety of species and ecosystems (Jenkins et al., 1991; Kinner et al., 2000; Imre et al., 2005; Martino and Houde, 2010). A shift in habitat from a broad area (pelagic zone) to a more spatially restricted nursery is suggested to correspond to the timing when density-dependent regulation starts to operate in juvenile fish in coastal habitats (Shoji and Tanaka, 2007). The abundance of striped bass M. saxatilis juveniles has been shown to alter selectivity by piscivorous fish predator (bluefish Pomatomus saltatrix) on themselves in Hudson River estuary (Buckel et al., 1999). Although the abundance of post-immigration juvenile rockfish did not significantly affect the juvenile predation rate, selectivity, ration, or biomass of the predators are possibly altered by the juvenile rockfish abundance if the juvenile abundance showed a higher fluctuation than that observed during the survey period (2009–2011). An extremely high abundance of immigrating juveniles would affect the behaviour and structure of the predatory fish community through making the vegetated habitats as a good feeding ground for the piscivorous fish predators, although these habitats usually serve as nurseries for juvenile fish (Heck et al., 2003).

The TL of juvenile rockfish, rather than their abundance or predator biomass, had a significant effect on the juvenile predation rate. Recent laboratory experiments observed a significant increase in burst and cruise swimming speeds and a decrease in the nearest neighbour distance of juvenile rockfish from 20 to 40 mm TL under a variety of light conditions (10^{-1}–10^{5} lux), indicating the development of antipredator behaviour during the post-immigration period (H. Nakano and J. Shoji, unpublished data). Since adult S. inermis feed on various trophic prey items (Nakabo, 2002), they would shift their feeding target from piscine prey to invertebrate organisms such as amphipods when the size or abundance of their piscine prey is not optimal enough for their successful feeding. However, further analysis on data with larger variability in juvenile body size and abundance, and predator species and biomass would be needed as the data from one sampling day (25 May 2011) seemed to have a large effect on the relationship between the juvenile body length and the predation rate in the present study.

Size- and growth-selective predation
Comparison of the TL of OP and IG revealed that the growth-selective predation prevailed in juvenile rockfish population on three sampling days, although statistical analysis was not conducted due to the small sample size on the other sampling days. Juvenile rockfish form schools with individuals of different body lengths between 20 and 60 mm (Kamimura et al., 2011). Generally, larger fish with higher antipredator performance have a higher probability to survive predation (Bailey and Houde, 1989; Masuda, 2009). It is plausible that larger juvenile rockfish have a greater chance to survive predation by piscivorous fish predators than smaller ones due to the development of antipredator behaviour even during night-time when nocturnal piscivorous predators (including S. inermis) tend to be more capable of catching juvenile fish. We conclude that positive size selection (higher probability of survival of larger individuals) operated in the juvenile rockfish.

Significant selection for fast-growing individual was not detected in the present study. The Gs as a proxy of physiological condition (Takasuka et al., 2003) of juvenile rockfish was not significantly different between OP and IG. Generally, fast-growing fish have a higher probability to avoid predators due to their better physiological condition so that more chance to survive when compared with slower growing fish within a school or population. Recent studies have reported that growth selective processes do not always prevail towards a fixed direction (positive, negative, or no selection) and can vary with the variability in environmental conditions, even under a predator–prey interaction by the same species (Munch and Conover, 2003; Takasuka et al., 2007). In the present survey field, variability in juvenile rockfish growth might be small so that growth-selective mechanisms were not detected, since plenty of copepod prey was supplied to juvenile rockfish in the macroalgal bed (Kamimura et al., 2011). Future analysis under different levels of juvenile immigration abundance and prey availability may provide further information on variability in direction and strength of growth-selective processes of juvenile rockfish.

In conclusion, vegetated habitats such as macroalgal and seagrass beds have been considered as important nurseries for young fish, since these habitats serve as a predation refuge. Present results provided evidence of the night-time predation on juvenile rockfish in their predation refuge. There seems to be a paradox: these habitats do contribute as a feeding ground for piscivorous fish predators especially during night-time, while they have been considered as important nursery for young fish.
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